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Aetna Insurance Company Lined
Up by Medics

Glad He Raised His Fees
I have noticed several very good articles on
"Raise your Fees;" I have been located here
at Pender, Nebraska, for one year, Dec. 17th,
and my first year's practice ran close to $5,000,
and since Sept. 15th I have been getting from
$2.00 to $3.50 per treatment, mostly $2.50, and
so far no one has made any complaint about
me raising my prices. I get $5.00 for the first
treatment and examination. I have cut out
the practice of giving so many treatments for
$25.00. I consider that it cheapens osteopathy
in more ways than one.
I for one will never go back to the $2.00
price. I have lots of competition also. This
is a town of 1,400 population and there are
four lV1. D.'s. Wake up, Brother D.. O.'s and
raise your fees! The chiro's have raised to
$1.50 per crack. I am osteopathy pure, 100 per
cent.-H. H. Christenson, D.O., osteopathic
physician and surgeon, Pender, Nebr.

Found This Chiro Course a Fake
Please insert this for the admonition of the
wary.. Spending two weeks of good time "to
learn chiropractic," besides giving them the
prestige of our presence in their colleges, which
would make a strong business talking point for
them rather then for us, is rank foolishness.
I know whereof I speak. I graduated from one
of the best of the chiropractic schools after
spending nine months there and for the life of
me I could not distinguish one simjple, small
individual fact with the name of chiropractic,
or claim any asset to my technique other than
the crude biff-and-bang thrusts originated by
their able men. Commonly speaking, I got
stung for a year's work and a thousand dollars
or better by this commercial cult, before my
good stars directed me to an osteopathic college.
Therefore upon reading an advertising circular
letter they had addressed to all D.O.'s, I could
not refrain from. this word of caution. If any
D.O., having his thorough instructions in principles and technique in his own college, doesn't
want to make a natural darn fool out of himself, let him stay clear of any possibility of
entering a college of natural therapeutic or
chiropractic.-E. S. Moser, D.O., Naperville,
Illinois.

Prognosis Should Be Guarded
As long as the world· and osteopathy exist
osteopaths will find may cripples knockIng at
their doors. Do not say: "I can cure you,"
but If your diagnosis and prognosis are favorable, adv.lse·a course of a q03en treatments as
a try-ou.t or starter. Whether the patient rr·
sponds or not,. your position and abIlity remaIn intact.-John H: Finley, D.O.,. Berwick,
Pennsylvania.
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Operation for Hemorrhoids'
Several patients have said things about a
treatment for hemorrhoids that some physicians
are using in which they claim the physicians
inject something directly into the tissues. Since
I have heard of this treatment from different
sources and have never read anything on this
kind of treatment, will some one kindly put
me wise, discuss the technique, state what it
is that is used in the injection, etc.-H. W.
Paine, D.O., Oregon City, Oregon.
[Injections used for about twenty years past are reputed to be carbolic acid.
The editor knows of one
case prolonging useless suffering that ·wasted three
months on such a Hspecialist" who said his treatment
required only six weeks to cure. Absolutely nothing was
accomplished for this case and not even a beginning
was made toward the actual treatment, this time having
been wasted in so-caned upreparatory treatment." As
the patient was then advanced three months in pregnancy she entered a hospital, had a radical operation
by a surgeon who specializes in these cases and in two
weeks went home absolutely cured. Nearly three years
have elapsed and she slays cured. Pregnancy does not
interfere with such an operation in the hands of an ex...
pert who has had plenty of experience.-Edito,..l

The local agent for the Aetna Insurance Company informs me he has received instructions
to accept the insurance of no more osteopaths
for medical liability protection. He thinks it
is a nation-wide order; but, my policy running
out today, I am notified, looks suspicious to me.
lt looks as though the AMA were laying plans
to make all the trouble they can.. Do you
know how the number of damage suits brought
against osteopaths compares with the number
brought against lVI. D."s? Do you know of any
policies having been cancelled or renewed for
osteopaths recently? I have asked President
Conklin to take the matter up with our AOA
attorney, Mr. Patterson, and see what he can
learn on the subject, for I think it is something
that may turn out to be of considerable im-'
portance to us all. I am mailing my check
today to the Medical Protective· Comp,any of
Fort Wayne, Indiana, as that is the only available company that I know of. I will soon
know what stand they take one the question.
-George M. McCole, D.O., Great Falls, Mont.

"Simple Simon" Takes Invoice

While reading a number of very interesting
articles in your good paper I notice some good
dbctor refers to the wonderful things being
Aetna Insurance Company Muzzled
done by the "higher-ups" in the profession and
he said, "even the Simple Simon osteoby Medical Trust
My brother and I were notified today by the paths are doing some wonderful things." Well,
Aetna Insurance Company that they no longer his statement demands no reply and certainly
would issue physicians' liability insurance to deserves no criticism. But it was the signal
osteopaths. They had protected us for years. for me to "invoice" and find I am surely the
Do you know of any reliable companies who do "Simple Simon." There are many things the
insure osteopaths? If so, why should not our practitioner should know which I do not know.
entire profession and our supporters boycott I have a very limited anatomical vocabulary;
the Aetna Insurance Company on all other yet my fingers know all the general m.uscles,
forms of insurance and give our business to origin and distribution. They know the lesion,
such fair and unmuzzled companies as do recog- acute or chronic, or both. They know how to
nize us? Please give a discussion on this. I correct them. They are doing it every day.
have a vague recollection of some company They have saved many appendix cases that had
formed especially for osteopaths. Is there such been ordered to the knife by high brow M.D.'s.
Last winter they cared for forty-seven "fiu"
a company?
The AOA should get after these allopathic cases and lost not one. They saved two pneutrust insurance companies. Let me hear from monia cases after the M.D.'s had said "no hope."
you soon.-Guy E. LO~tdon, D.O., Burlington, They sometimes know when they do not know
and then summon help. They have built. a
Vermon,t. .
large practice,.where others-good, poor and in,different failed, and yet their master is in the
The Joy of Healing
"Simple Simon" class in a sense.' But he; is
How much more joy and pleasure there is· filling a worthy place with credit.
Finally: ."Don't shoot the pianist-he's doing
and what a greater thrill it gives us to read
of those inspiring articles on how somj3 fel- his level best." Again: Do not kill the goose·
low osteopath corrected a rib lesion and cured that laid the golden egg until the fledglings
the patient than it is to note the wailings of are strong enough to lay eggs and numerous
some one for whom osteopathy is not broad enough to supply the demand-R. W. Thorne.
enough. We are inclined to think that if the D.O., Greenburg, Indiana.' .
"progressive" would devote some of his energy
to perfecting his osteopathic technique and
Be a Producer
then would practice it that he would derive so
Do not live on· the reputation of your premuch satisfaction out 01' his successes that he
would forever forget the, grievous handicap he decessors in osteopathy but achieve something
is now laboring under by not being permitted Worth while for yot1rself and the profession:'
the unrestricted use of drugs:-Chester A. Grif- Make osteopathy do th·e work.-U. S: G,' Bo.werfin, D.O., Lansinll, Mich.

sox; D.O., Longmont, Colorado.
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Decries Unprepared Specialism

N. Y. D. O. 's Have 1.ow Blood Pressure

Emphasize Our Acute Work

I see the worst danger to our work in the
fad among many of our good people trying to
do special work along medical or surgical lines
without good preparation for the same. I have
no criticism of the good man or woman who
wants to specialize and is willing to prepare,
and knows how to do so; but great danger lies
in attempting such work with the lack of good
training. We cannot do good work in any line
without good training. I think anyone of
our people who gives drugs in his. office, if he
is not a graduate of a good medical school, is
guilty of inconsistency and is tearing the foundation stones of our work away.' We have
been successful just in the measure that we
stick to what we claim to be before the public.
I have been many years in practice and have
often told patients to go to a good surgeon or
a good medical man, and get them to do what
I thought they needed to help with the case.
I never gave a drug to a patient, and do not
try to do surgery. I send patients who need
these things to the best trained person I know
in the profession. We will all see the folly of
trying to be mixers in time, but just now I
think it's the cau~e of lots of trouble and is
the worst danger cloud on our horizon. I think
perhaps your paper reaches more of us than
any other publication, and so won't you try to
help us see this mistake before it does us more
harm than it has?-Josephine de France, D.O.,

The osteopaths of the Hudson River North
Association at their last meeting decided to
make a careful examination of each member
present and keep a case record of same, and
everyone present had a sub-normal blood pressure, showing an exhausted nervous system, so
there seems to be no use advertising osteopathy
in these "diggins" until we get some new
D. O.'s, and that we are all trying to do.

Perhaps the most important thing is for us
t.o put more emphasis upon our treatment of
acute diseases. Nature cures. Our work is
altogether in the aid of nature, and no part
of it obstructs her work. The removal of pathological conditions due to impaired circulation
that was present in "fiu" is what gave the wonderful results, and it can be duplicated in other
acute diseases.

-Mary E. McDowell, D.O., Troy, Ncw York.

-Chas. Carter, D.O., Richmond, Virginia.

St. Louis, Mo.

Serious Anemia Overcome

For osteopaths, and especially half-baked
ones, I recommend "Iridiagnosis," by Lindlahr.
This will open their eyes as to the deleterious
effect of drugs on the system and accounts for
a lot of chronic cases. It shows that it is not
so much the disease that leaves them a chronic
as it is the drugs administered, which being
foreign to the organism, accumulates in certain
organs and tissues and leaves them chronlcs.
It proves what A. '1'.. Still claimed that drugs
are poisons and work harm rather than good.

-Morris Lychenheim, D.O., Chicago, Illinois.

-E. M. Steele, D.O., Wilmington, Ohio.

Your Objective

A Mountain Journey Worth the Effort

Stick to t.he lesion lInLil yOll are sure you
have found it; fix it to stay-leave it alone,
hut don't forget it. This was the old Doctor's
philosophy, and it. gets results.

I made a trip of 56 miles across the West Virginia mountains last September to see a Mrs. S.
The local doctors' diagnosis was simply "stomach and heart trouble." Patient had been bedfast for nine weeks, and the doctors said they
would have to take her to a hospital to determine the nature of her case. Symptoms: Dull
ache in stomach at all times, and she spat up
n~arly everything she ate; headaches, palpitation and shortness of breath, badly constipated
and troubled with frequent urination, heart 100,
respiration 16, temperature normal. I found a
badly twisted pelvis, third and fourth ribs left
side up, and' a rotated second cervical, ~hich
I was able to correct. The woman had an easy
night and was up and around the house next
day, and came to my office in about ten days.
-J. D. Miller, D.O., Morgantown, W. Va.

-A. lV. Hart, D.O., Boston, Massachusetts.

The Second Dorsal
The second dorsal affects the vasomotor
control to the mucous membrane of the nose
and throat and the general nutrition cavities
of the body. Also of the eyes. In all disturbances of eye, ear, nose or throat look, well
to the 2nd dorsal and upper cervical. Your
surgical cases will do better if these lesions
are· corrected.
-He-forgot-to-sign-it, D.O., at Blackwell, Okla.

When They Get Sick Again
One thought impressed on me this month is
the puzzling fact that many patients having
had a few weeks or months of treatment imagine no more are ever indicated. I meet people
who were treated successfully years ago, who,
when you meet them, tell you that for the past
year or so the old trouble seems to be asserting
itself and wondering if more treatment is
called for. Funny, is it not?
-Joseph II. Su,zzivan, D.O., Chicago.

Running After False Gods
Osteopathy will die because of the insane desire for the M. D. degree now prevalent among
liS, some for the purpose of prescribing drugs,
while others wish to take the easy way to
practice as they please, witbout molestation of
medical boards, etc. Unless we find the cause
of this desire and remove it we are lost. Either
the schools are not teaching osteopathy or the
students are not getting it. Very few students
will become oseopathic physicians if tbey study
medicine only. We must read medical books,
hut we must study osteopathy. My observations
lead me to' believe that many of our truest and
hest osteopaths are those who practiced medicine and found the worthlessness of drugs, then
took up the study of osteopathy, while some of
0111' weakest and poorest osteopaths are among
t.hose who studied osteopathy first, then medicine, without first testing the efficiency of osteopathy.-J. J. Moriarity, D.O., Ottawa, Illinois.

Still Paging Dr. Amsden!

Perspiration Killer Made Tumors
One of the most subtle and pernicious "ads"
perpetrated on the public today is that exploiting the "invaluable" benefits derived from the
use of "OdQrono." A patient of mine had used
it for months when she noticed enlarged glands
developing in axillary spaces. It has been
nearly two years since she has discontinued its
use but no change or improvement has taken
piace. Both axillary spaces have many nodules
throughout the chain of glands and the tumors
projecting under the pectornls, "are the size of
a large goose egg. We have had cases of body
rash and a number of subtle nervous disturbances as a result from the use of this most
injurious stuff. Preach and teach against its

I have just finished reading the last Issue of
The OP, and have gotten much good from
Dr. C. E. Amsden's article on the "Colon,"
which he read at the New York Osteopathic
Society convention. His paper ended rather
abruptly, however, as if he had more to say on
cases he had treated, their treatment and results, If you omitted to publish this part of his
paper on account of space, I wonder if we could
have it in the' December OP~ (We published
all he gave us, Doctor.-Editor.) Or if Dr.
Amsden actually ended his paper at that point,
couldn't you persuade him to finish it for the
benefit of others? (We'll try.-Edltor.)

-Ignatz Mittleman, Philadelphia College
Osteopathy.
"
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and the end that Dr. Pratt pulls are united as
one by the missing link, then you will have a
real sure way of assisting nature to eliminate
such diseases as are caused by tight and unruly sphincters. These bring on constipation,
that poisons the i:>ystem and irritates the
nerves beyond endurance. In time this may
bring on paralysis, sleeping sickness, dementia
praecox, female troubles of all kinds and many
other as dissimilar ills until the life wire is
severed ere the patient gets relief.
-W. J. Mulrony, D.O., Yuma, Arizona.

Alimentary Activation

I want to be an up-to-date real osteopath of
t.he A. T. Still kind. I want to do the best work
possible. If I do not use electric contrivances,
vibrators, skin lotions, etc., am I a back
number?
Which of the various schools of osteopathy
spend the most time in teaching real osteopathy? The real technlque--how to do the
thing, and not the theory? I want the Information.-Emma C. Fager, D.O., Havana, Ill.

Ohio.

-J. M. Phillips, D.O., Hollywood, California.

Stich to Essentials
Ten·Finger Osteopathy

The Missing Link
If the end of the chain that Dr. Still pulled

My thought for Shop Talk is this, and I
think it very essential in maintaining health.
Empty the ascenting colon after each meal by
lying on the left side, preferably with the
leaf of your McManus table elevated, and starting the hepatic flexure work towards the cQecum.. You will hear the gurgling as the contents pass over and down into the transverse
colon and experience immediate relief. Also
empty the gall-bladder at the same time by firm
pressure from the base of the ribs down towards the umbilicus. This will relieve that
uncomfortable feeling of fullness and prevent
constipation and absorption of toxins. Don't
neglect to drink a flask or two of hot water,
or cold water, upon arising In the morning and
thus flush out the stomach, intestines, blood,
kidneys and bladder. Of course it is assumed
that the rectum and sigmoid are empty at all
times.-Frank W. Mossmeyer, D.O., Cincinnati,

use.-Gertrude Lord Gates, D.O., Portland, O,-e.

Let"s get back to the basic principles as
taught by the "Old Doctor."
If we would
adhere to these principles we would cut out
all our present dissentions. Let's have more
osteopathy and less muddling so that we may
steer our ship clear of the rocks.

Shows Drug Injuries

Have been treating the last ten days a woman
who has been under care off and on for two
years. She was practically given up to die
from anemia two years ago. Osteopathy, including hygienic, dietetic and hydropathic
methods, renewed her health. Lately she was
running a temperature in a condition of pleurisy. Today her temperature is normal. Constant friction with therapeutic lamp also used,
kept blood flowing to the skin. Prolonged menstruation prevented tub baths, though local
applications of hot water were used.
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Cultivate the Prophylactic IHabit
Try to educate your patients to the value
of one or two treatments a week as a preventive
measure against ill health. It pays both you
and your patients. Or at least try to have
them come in for a thorough physical examina·
tion every so often.-G. W. Barrett, D.O., Pittsfield, Mass.

Persecute or Persuade-Which?
to Enthusiast::;

A Talk

I have run across the following good advice
in a classic which we "Shop Talkers" all may
well take to ourseIves.
"The enthusiast has been compared to a man
walking in a fog; every thing immediately
around him, or in contact with him, appears sufficiently clear and luminous; but beyond the
little circle, of which he himself is the centre,
all is mist, error, and confusion. But he him·
self is nevertheless as much in the fog as his
neighbours, all of whom have also cantoned out
their little Goshens of perspicacity. 'l'otal freedom from error is what none of us will allow
to our neighbours, however we may be inclined
to fiirt a little with such spotless perfec·
tion ourselves. Sir Richard Steele has observed, that there is this difference between
the church of Rome and the church of England' the one professes to be infallible-the
othe~ to be never in the wrong. Such high pretensions are extremely awkward wherever the
points of difference haJppen to be more numer·
ous than those of agreement. A safer mode of
proceeding would be to propose with d.iffiden.ce,
to conjecture with freedom, to examme WIth
candour and to dissent with civility; 'Let

there b: ha11mony in things essential; liberality
in things not essential; charity in all.'-Publicus. This ought to teach all the enthusiasts
moderation many of whom begin to make converts from' motives of charity, but continue to
do so from motives of pride; like some rivers
which are sweet at their source, but bitter at
their mouth. The fact is, that charity is contmted with exhortation and example, but pride
i~ not to be so easily satisfied. An enthusisast,
therefore, ought above all things to ~uard
against this error, arising from a morbId as·
sociation of ideas, directed to view and ex·
amine all things through one medium al(jn~.
The best intentioned may be exposed to thIS
infirmity, and there is one infallible symptom of
the disorder, which is this: whenever we find
ourselves more inclined to persecute than to
persuade, we may then be certain that .our zeal
bas more of pride in it than of chanty, that
we are seeking victory rather than truth, and
are beginning to fee~ more for ourselves, than
for human progress.

-----Why Not State Colleges of Osteopathy?

Why should not bills be introduced in all
governing legislative bodies, for the purpose of
the establishment of osteopathic colleges main·
tained by the state? We have state veterinary,
homeopathic and allopathic colleges. Why not
keep the interest of the public in our direction
by demanding state recognition and support for
our colleges?-Arthur Brunsman, D.O., Peoria,
Illinois.
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Even Uses The OP to Interest His Patients

-M. L. Hartwell, D.O., St. Joseph, Missouri.

0 .. Billings, Mont.

Attention! Georgia D.O.'s

He Did His Best
Not boasting to cure the incurable, or do the
miraculOUS, but studiously seeking to be able
to do the right thing at the right time and in
the right manner, and demanding pay for ser·
vices rendered at a reasonable rate, might be
termed the central thoughts of all true-blue,
successful osteopathic practitioners. This includes careful preparation on the part of the
student while in school and continued consultp.tion of authorative texts by the praditioner
to be always alert and abreast of progress in
thp Healing Art. It is one thing to be true to
self and another to be, to the patient, a true
physician, but it takes both to be a true osteovath. His epitaph should read: "He did his
best."-Chas.
kansas.

A.

Champlin,

D.O.,

Hope,

Ar-

Hit by Taxi; Regains Speech
A man in London was hit by a taxi-cab carrying the Bishop of Wakefield. After he had
been taken home and his injuries dressed he
then asked for the Bishop, declaring, "You have
done me a good turn.. I was dumb before the
accident." This case is an object lesson to the
osteopath who fancies it takes from 30 minutes
to an hour to give treatment!' We'll give
three guesses as to how long it took that taxicab to adjust this man's lesion. Another thing:
Should that chauffeur be prosecuted for prac·
ticing medicine and surgery without a license?
--Kibby J. Clernents, D.O., Plainview, Texas.

Wants Room for Lesion Records
Clinics in SOO Centers?

I want to get before the fellows and girls
the ideal now in my mind-a "vision for 1920."
The records of our achievements of last year's
pandemic makes it imperative that this year
should mark a stride onward in making prac·
tIcal demonstration to even greater numbers
of their great need of osteopathy.. Set before
the world a living memorial to A. T. Still, it's
founder, by the establishment of Free Osteopathic Clinics in at least 500 centers and we
ean if we will. All set. Let us go!-F. E. Dayton, D.O., Ohairman AOA Bwreau of Clinics,
EseanabfJ, Michigan.

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO

Amsden Can't Dodge Them!

After I read each issue thoroughly I place
In your November issue you had an article
The OP among other popular magazines on my by Dr. C. Ehelwolfe Amsden, Toronto, Can.
library table so that my patients may receive on "Thl! Colon and Its Neglect in Osteopathic
some of the benefits from the magazine itself, Diagnosis." The article is not "all there" as he
The experiment has proven itself to be a most says he is going to give some of the practical
worthy one for seven out of every ten of my experience in treatment and results, etc. The
patients will read it and invariably each one article stopped just where it became interestwill become interested in some particular ar- ing. I wish you would tell me where I can
ticle of the issue. What is the result? A very get the rest of it.-G. E. Arnold, D.O., Albion,
gratifying one, I assure' you, for instead of talk- Michigan.
ing about the weather or "rubber-stamp" topics,
our conversation is along osteopathic lines.
Did the Old Doctor Hurt Them?
The patient is then doubly benefited, first from
Instead of making a statement I come seek.
the trea:tment itself, and second, from the osteopathic conversation which should be a para- ing information. Are there any better operators
mount issue in the development of one's pa- than was Dr. Still? Were the "Old Doctor's"
tients, particularly of their mental attitude to- treatments always gentle or did he find it necessary and advisable at times to hurt the patient
ward the science itself.
Is it, then, any wonder that I have put up in order to accomplish results?-S. V. Robuck,
such a howl for these numbers of The OP I D.O., Chicago, Illinois.
have missed? Hardly, when I am using them
to further the development of our noble science.
A Lumbar Twist
A girl of 15 with extreme tenderness and
Please do not wait until my present subscription reaches its final issue before notifying me constant pain in left iliac fossae. Local ex·
of its expiration. Every copy means so much amination of ovary caused pain and nausea;
to me that I have no willingness to lose out on temperature 99.3; leucocyte count 17,400; a
lumbar twist and posterior left innominate were
any number.
Again thanking you for your prompt reply . adjusted; pain immediately left; temperature
and wishing you all possible success in your was normal within 4 days, and leucocyte count
already great work I remain,-H. G. Edwin, D. on 13th day was 700. Case discharged cured.

Every time I sit down and attempt to make
out a case report, I am more than discouraged:
I find a place foc everything but the one thing
I am most concerned in, and that is a place
to describe the lesion. I do not minimize the
symptoms, I want them included, but I do
want a place left to record what I believe to
be the structural cause.' Now, among the many
benefactions you bestow, can't you get out a
decent case record card for D.O.'s?-Margaret
H. Farnham, D.O., San Francisco, Cal.
[We did our best, Doctor, in helping to devise the
present Case Record of the Academy. It has ample
room and charts to' help define the lesion. What is
the matter with it ?-Editor.l

In October 1919 OH, page 12, a case report is
given on Hypertrophied Heart and Mitral In·
sufficiency, (Mrs. R., age 52) .. I should like to
communicate with the doctor reporting this
case.
Will you please send his name?Fraternally, Carrie Weatherly, D.O., Henry, Ill.
[As we have forgotten which Georgia D.O. reported
this case we print this, hoping it will flag his attention so he will write Dr. Weatherly.-EditorJ.

NOW THAT

FLU HAS COME BACK
During the Flu-Pneumonia Pandemic the
Medics Experimented with Serums on
Living Victims to Their Heart's Content
and They Failed Miserably to Secure
any Satisfactory Results.

"Osteopathy Potent Where
Serums and Vaccines Fail"
tells why experimental serums and vaccines are usually rank failures and' it
shows why osteopathy is successful in
healing the victims of diseases which serums and vaccines can not prevent or cure
This brochure offers in plain simple language the information that the public is
eager to receive. 'Do not withhold this
knowledge from them! We fill orders for
this brochure at the special rate of $4.00
per hundred. The evidence presented in
this brochure puts osteopathy in the top
position in modern healing art. Use it
for the advancement of osteopathy, and
the enhancing of your position as a physician in your community.

THE OP

9 So. Clinton St.,

CHICAGO
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Little Stories of the Clinic
By C. W. Young, D.O., Grand Junction, Colorado
said she would feel some better on taking osteOctober 11, 1919.. Mrs. S. age 45, had sys- opathic treatment, but she had come to believe
temic weakness, pain in the back, pallor that osteopathy would after a while "wear out"
and excessive menstruation of a severe charac- in her case. I told her I believed that osteotel'. A doctor with a good reputation as a pathy would achieve permanent results if the
surgeon told her she had a uterine fibroid cause of the trouble was reached, but that good
and that it was necessary to perform an hys- spinal treatments and general treatments as
terectomy. She at once attempted to secure a commonly given by many osteopaths acted
room in a hospital, but there was none vacant. only as a palliative to serious conditions which
A week later she was notified she could have
had not been diagnosed or for which the apa room, but by 'that time she was ready to ex- propriate treatment had not been applied. I
ercise a woman's privilege of changing her told her that I believed her trouble came from
mind. I found a large, heavy uterus with very mal-adjustment of the pelvic organs. She adlittle mobility, badly retroverted, lying in the mitted that she had a retroversion and then
hollow of the sacrum. Palpation revealed a said that her husband did not believe in local
s\'mmetrical enlargement or thickening. There treatments, that he was a "genuine" osteopath,
';'as no evidence of any fibroid growth in the and did believe the pelvic conditions would
pelvis except such as might be inferred from right itself if proper spinal adjustments were
the thickness of the posterior wall of the made. I told her that I did not believe I could
uterus. I informed Mrs. S. that I did not be- do much for her by attempted spinal adjustlieve there was any fibroid, and that I be- ments, and that if she wished to be free from
lieved I could help her greatly by adjusting irritability, nervousness, chronic backache,
the uterus and applying a support. I told her weakness and run down condition, I would
the treatment would be quite painful. She advise her to permit a local examination.. Just
said "Go ahead."
then I was called into my reception room for
I found some adhesions, and used the tech- a few minutes. On my return I found my panique described in the AOA J01Urnal tor M'alY, tient coming out of the dressing room. She
1918. I did not consider the uterus ,and its had had just time enough to remove her kimona
ligaments as being delicate structures that and put on her regular clothing. I told her
could be easily injured by local treament. On I was sorry she felt that way and we said good
the contrary I used a great deal of force with bye.
my fingers to break up adhesions, and to pry
In a few days Mrs. A's good, sensible old
the uterus away from the sacrum. After giv- mother with whom Mrs. A. was visiting came
ing four treatments every other day, I broke and asked directly what I had said to her
up the adhesions, restored mobility, and brought daughter. I told her exactly, and I told her
the organ in an exaggerated position high i.n with a great deal of emphasis what I thought
the pelvis and just back of the symphasls of the belief of so many osteopaths that no
pubes. I then inserted a Smith's pessary.
attention need be paid to local pelvic adjustWhen she reported for her fifth treatment she ment.
My words brought conviction. The
was quite jubilant. She felt ever and ever so mother had a heart to heart talk with her
much better and stronger. She was buoyant daughter who came back to me.
and had no dragging sensation or pain in the
I found a uterus resting in the hollow of the
back. Since then she has been coming at ir- sacrum, three or four times the normal size
regular intervals. At one time she went with- with its walls softer than normal. I gave a
out the pessary for three days. We found the gentle lifting up treatment, and applied a glyuterus tumbled back in the old position and cerine hydrastis tampon, In two days she re,.
the woman suffering acutely as a result. This turned, and I found the uterus slightly reduced
led her to realize how much she had suffered, in size. I gave treatment as described in May
before I treated her, and how much good the 1918, Journal ot the AOA for retroversion,
treatments had accomplished.
ordered Mu-Col douching to be followed with
She reported January 20th that there had been the insertion of orange blossoms. The failure
no menstruation except a slight discharge last- of the glycerine to greatly reduce the size of
ing two days, since the beginning of her tr~at- the uterus led to the use of the orange blosment October 11th, and that she was feelmg sums. After a few treatments we succeeded in
fine. ' Her weight had increased very material- placing the uterus in normal position and inly. I found the pessary affording very ade- serted a pessary; and the patient felt much
quate support. On December 23rd there was a better and stronger. A few days without the
little mucous discharge adhering to the upper pessary brought the same unpleasant symptoms
side of the end of the pessary resting against so prevalent before the treatment began, and
the pubic bone, otherwise it waS' clean. When brought conviction to her mind that it was a
nE-xt examined January 20th, it was clean and big mistake to have left the uterus lie in its
free from odor. The patient had been keeping r€'troverted position for so many years. For
up douches" of warm water and m~lcol once a three weeks she continued treatment, using
week. I found the uterus less than half as orange blossoms between times. She left for
large as it was while retroverted: The poster· her home before the complete reduction of
ior wall had lessened in thickness the same as congestion was secured, but feeling greatly
the other portions and there was still no bulg- benefited by the treatment.
ing or irregularities on the surface. I informed
Mrs. B. for thirteen years bad suffered althe patient that these facts had strengthened most constantly with a severe pain in the left
my conviction tJ:!at she never had a fibroid, side of the abdomen. She said she had slept
though it was possible for me to be mistaken. very little during this time and claimed she
January 20th I told the patient to come again had had no sleep at all -for many weeks. (I
in six weeks. The reposition and support of presume she was mistaken, as are many others
the uterus is evidently enabling lie, -to pass under like conditions.) She was a large woman
the menopause without distressing symptoms. and had a large deep pelvis, I found the whole
Ability to wear a pessary. for a, month and keep. of the uterus left of the median line, resting
it clean is unusual..
against the junction of the ilium and sacrum.
Story No.5: •
"-I succeede<t'in hoisting the organ into position
Mrs. 'A., age 36, wife of a retired osteo- at the second treatment, and supported it with
path, came to be treated for diarrhea. In a a pessary. '!t, was about normal in size. This
few treatments the bowel 'condition was all treatment relieved her entirely of the constantright. .: She, tQld me)she was .nervous; ::'weak ly nagging pain ::nd en~bled her to sleep norand run down and had been that way for years. maHy fpi' '·~wo' mghts.' . Th!:! treatments were
She was the mother of three children. ,She gi~)J. a year ago and she has since come to
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the office from time to time for cleansing and
replacement of pessary. The pain has not returned during the year and she has had somewhere near the proper amount of sleep.
Comment:
This was a rare case ,where a
correction of the position of the uterus relieved
the patient of severe pain in the locality of
thl' uterus. If these mal-adjustments more
generally brought local pain, there would be
greater and more efficient efforts made to secure
normal adjustment. As a general rule the
greatest damage done by the mal-adjustment
is in the way of reflexes and systemic derangements.
Story No.7:
Mrs. B.. described in story No.6 had a daughter who was young, beautiful and unmarried.
Mrs. B. told me her daughter was subject to
"spells." Sometimes she became unconscious,
though complete unconsciousness had not occurred for a year. When a "spell" would come
011, her hands would become cold and her face
pallid. At times the young woman would be
extremely irritable and give vent to unreasonable fits of temper which waSi not natural for
one ordinarily of a sweet disposition. She was
chronically nervous and found herself unable
to keep up her studies in a business college.
She had had a lot of osteopathic treatment,
which seemed to act only as a palliative.
I told Mrs. B. that I believed the daughter
had some pelvic trouble that caused the
"spells.." A local examination seven months
ago revealed a completely retroverted uterus
with adhesions and immobility. I gave eleven
treatments, breaking up the adhesions and restoring mobility. The retroversion was partially overcome. In this case no pessary was
used. The uterus was not oversized, and the
treatments enabled it to keep in an improved
position away from the hollow of the sacrum.
After the beginning of the treatment she had
no more "spells." She soon began to feel very
much. better. The nervousness disappeared,
and she appeared brighter and more buoyant.
Kot long after ending her treatments she was
happily married and enjoys good health to
this day.
Comment: There are good reasons for hesitation in local examinations and treatment in
the case of a '~irgin, but if the physician is
to cure many, many disorders he must not let
said reasons prevail. The only way to restore
health is to correct the lesion.

Herpes Zoster
By Fannie Gosden, D.O., Farley, Iowa.
ATIENT, female, married, 4 children, age
58. Several years before this illness the
patient's clothing caught afire and her back
was badly burned. Her nurse told me that almost the entire spine was one solid blister.
Later on she had her gall bladder removedshe had always had indigestion and at the time
when she should have been away at school to
finish her education she had typhoid fever and
was so nervous afterwards that she did not care
to settle down to study again, but continued
with lessons on the piano, at home, as she felt
disposed.
At the time of the beginning of this illness
she was with a friend about an hour's ride (on
the train) from home.. It came on with shivering spells and she felt prostrated and very sick.
She said she knew she had fever, though her
temperature was not taken. ' She came home in
the course of three days. The neuralgic pain in
the upper part of the left side of her body.and
left arm kept her awake that ,night and I was
called in the next day. Her temperature then
was not quite one degree above normal. Her
pulse was rapid and irregular.
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SPECIAL OSTEOPATHIC
DIAGNOSIS and PRACTICE
Genitro-Urinary Diseases:
Thorough
didactic and clinical instructions are provided for the student. The diseases of
the male genital system and of the urinary tract and organs are systematically
studied, particular emphasis being laid
on the essentials of diagnosis. The college has ample clinical facilities to supplement the didactic work. A valuable
feature of the course constitutes instruction on the treatment of non-surgical
conditions. 54 hours in the 4th year,
under Dr. Edward Brant Jones.
Nervous and Mental Diseases: This
course is divided into its separate parts,
the work in mental diseases alternating
every other semester with the course in
nervous diseases. The didactic work in
nervous diseases covers in a systematic
way the entire range of the organic and
functional diseases of the nervous system.
The college clinic and the County Hospital afford a wealth of clinical material
and an opportunity of contact with all
manifestations of these diseases. The
course in mental diseases embraces the
field in a comprehensive manner, particular attention being given to the BenetSimon mental age tests, the sociological
aspect of mental defectives and the relation between physical condition and menal disease. Clinics are conducted, accessory to the didactic work, as material
presents, and the Psychiatry Wards of
the County Hospital are available for demonstration. 126 hours in the 6th and 7th
semesters, under Dr. Edward Strong Merrill.
Pediatrics: This work is given
through the junior and senior years.
The didactic course covers exhaustively the anatomy, physiology and
hygiene of infancy and childhood,
the dietetics of infancy, and in a
systematic way covers all of the diseases which are common to infants
and children. The clinical course
furnishes ample opportunity to be·
come familiar with the technique
and details of infant feeding and
with the diagnosis and treatment of
all the common diseases of infants
and children. 144 hours in the 3rd
and 4th years, under Dr. Glen Hall
Copeland.

Volkman
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Jones

Bone and Joint Diseases: All of the
abnormalities and disease of the skeletal,
ligamentous, and arthrodial systems, except those of gross traumatic nature, are
considered particularly from the nonsurgical standpoint. The various types
of arthritis and bursitis, have ·for many
years been made the object of special
study by the head of this department. 3G
hours in the 3,rd year, under Dr. Charles
Hughes Spencer.
,
Infectious Diseases: All of the acute
infectious diseases such as pneumonia,
typhoid fever, and diphtheria, are considered in this course. Their early diag·
nosis, prevention of their communication
to others, treatment, management of complications and sequelae are discussed in
a practical way. During the course it is
possible for the student to make bedside
study of the important ty,pes. 54 hours
in the 6th semester, under Dr. H. F. Miles.
Alimentary Diseases:
The didactic
teaching in this department considers
systematically all of the types of disease
of each portion of the gastro-intestinal
tract and its glandular appendages. Those
disorders which clinical experience shows
to be most prevalent are most exhaustively discussed.. 36 hours in the 6th semester, under Dr. H. F. Miles.
Blood and Constitutional Diseases: The
various types of anemia and leukemia.
simple goitre and Graves' disease, myxedema, tetany, hemophilia, gout, diabetes,
and other related conditions are the subject of discussion in this course. The
many recent investigations of the endo-

Bowling

Merrill

Spencer

[

College of Osteopathic
Physicians and Surgeons
Los Angeles, California
crine system'and thE-ir interesting. revelations of the connection of general vitality
with the internal secretions make this
course highly important. 36 hours in the
6th semester, under Dr. Thomas J. O.
Volkman.
Heart and Lung Diseases: A study of
vital statistics reveals that two-sevenths
of all deaths are due to diseases affecting
these· two systems, if tuberculoSis of the
lungs and pneumonia are included; that
close to one-tenth of all deaths are due
to "disorders of the circulatory 'system,
and that this proportion is rising, from
an increased number of deaths occurring
at the prime of life. A large number of
heart and vascular diseases are rapidly
amenable to rational treatment. Few departments give instruCtion fitting the
physician to render so much service to his community as is furnished by this COurse. Cases for
study are numerous. both in the college clinic
and the County Hospital. 54 hours in the 6th
semester, un<ler Dr. R. W. Bowling.
Physical Diagnosis: The principles and technique of physical diagnosis are systematically
covered in this course. The students work in
smull groups practicing the procedures involved.
Each student is required to demonstrate his
familiarity with the technique of thoracic and abdominal visceral relationships, landmarks. etc.,
and to present complete notes and case histories
covering the procedures, at the termination of the
course. 90 hours in the 5th semester. under Dr.
R. W. Bowling.
Laboratory Diagnosis: With physiological chemistry and bacteriology as a basis, practical meth·
ods for the examination of blood, urine, sputum.
feces, gastric contents. etc.. are taught and demonstrated.
Special attention is directed to the
clinical significance of laboratory results, and a
thorougn mastery of the technique of standard
procedures is demanded.
72 hours in the 5th
sE:~r!1ester. under Dr. Dayton Turney.
Case Recording: This course prepares students to secure case records of proper
character by giving them systematic instruction in the taking of histories and
recording synopses of finding. In addition
to the aJloted work of this course, it is reQuired that students assemble the variou~
clinical and laboratory records bearing on
each case, and make systematic studies and
final reports on these to the clerk of the
clinic. 18 hours in the 3rd year, under Dr.
Dayton Turney.
Dietetics: The chemistry and process of
digestion for the various food elements having been previously taught in the departments of chemistry and physiology, this
course presents the relation of differing
dietaries to health. It takes up in detail
the question of the modification of diet to
suit conditions found in the various diseases.
36 hours in the 7th semester, under Dr.
Dayton Turney.
Fo,' complete catalog address The College
of Osteopathic Physicians and Sm'geons,
800 San Fernando Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

Turney
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The Unique Baby
If all babies were alike,
and had the same powers of digestion
and assimilation, a standard of feeding
mixture calculated to agree with the
average baby would sufficeBut each is different froJ11 every
other baby, must be considered individually, and fed according to his
individual requirements.

The correct arrangement of diet for the individual baby marks the difference between
success and failure in infant feeding.

TO THIS END WE PREPARE

MEAD'S
DEXTRI-MALTOSE
IN 3 FORMS
(No.1, No.2 and No.3)
No.1 With SodiuIn Chloride, 2%
No.2 Unsalted
No.3 With Potassium Carbonate, 2%

WHY DIFFERENT e_'.LTS IN
THE DIET OF INFANTS?
Sodium Chloride is a useful addition to the
diet when an infant suffers from diarrhoea.
Potassium Carbonate is valuable generally as
a corrective in constipation of infants.

,

By the proper use of one of the
different forms of Mead's DextriMal tose in combination with a milk
mixture suitable for the individual case,
infant feeding attains a greater degree
of success.
The simple, rational principles of modern
bottle feeding are clearly and concisely
described in our booklet" Simplified
Infant Feeding."
Write for it.
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There was a lateral rotation of the 2nd cervical; an anterior lower cervical most pronounced at the 6th, a posterior upper dorsal and
a dropping down of the ribs. The 5th and 6th and
7th were so close together that they were touching each other. The whole spine needed loosening up and adjusting. The urine was acid-no
albumin, no sugar, but the test for I. K. S. gave
a deep purple color. She had taken several
doses of laxatives, but the bowels would not
move. I cleaned them out with an enema, and
used the enema twice daily for two days, then
once each day and had her drink plenty of
water and fruit juices:
There were blisters around her side. I ad·
vised dusting the parts with zinc oxide, starch
and boric acid, and later zinc oxide ointment.
Those blisters multiplied and spread until the
side of the body was covered with them from
the neck down to the 8th rib and from the
shoulders almost to the elbow. One of the blis·
tel's was as large, I think, as a silver quarter
and a number of them contained bloody serum.
The worst blisters were under the arm-pit and
just below it. Zinc oxide ointment did not ease
the pain in them and something else must be
done at once. I read up on remedies in "Stelwagen" but didn't seem to find what I needed.
I was in a tight place and I didn't want to
call in a medical doctor. A narcotic would
lessen her chances for recovery. Those blisters
had the appearance of burns. Why not treat
them as such? I melted two ounces each of
beeswax and rosin in a granite vessel and
added to it pure leaf lard and a little mutton
tallow-4 ounces. When cool enough I stirred
in about one-half ounce of the oil of turpentine.
I spread this ointment on pieces of gauze and
applied it to the blistered areas. I had scarcely
finished arranging and covering the dressings
when the patient exclaimed "That ointment is
going to do the work-I feel better already."
The blisters didn't heal in a day but the use
of the ointment kept her fairly comfortable.
It was more than two weeks from the time I
made the first application until the last spot
was healed. After the skin looked normal there
would be intense itching at times and as I
didn't want to daub her up with ointment I
used Stelwagen lotion for hives-the one containing alcohol, phenol and glycerine. It is fine.
My great bug-a-boo in this case was company
-friends would call and stay for hours-until

she was exhausted and they hadn't the courage
to tell callers! that the doctor wanted her kept
quiet. I was called one night when she was
having a nervous chill. She shook the bed and
the family were holding her hands, her feet and
her head and trying to soothe her. I had her
sleeping quietly in less than half an hour. Her
daughter had timed me. All through her ill·
ness she had severe attacks of neuralgia, but I
could always relieve her. Her bowels responded
nicely to treatment. In two weeks after I commenced with her, she was having one or more
good movements every day.
I treated this case from August 6th to ",eptember 12th, 1914; and a month later gave her
seven treatments to correct lesions. I have kept
close tab on this case and there has been no
recurrence of the trouble.·

Eye Strain of Vertical Muscles
By Charles H. Kauffman. D.O., New York City

Optometrist, male, age 45. Eye strain of
vertical muscles. (Sup. and Infer. Rectus)
which optometrists reduce by means of a prism.
This treatment is unsatisfactory they claim.
I found atlas and axis lesions; also 7th and
upper dorsal lesions.
Eyes were tested by optometrist himself before and after, showing nearly a perfect test
after 4 or 5 treatments. When lesions are entirely adjusted I expect complete results. His
eyes feel 100 per cent better, even though the
test does not come up to normal as yet.
In my own case I had him test my eyes. Test
showed strain and contracture of vertical muscles. Two treatments resulted in a perfect test,
due to my neck and 3rd cervical not oeing badly
involved. Eyes felt stronger and I was relieved
of tired look.· As many people have tired looking eyes (which detract from their appearance)
this condition is probably present in many
cases.
Thus, testing of eyes proved conclusively
that osteopathy can produce specific results in
such cases.
Just a line to say to you that I have been enJoymg
recent issues of The Osteopathic Physician very much.
You are actually saying good things and lots of them.
and the things our profession needs to know, and I congratulate you upon the growth of The OP.

-Arthur G. Hildreth, D.O., Macon, Mo.

Many Osteopathic Physicians Find
It a Great Help
doctors of Osteopathy have the faculty of finding
YOU cause
source
very often

the
of ailments in your patients. You are not given to treating symptoms. You seek out the
of trouble. And
you
find the source of trouble in the spine-a deflected vertebra, a slight or
perhaps well-defined curvature, or tender spots at various points. Now,
in cases of that sort, in addition to the regular osteopathic treatment
many of your brother practitioners have found a most efficient aid in the

Philo Burt Spinal Appliance
The Philo Burt Appliance serves to give your patients the utmost good
from your scientific treatments. It supplements your work by helping
retain the results as you achieve them step by step. A great many
osteopathic practitioners of highest repute use the Philo Burt Spinal
Appliance in all their cases of spinal trouble with distinguished success.

30.Day Guaranteed Trial
We will make to order a Philo Burt Appliance for any case you are treatine'. allow its use on a
30.day guaranteed trial and refund the price if. at the expiration of the trial period. the appliance

MEAD JOHNSON & CO.
EVANSVILLE, IND.

is not satisfactory in your judfment.

On request we will send detail and illustrated description 0/ the Appliance, and letters Jrom osteopathic
physicians in evidence 0/ its corrective efficiency. Write today. Special discount to physicians.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO.
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THE CHALLENGE
Ten, twenty, thil,ty years ago. numbers of earnest men and women, inspired by the genius of

Dr. Andrew Taylor Still
started out single-handed and fought their way to recog·nition. They won, because their
therapy was half a century in advance of the therapy then in vogue among their allopathic
arch-opponents. From the very beginning. the D. O. far out-classcd his M. D. rival in
practical results. till today drug therapy stands at a disadvantage before an awakened public.
and even the drug therapists themselves have to a large extent abandoned the use of drugs
with any hope of cure except in a few diseases. They are lnaking progress toward a basis of

Rational Therapy
If we are to continue to achieve superior results. and maintain our established leadership
in the therapeutic world, we must continue to advance, to be the first to apply each new
truth of biology, anatomy, physiology, etc.. that science has demonstrated. We must go
further and establish new truths in each of these sciences ourselves.
We cannot stand still nor stagnate. We must follow in the footsteps of our illustrious
founder, first among- the leaders, greatest of all the therapists that have lived' and learned
and taught and demonstrated therapy. We must follow him AS HE LED, not blindly
confonning to tradition, but striking forth with sound, logical reasoning from the most
advanced established facts observed by others or ourselves, discarding nothing of established
value, using nothing that is not essential, regarding

Disease as an Effect
due to a definite cause, searching always for the cause and basing our therapeutic procedures
on the cause, because that is scientific, but alleviating suffering while we are searching fot'
the cause, because that is human.
We disagree with those reactionaries in our profession who seem to believe that the
M. D. has any therapeutic advantage over the D. O. We admiJ'e the Simon pure Osteopath
who depends on his fingers and scorns the use of any therapeutic adjunct. We attribute the
striking success of our Hospital to the fact that we have some of the best of them on out'
staff, and the nationally known graduates of OUI' college owe their success and standing, in
great part, to the firm grounding given them in the fundamental teachings of Dr. A. T. Still.
We teach OSTEOPATHY. Our graduates are OSTEOPATHIC physicians and sur!'(eons,
strong in faith, successful in performance. We are not reactionary. We are not stand-patters. We are

Osteopathic to the Core
But we know and teach the limitations. and the value in selected cases, of such therapeutic adjuncts as diet, exercise, hydrotherapy, surgery. antiseptics, anaesthetics. antidotes,
di,phtheria antitoxin, saline injections, enemas, etc., and expect in the future to add anything
that is sane and demonstrated scientifically to be of value.
Our faculty is composed of Osteopathic physicians and surgeons, many of them specialists
of national reputation. They nearly all practice in Philadelphia, the OLDEST MEDICAL
CENTRE IN AMERICA. the logical place to demonstrate the superiority of Osteopathy. We
have ample clinical material. In our Hospital all sorts of cases are observed and treated
osteopathically. Judged by accepted standards. our death rate is extremely low. On this
fact we base our hope that Osteopathy will be adopted in all Philadelphia institutions befon'
many years have passed.
, There is a tremendous and growing demand for Osteopathic Physicians. We have letters
from many sections of the country asking us to send them an Osteopath-and we cannot
supply them. If the profession is to survive. it must be ready to meet the demand. Your'
duty is to FIND MEN AND WOMEN with aptitude for the profession. Our duty is to
train t4em so that they will give their patients

THE PROOF
The people in Philadelphia and vicinity were
interested enough in Osteopathy to donate

$102,110.00
During the first week in December. to the

Osteopathic Hospital of Philadelphia
to double its capacity and make it self-stLpporting

THIS
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is the greatest public expression of faith in Osteopathy yet made by any
community in the world. This Hospital is

OSTEOPATHIC THROUGHOUT
On its professional staff are Osteopathic physicians and surgeons of
national reputation, all exclusively D. O.'s, except two, and they are two of
the most loyal osteopaths in the profession.

THAT IS WHY
The Osteopa!thic Hospital of Philadelphia is demonstrating beyond question. in a way that no one can deny. the superiority of Osteopathic Therapy
over all other systems.
In
!n
In
In

1917
1918
1919
1920

we
we
we
we

had 16 beds.
had 30 beds.
have 60 beds.
shall have 120 beds.
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This Hospital was incorporated in 1911, is conducted "not for profit," is
supported by the voluntary contributions of the benevolent, and does needed
charitable work not done by any other local inSititution. In this hospital,
hundreds are restored to usefulness and earning power, who would otherwise be dependent on charity. It is our firm belief that political economists
and capitalists will soon become aware of this fact and, once they do. Osteo·
pathy will have all the money it can use.

The Best Treatment That Science can Devise
We challenge any medical college in the ·world, allopathic. homeopathic or osteopathic.
to do its duty more earnestly and efficiently than we do ours. Students entering high, school
and contemplating a medical career, should not be left to doom themselves to relative failur"
by studying their profession at an allopathic college. without first being advised of tho
wonderful merits of Osteopathy as a profession. If you know any young men or women in
High School or entering' High School. right now is the time to talk to them. and it they
show the right spirit and ability, have them write for a catalogue at once.

DR. ARTHUR M. FLACK, Dean

Philadelphia College of Osteopathy
Spring' Garden at 19th Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

.Osteopathic Hospital of Philadelphia
Board of Directors

Committee Chairman

Wm. R. Nicholson, President.
F. F. Forbes, Vice-President.
Dr. S. P. Ross, Treasurer.
Dr. John H. Bailey, Secretary.
Dr. A. M. Flack,
W. Clayton Jones.
C. Addison Harris.
Dr. J. C. Snyder.
Geo. H. Earle, Jr.
J. A. McCarthy.

Executive Committee, Dr. S. P. Ross.
Hpspital Committee, Dr. D. S. B. Pennock.
College Committee, Dr. Arthur M. Flack.
Finance Committee, Dr. J. C. Snyder.
Campaign Committee, Dr. John H. Bailey.
Property 'Committee, Dr. C. D. B. Balbirnie.
Grievance Committee, Dr. Charles J. Muttart.
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P-G Work
Twenty -Three
Lectures
F'ebruary and March Class members
can make themselves eligible for gra~
uation at our summer clinic. . .
Read below what a Chicago: student
said after attending a recent clinic.
"I surely have been busy since the clinic. which
I enjoyed more than any work I have ever
taken.
The knowledge gained from this
Course and its .growing appreciation is .price·
less:· The broadened diagnostic viewpoint is
invaluable~.

"Your School is a missionary in this line and
I am more thankful each. time I talk with
'so-called Ol'ificialists' who have learned by
seeing others work, that this Course was presented to me for a foundation on which to
base the reasoning of cause and' effect.
It
seems to me few practitioners of the Ori...
ficial work have really grasped the funda·
mentals of ·the structures with which they are
dealing, I am very sure the continued existence of our School will change this lack of
definiteness in a few years and this philosophy
will be placed in its proper sphere:' I thank
you.. for your many cordial kindnesses."

WTite "s fo,' dates of next elinieand fOT
1.uhateveT otheT injonnation you desiTe.

School of Orificial Surgery, Inc.
Utica Building, Des Moines, Iowa

AreYou
Protected
by

Central's Accident
and Health Policy?

How O'~teop~ths Treated Flu-Pneumonia
:;:
in the Pandemic c,f 19 18 - 1 9 1 9
KEY TO REPORTS OF: THE EPIDEMIC
(Read all abbreviated answers" with :l'e'ference to these
Questions as numbered).
1. What kind of lesions were found?
2. Where?
3. How cor~ectEd?
4. Wh&.t general manipulations were given for bedside treatment?
.
5. What was the aVe1"age time used for patient for
osteopathic treatment?
6. How fTeq"ently weTe patients t"eated?
7. Did you observe any unfavorable reactions from
too long or too tho"ough tTeat,i<ent?
.
(This Question is to bring out if over-conscientiou8
wOl'k may not easily result in ove'r·tTeatm1.ent of these
cases.)
8. How m.any days were patients under. treatment?
9. Did patients who had been drugged respond as
well as others to osteopathic treatment?
r (a) Influenza alone?
I (b) Pulmonary complica10. What regulation of I
cations?
diet was prescribed i (e) Bowel and stomach
for
I
complications?
I (d) Nervous
complical
tions?
11. Did you use any substances like Antiphlogistine,
Dionol or other local applications? If so, what?
(a) If enema, what kind,
how' m u c h, how
12. What methods were
often?
used to keep the
(b) If
manipulations.
bqwels active?
what kind and how?
(e) If laxative, what kind
and how much?
13. What method used to keep kidneys active?
14. Did you sweat the patient? If so, how and at
what stage of disease?
15. Did )'OU use cotton jacket for pulmonary com~
plications?
16. What about ventilation, that is, much or little?
17. What was average temperature of room?
(a) If mani p u I at ion,
where, what kind,
18. Were
any
means
and how applied?
used to reduce tem(b) If baths, what kind,
perature of patients?
how often?
(e) Enemas? what kind?
If manipulation, what
19. Were any means
use d to overcome
kind and how apcough? If so, what?
plied?
If drugs were used,
20. Were any means
mention them and
use d to stimulate
quantity used? If
the heart?
not used, state so

definitely.

21.

(al
(bl
(c)
(d)

When you buy insurance, buy the best
that can be had.
Central's Accident and Health Policy
pays $5000 for accidental' death. It pays
$25 a week for total disability from
either accident or sickness. The cost to
you is only $40 annually or $10 quarterly.
.
Now, doctor, you cannot afford to be
without this protection. Our company
pays promptly and without red tape.
Drop us a line and we will be pleased
to give you further details about Central's policy.

CENTRAL BUSINESS MEN'S
ASSOCIATION
Westminster Building, Chicago, IU.
H. G. ROYER, President
C. O. PAULEY, Secretary and Treasurer
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22. How
day during
23 Cases
1918-19
24. Sign
report.

How many cases of influenza did you treat'l
How many deaths?
How many cases of pneumonia?
How many deaths?
many patients were you able to treat a
the great rush?
reported herein were of the epidemic of
1920'---'---(Do not report both together)
your name and address and date your

By D. M. Stahr, D.O., Piqua, Ohio
Statistical report not furnished.

Contracted muscles with resulting rotation of single vertebra, or groups of vertebra,
together with their resulting effects on the
ribs.
2. General
contraction
existed
entire
lPngth of spinal muscles. Principal constant lesions were: rotation of atlas and axis, sixth
and seventh cervical and 1st dorsal, tenth to
twelfth dorsal, and first and second lumbar,
and rib lesions on both sides of these lesions.
Lesions do not exist in every patient and can
not be considered as specific.
3. By beside manipulation and time, the
latter meaning that as the fever was reduced
a good many of the lesions corrected themselves.
.
1.

4. With patient lying, first on one side, then
_on the other,. general manipulations were given
to all the intercostals, particular attention being paid to those which we found contracted.
A strong but gentle pressure was maintained
all along the dorsal region until we felt relaxation. Similiarly, in the erector spinae mass reo
laxation was obtained. Usually, patient was
then laid on back and neck treated. Strong,
steady, but extremely careful pressure was
maintained and attention was given the atlas
and axis at each visit, until relaxation was secured. Frequently, the intercostals over the
chest were treated direct and always the cardio·
excelerator centers were looked after. In no
case were anything but the most gentle and
careful manipulations uS.ed at any stage of the
disease.
5.. 20 minutes.
6. Usually, two to three times in first 48
hours. Afterwards, one or two times a day
according to the severity of symptoms.
7. Yes, particularly at night.
8. Three to twelve days.
9. Not as. a rule.
.
10. Diet for influenza was restricted to
plenty of fruit juices, milk, milk toast and occasionally broth as long as the fever continued,
with the addition of soft boiled eggs, custards,
baked potato "and tea after crisis was passed.
Same general diet was used for pulmonary
and also for bowel and stomach complications;
treated by starvation and by trying some com·
binations which would stay down.. Nervous
complications likewise.
] 1. Used no local applications except occasionally camphorated oil ap.plied to chest and
tbroat.
12. Some patients can take an enema and
sume apparently can not. For those who could
take an enema, I prescribed equal parts sweet
milk and water with the addition of a table·
spoon of salt to a quart of the mixture, taken
as hot as the patient could stand it, every 12
hours, the first 36 hours, until good results
were secured. I very rarely manipulated the
bowels themselves.. Some patients took castor
oil and various saline laxatives on their own
initiative. I believe that constant and careful
treatment through the spIanchnic area undoubtedly assisted nature in her efforts to
Yoluntariy move the bowels. Fruit juice helped
keep the bowels open.
13. Osteopathically I relied a good deal on
the treatment of the lower intercostals. Partie·
lar emphasis on the tenth dorsal to keep the
kidneys acting. I found that the fruit juices
helped also: Never restricted the patient as to
the amoun1J of cold water they could have, advising them to drink all they could.
14. Yes. Usually, the first 12 to 18 hours.
15. No.
16. Always secured plenty of fresh air but
tried to keep the temperature of the room from
getting below 60 to 65 if possible.
18. Yes. Manipulations were used in the
upper dorsal and cervical, with particular attention being paid to loosening up the first and
second ribs and their vertebra and holding the
atlas until you felt relaxation.
When baths were used I gave a tepid sponge
bath under the cover. Did not use baths for
temperature under 103 to 104 and only when
th.e rising temperature caused intense restlessness.
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InsuringNujol Quality

N

UJOL is produced under conditions unsurpassed in the manufacture of a product of this nature. The makers of N njol possess
a technical equipment that includes the most modern machinery,
efficient operatives, and a corps of expert chemists. Rigid testing governs all the processes of manufacture, and operators are provided with
every sanitary safeguard to insure absolute purity.
Nujol could be made in any degree of viscosity desired, but its consistency has been proved correct by long and careful clinical test and
observation. It exceeds all requirements of the United States and British
Pharmacopceias for liquid petrolatum.

Nujol
~EG.U.S.P~

For ConStipation

When prescribing Nujol the profession knows that patients will be
provided with the finest product for use in the treatment of constipation
which it has been possible to manufacture in any country up to date.
Always the same high quality.
Sample and authoritative literature dealing with the general and
special uses of Nujol will be sent gratis. See coupon below:

Nujol Laboratories, Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey)
50 Broadway, New York
Please send me sample of Nujol, also booklet

Name ........•••••.••••.•••..••••••••••••••••......••

"An Osteopathic Aid"
Address
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To Understand Why
Osteopathy
Conquers
Influenza Read
A. T. Still, Founder of
Oste~pathy
By Prof. M. A. Lane

This Book of popular science tells
in simple language about Infection,
how the body creates its own Immunity against Infection, and how Osteopathy aids the body in its work of
fighting Infectious Diseases generally.
Written for the lay public, it yet contains in easily accessible form such
advanced information of inestimable
value to the ostl}opathic practi tioner.
Indeed it absolutely is the most aovanced and scientific statement of
Osteopathic Therapy that has yet been
produced while as a popular statement
of advanced Biology and Pathology
there is nothing to touch it in the
whole medical book field.
Studied
carefully, it will serve as a text reference book of the greatest usefulness to
the doctor himself.
Make yourself familiar with the facts
and theories set forth in this work.
Discuss its revelations briefly with
your patients. Each of your good patients should be presented with a complimentary copy. Such thoughtfulness
and generosity will pay you many fold.
Thinking people who have been
hrought quickly and safely through a
siege of Influenza or Pneumonia by
Osteopathy are interested to know
WHY it works so successfully. This
book, "A. T. Still, Founder of Osteopathy," gives the answer. You will find
it a revelation to everybody that exact
harmony exists between Osteopathy
and the most modern scientific Laboratory Research. This fact, once understood, will advance immeasurably your
prestige as a physician in the minds
of your clientele.
The price of the book, well bound
in dark green cloth, stamped in gold,
is $2.00 delivered, postage paid. Order
today. Feast on it tomorrow. Derive
benefits in practice the day following.

The OP, 9 S. Clinton Street
Chicago
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19.. Found cough very obstinate at various
stages of the disease. Endeavored to reduce it
by relaxation of the entire upper dorsal, both
the anterior and posterior and treatment with
the recurrent laryengeal directly in the region
of the anterior and of the first ribs.
20. I found it necessary to stimulate the
heart frequently by treatment through the 2nd,
Srd, 4th and 5th ribs on both sides and through
the atlas and axis. In only two cases were
drugs used, at which time digitaline was administered every· hour until the patient got
better.

By A. H. Zealy, DO., Goldsboro, N. C.
Statistical report not furnished.

As to what lesions were found in my influenza patients, will say that no typical ones
were found. There are lesions in every back
you examine--sick or well. I made no effort
to correct any bony lesions. Muscular lesions
were relaxed. My manipUlations consisted of
more or less thorough relaxation of the spinal
muscles on each side of spine. This included
the cervical region, of course. When the patient was not too sick I endeavored to spring
the dorsal and lumbar spine and get movement
between these vertebrae.
Average length of each treatment was ten
minutes. Patients were treated twice daily
when possible, but many of them were only
treated once daily as it was impossible to get
around oftener. My experience leads me to believe that the severe case should receive treatIllent often but of short duration-say three
times daily. Experience in osteopathic practice teaches us that frequent short treatments
for influenza relieve most of the distressing
symptoms, such as aching, cough and frequently elevation of temperature. It is a frequent
occurrence for the influenza patient to sleep
fnllowing a few minutes of relaxing spinal
treatment including the cervical region.
Influenza cases averaged ten days under
treatment. Some cases seemed to do well even
after medical treatment was combined with the
osteopathic, but as a rule my cases that were
handled alone did better. Patients who had
osteopathy from the beginning fared much better than those starting with medicine.
Liquid diet was used uniformly.
No local applications were used except in
pneumonia complication. In these cases the
family applied various kinds of poultices.
The bowels were kept active more by laxatives than by the enema, castor oil being
used more than any other. The enema is
valuable in these cases to reduce temperature
as well as to aid elimination, but in the rush
of the epidemic and the lack of nurses for the
sick, we were compelled to use laxatives in
most instances.
The kidneys gave no trouble in my cases.
Free drinking of water was urged which stimulated their activity. I also attribute kidney
stimulation to osteopathic manipulation in the
lower dorsal region. One of the very best
diuretics when needed in influenza or any other
acute infection is a small quantity (pint or
less) of normal salt solution given per rectum
ar:d retained.
Some of my patients were kept on a sleeping porch during the entire course of the attack. I am led to believe from experience that
influenza patients do better when kept in the
open air.. Of course the feet should be kept
warm and plenty of cover should be used tf)
keep the entire body warm.
As to temperature reduction, sponge bathi>
were used at times, but I did not attempt reduction of temperature unless it rose above
10So. In a few cases of very high temperature
I resorted to aspirin in 10 gr. doses, some times
it was effective and some times it was not. In
my opinion the influenza patient can stand
hyperpyrexia better than he can stand antipyretics.

The cough of influenza is hard to. relieve as
a rule. Interscapular. relaxation, raising tt:e
ribs and treating the anterior structures of the
neck frequently modifies it to a bearable point.
In addition to this I some times used petroleum
emulsion given internally. In certain other
cases I used benzoin as an inhalant (one teaspoonful in lh pt. of boiling water used every
two or three hours).
In influenza without complications no heart
stimulant was used.-Reported June 11, 1919.

By D. S. Harris, D.O., Dallas, Texas
266 cases of flu, no deaths; 22 of pneumonia, no deaths.

Muscular and nervous.
2. Lower cervical and all dorsal.
S. By manipUlation.
4. Not much general, mostly specific.
5. When cases had high fever and alarm·
ing cough, three times a day if I could find time
and the patient could afford it.
6. About 10-minutes.
7. If treated often gave short treatment
and specific.
8. From one day to two weeks; average
about five days.
9. As well as I could judg~yes.
10. Liquid diet in all cases where bowels
and stomach were affected, pine apple juice
and egg albumens were used extensively.. In
nervous complication egg albumens, celery
soups, barley water.
11.. Used Antiphlogistine in some cases and
Vick's salve in others.
12. If fever got very high and patient was
constipated cold water enema. Constipation
alone. Manipulation and sometimes resorted to
Salvitae enough to move well.
IS. Manipulation and hot water.
14. No.
]5.. Yes.
16. Always good ventilation but no drafts.
17. 68 degrees.
19. Manipulation, inhibition in cervical reo
glon, ice bags and enemas.
19. Treatment of throat by manipulation externally and internally, internally with, fingers
just removed from ice water, draining tonsils
and relieving congestion in mucous membrane,
spraying with Pineoleum, swabbing with
Campho-phenique and glycerine equal parts, inhaling hyomei.
20. Strychnine from 1/60 to 1/S0 very seldom.
Remarks:
The great distinctive symptom in influenza
differentiating from la grippe I think was rusty
sputum and quick prostration.
I found by giving treatment often and short
I get the best results.-Reported June 10, 1919.
1.

By Horatio V. Baker, D.O.,
Lone Tree, Iowa
Statistical report not furnished.

l-S.. Muscular contraction, cervical and dol"
sal, some on right and some on left; also Ie·
sions common to the cervical and dorsal areas.
4. Relax, correct and stimulate.
5. Ordinarily, 15 to SO minutes. For very
weak ones, 2 to 5 minutes.
6. 1 to S times per day it I co~tld get to the'll!
but as my patients were miles apart I treated
them usually in rotation, treating the bad cases
oftener. I would go back to a home and reo

n

Have you made your report to
this flu-pneumonia symposium?
If not, why not?
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Listen, Children!
Ye Children of the AS 0
•

IBIN

its more than a quarter century of history the
. ~merican School of Osteopathy has never asked
.
1ts graduates for one dollar to run the school on
and it is probably the only college we have that has
not appealed to its graduates for financial aid.
Is that satisfactory to you or otherwise?

Think it over.
The only appreciation we have ever asked of our large
family of graduates is to send their proteges back to
Kirksville to obtain their osteopathic educations.
Have we a right to ask this much cooperation?

If so, act on the suggestion. Help that young friend
'of yours to "horn in" at your Alma Mater for the
new February entrance class.

ASO
Mother of Osteopathic Colleges
Kirksville
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main through the rest of the night if there and intended to tell the relatives that I could
were cases there that promised to be stubborn do nothing for her as she did not have long to
and very severe.
live, but when I got out where the relatives
7. One patient, I remember, would become were, instead of breaking the news I asked for
a pan of hot water to wash my hands, preparadrenched with sweat if treated 3 minutes;
others would stand 30 minutes treatment and tory to treating her. I didn't have the heart
not be bothered any by it. Some who could to go and not treat the poor woman after she
stand a good treatment only got one a· day herself had asked me to. She was perfectly
rational and knew me when I came in and
and one every other day later on.
I visited one patient who was under the asked about my boy in France and other people
care of an excellent M.D.. He gave this pa- in the neighborhood who had had the fiu. The
tient a recovery chance, as he told the rela- hardest question to answer was whether I could
tives, of 50-50. The consultant said there was cure her: she thought I could as I had cured
no pneumonia Saturday night. Monday night her brother. What I did tell the people was
when called, I found a very bad case of broncho that she wanted me to treat her, so I would
pneumonia. As I entered the room where this try and please her and probably would ease
patient lay sick the bed was pulled out into her a little but that I could not do her any
the middle of the room. The nurse was stand- real good.
She turned over on her side with ease and
ing on the opposite side of the bed from me.
I stood there for a few seconds viewing my without assistance. I treated her several minpatient and sizing up what I had encountered. utes, then left the room to give her a little rest.
The nurse said out loud, "Not much hopes is . In about 15 minutes she sent out word for me
there, doctor?" I shook my head for her to to come back and treat her some more. She
keep quiet. What could I say when the pa- said she felt much bettel1 after it. She turned
tient's eyes turned to me to see what I was go- on the other side, and after I treated her there
ing to answer? I never befOre had a nurse turned over on her back again .saying her head
act like she did. She would say anything about ached a little on top, so I treated that. She
the patient's chances right before her. She seemed very comfortable and easy. I stepped
would say "Not much use trying to do any- to one side to give the nurse some instructiom;
thing", and "I can't impress it upon the doctors to which she replied "You do not think it of
that this patient is very serious." I felt like any use, do you doctor?" I glanced at my new
ordering her from the room-but nurses were patient and saw she was going very fast. I
worked on her for a short time but of no avail.
very scarce!
After examining the patient I left the room She slipped away so easily.
The nurse said that she was glad I really
recognized that the case was so serious as she
c(luld get no one else to think so.
I think this patient had too much treatment
-----The----but she did not show at any time that she
was not standing it very well and she never
complained of weakness or of being tired. I
watched her and her pulse very closely, which
did not change, but all at once she collapsed.
She did not give us time to turn around hardly until she had gone. She had a fatty heart.
This experience would have been kind of hard
Gives Three Post Graduate
on a new doctor, with a new treatment, on a·
Courses
patient not his own; but these people seemed
very well satisfied and I treated the rest of the
No.1-The Osteopathic Efficiency
fiu cases in that home to the end.
Oourse. Twenty-one years of study
This patient's tongue and face were very dark
and experience at your service to help
and these d·ark cases do not get well. Flu cases
solve all vexing and difficult problems
in practice. The business side. Efficiency of technique. Saves back and
nerves. Intensified review over main
studies in practice.
One month.
Next course begins
Monday, August 2nd, 1920.

Denver Polyclinic and
Post Graduate College

under osteopathic treatment do not get darkat least I never had one that did. This patient's lungs were full-broncho-pneumonia, but
the elder of the old-time physicians in attendance would not call it pneumonia. One said
"1 can treat pneumonia, but can't treat this
after-fiu disease." Both the family physician
and the consultant on the above case told the
relatives that this woman did not have pneumonia. May be not, but her lungs filled up,
so what was the difference?
Another case I was called to see, where the
do.ctor said the patient had "capillary bronchitis". I told them that "capillary bronchitis"
is pneumonia and that the patient would not
live until morning. He died at 7: 30 a. m.
An M.D. in a town near here told me that
when patients turned black he was ready to
sign their death certificate. He said he wrote
to his professor of the college where he attended
school and also to the State University and
asked them what they did with their fiu cases
that turned black. They replied that they buried
them.
The osteopath does not need to let his pa·
tient turn black, I had a patient that I was
afraid of and I dreaded to see the time when
I would be called to see her if she got the fiu.
I was sure she would get it as I had seen
three others at that home, one after another,
contract it. One would get up and another
would come down. Sure enough, I was called
to see the fourth one and that was my dreaded
patient. She had been afflicted with nephritis
and asthma for years and when she would see
me she would say "I am really coming to take.
treatment before long as I need it badly." She
could not straighten up for rheumatism. She
overworked continually and had had a siege
of pneumonia in December, 1917.. When I arrived at the home she was panting for breatha bad case of fiu, the lungs being involved. I
treated her twice that day. No food, plenty
of water, soft. Next day or two she began to
turn dark just as I had feared she might. Her
tongue was red as a steak and now it began
to get dark. Pulse not good, kidneys getting
slower-in fact, my patient felt very badly
and·I felt worse as I began to think that this
would be my first loss in this epidemic.
I took special pains with my treatments and
left word that I would be back at 1 p. m.' I was

No. 2-0adaver ana. Olinical Oourrse
on Ear, Nose and Throat. The anat-

omy, physiology, pathology, diagnosis
and treatment taught. All operations
are done on the cadaver by the student. We aid you in selection of best
instruments.
One month.
Next course begins
March 1, 1920.
No.3-Didactic and Surgical Eye
Oourse. Anatomy, diseases and treat-

ment. Surgery done on cadaver by
the 'student. A course in refraction.
One month.
Next course begins
April 1, 1920.

Address DR. C. C. REID
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Specialist

501 Interstate Trust Building - Denver, Colo.

Gifts of Healing
ONE may believe that the "gift of healing" is nothing more than the application of imaginary balm to
non-existent disease, but if one says so he gets into a
jolly row with people who consider an open mind
synonymous with credulity. Our own state of mind was
accurately described by Charles A. Dana; "I don't believe in ghosts". said he, "but I've been afraid of
them all my life."-Chicago T,·ibt<ne.

Museum of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO
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Write for Catalog

Me MANIS TABLE COMPANY
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CLINIC
D'mgnostic; Opemtive; Th"'apeutic; Skeletal; Eye, Ea,', Nose, Th"oat;
N erv<rns &; MentaL, GynecoLogicaL; Obstet"ical; Genito-UrinaTY; P"octo Logy; CaTdio-Vascutar &; RespiTatwy; Gastro-IntestinaL &; Renal;
p ediat,i.c. Hund"eds of patients aTe avaiLing themseLves of the Diagn ostic. Treating and Operative Facilities of our Clinic.

Des Moines
Still College of
Osteopathy
Des Moines, Iowa

ANAESTHESIA .
Do you want to know 'more about A naest1t.esia? If so, conte to De.s
Moines StilL CoLLege of Osteopathy where y<rn ean get by actuaL experience a tho"<rngh knowLedge of the administTation of ether, chLorojOT1n, nitrous oxide ether, novocaine and other local anaesthetics.

S. L. Taylor, A.B., D.O., M.D.
Surgery
M. E. Bachman, D.O. - • Osteopathic Therapeutics
J. N. Waggoner, M.D., D.O. Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat, Nervous Diseases
C. F. Spring, B.S., D.O. Theory &; Pr·inciples of Osteopathy
Biology
.
C. W. Johnson, B.S., D.O. M. E. Golden, D.O. - - - - Pediatrics, Sanitation
E. E. Steffen, B.S., D.O. - Pathology
Ohemistry, Dietetics, Toxicology
W. H. Gillmore, Ph.C., Ph.·D.
R. B. Bachman, D.O. - Obstetrics
Histology, Physiology, Laboratory Diagnosis
D. M. Lewis, Phm.C., D.O. D. D. Clark, n.. o. . - . .
Technic
L. D. Taylor, D.O., M.D. - Gynecology
G. C. Taylor, B.S., D.O., M.D.
Genito-Uri1wl'y, Proctology, Physical Diagnosis
P, S. McQuirk, D.O.
Anatomy
F. J. Trenery, D.O.
X-radiance
C. D. Heasley, D.O.
Anaesthesia, Olinical Diagnosis
J. P. Schwartz, D.O.
- - Embryology, Bacteriology
Laboratory
B. L. Cash, D.O.
H. Utterback, A.M., L.L.-B. • • • • Medical Jurisprudence

OBSTETRICS
A s we are the only educationaJ institution in Des Moines operating a
eLinic; our Obstet'rical Depa"rt1nent has access to a field for nu'mm'O'US

and varied cases, giving OUT student bod'J}. experience and practice by
p ersonal tm,eh ve,.y seldom equaLLed.

GYNECOLOGY
Interested and Efficient Teachers; practical wwk by the students;
satisfied cLinical patients all argue success fw this department.

Clinical Reports
from many physicians tell conclusively of the soothinB, antiseptic
action of DIOXOGEN in tonsillitis, pharynBitis, rhinitis and nose and
throat affections Benerally. They point in· no uncertain way to the
part DIOXOGEN plays in the effective treatment of the foreBoinB dis..
eases. Its antiseptic efficiency plus its prompt and BratifyinB effect
on inflamed and conBested tissues have made it an indispensable ad..
junct in the practice of many a practitioner. DIOXOGEN, moreover,
is as useful for prophylactic, as it is for remedial purposes.
Directions for Use of Dioxogen in Tonsillitis and Kindred Affections
Dioxo8en in the proportion of one part to four to six parts warm normal
salt solution has. been found exceptionally satisfactory and can be used as
freely as desired, no matter how sensitive or inflamed the throat and nasal
structures may be.

Museum of Ost eopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO

The Oakland Chemical
Company
10 Astor Place, New York
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back and treated her again. Next day she drank
quite a quantity. of lemonade, no sugar, and the
ll(·xt day she was quite clear and the next day
she remarked that she felt like a different
woman. She was no bother after that, and was
soon on her feet. Her kidneys went to work,
her lungs cleared up, her breathing was soon
easier and she was soon on her feet. She is
6(1 years old, at that.
8. I had flu cases that I only saw once and
others that I saw every day for from seven to
ten days. My little girl had the flu, that is,
she had a temperature of 102 for three days,
but played every day and ate three big meals
every day. When I had it I could not eat or
sleep or even stay In bed part of the time. I
ached so badly unless I was sweating copiously;
then, only, could I rest and sleep.
There (tre all grades ot tl1t, just as there are
of horses and cows.
10. No feed except fruit juices and plenty
of water for the first day or so; then liquid
diet sparingly; stay in bed for one or two days
after fever is gone.
11. I used some Libradol, mustard, turpentine, Baume.
12. Enema., soap or glycerine; phenolax salts
or sal hepatica.
13. Plenty of water, sometimes acidulated;
at other times soda, according to conditions.
14. Yes, some I did; some sweat all the
time. Sweating is one symptom of flu.
15.. Yes, used cotton jackets for pneumonia.
16. Plenty of ventilation, but it must be
done in the right way. When I had the flu
my wife said, "Well, you must have some fresh
air or you will die." I said that I would die
If I got it, so the windows were not opened. I
was so chilled for a while after I got the flu
that all I needed to put me into the pneumonia
class was a little cold air. I know how to feel
for those boys where they got air without any
precautions or distinction between handling
the sthenic or asthemic cases. When my wife
had typhoid fever, by contrast, I would sit up
part of the time and act as nurse and the way
I did It was to sit by her bed with an overcoat
on and the bed was between two windows, right
in the draft, and we fanned her while a good
sized chunk of ice melted on her breast and
she slept comfortably and sound. Temperature
104 -105-. Yet, should you do this as a routine
treatment, you would kill half or two-thirds of
your typhoid patients'. Cases differ. You must
study your case.
17. 70 degrees.
18. Cold water bottles; wet cloths on bead
dnd neck for some; baths.
19. Cough tr-eatment-Iower the 1st rib and
relax all contractions; salt water gargle or a
little glycerine or some cold pack on the neck
would be safe.
20. Treatment for weak heart:
I carried
camphor in oil ampules, but did not use them,
as the treatment-such as dilating sphincters,
etc., proved sufficient In all my cases.-Reported

THE PRACTICE
OF OSTEOPATHY
McConnell and Teall
Fourth edition
Will have many new features as It has
been entirely rewritten.

Departtnent of
Ophthaltnology
By C. C. Reid, Denver
Will be of great interest to the osteopath
in general practice. Dr. Reid has contributed a section on the EYE from a
strictly osteopathic viewpoint.
Another specialty published next
month.
In press-more than 700 pages
Price to be announced

John F. Janisch, Publisher
KIRKSVILLE, MO.

----The----

TAYLOR CLINIC
Des Moines General Hospital
Des Moines, Iowa
S. L. TAYLOR, A.B., D.O., M.oD.
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white of egg mixed; in pneumonia cases I used
fruit juices, a.s well as in the nervous types of
flu.
11. I used no medical or drug applications
at all; used heat around patients and kept
them in a constant sweat. In my pneumonia
cases I used an electric light inside of a paste·
board box over the chest in addition to the external heat.
12. I used enemas, saline, quantity depending upon the size of patient; manipulation
thorough to liver and bowels; in a few cases
far away in the country I used caster oil daily,
one table spoon full.
13. Regular drinking of water; about three
quarts daily for the adult.
14. Yes, every patient was required to drink
some hot water and with jars of hot water
placed around them; when sweating commenced
they were required to drink a glass full of cold
water every ten minutes for one hour; then
sufficient heat was maintained to keep the patient in a mois1J condition constantly from the
first, with profuse sweating daily until the
temperature was normal.
15. No.
16. 'I'horough.
17. In 65 to 70 degrees.
18: Yes; thorough relaxation of cervical and
dorsal regions. Sponge baths daily three hours
after profuse sweating.
19. Thorough manipulation of throat, and alternating hot and cold packs to throat.
20. Yes, osteopathic stimulation, and light
heat applied to chest.
Note: I have handled 243 cases of flu with
eight cases developing double labor pneumonia,
three single and five broncial, with no deaths
in either; a record that our system should be
credited with.-Reported June 16, 1919..

By P. F. Kani, D. 0., Omaha, Neh
194 cases of flu, 14 of pneumonia; no deaths.

1. Muscle and bony.
2. Contraction of muscles and sub-occipital,
splanchnic nerve centers, and lumbar muscles
and bony lesions in these places.
3. By relaxing them and replacing all abnormal to normal, boney and muscular legions.
4. Osteopathic treatments to those areas.
5. It depends on the condition of the patient.
6. I treat them every day once, sometimes
twice. Here it depends again upon the condi·ticn of the patient..
7. No; it does not seem that way to me.
8. From three to seven days.
9. No, they never respond as well because
every flu case to my observation was troubled
more with constipation and indigestion, and
medicine only made them more so.
10. I did not give them anything to eat, except hot water drinking, until two days after
temperature was down, starting in with liquid food.
11. r use. hot fomentation and give them a
J1tne 7, 1919.
sweat every day.
12. I use enemas morning and evening, just
By Samuel T. \Nyland, 0 0.,
luke warm. If temperature was very high I
---~ I1lID Santa Rosa, Calif.
use cold ·water.
de;:~s. cases of influenza. 8 developing pneumonia; no
13. The hot water drinking keeps the kld1. Acute infection of the whole system. No neys active and also treat the kidney centers.
attention was paid to bony lesions.
14. I sweat them every day, as I mentioned
'2': Respjratory and ali.mentary tracts pri- above, until the fever is down altogether.
marlly.
15. In pulmonary complications I use hot
3. By the general treatment as given below. foot baths or hot applications to the lower ex4. T!lorough relaJi;ation of neck and thorax tremlties continuously at the time and cold
regions, bowel manipulation.
over the chest, or trunk pack.
5. I should say about fifteen minutes..
16. I keep the room well ventilated, but
6. Some twice per day, others once.
warm enough that patient does not take cold.
7. Did not ha'Ve time to overtreat them17. Temperature in the room is from 65 to
too many cases to'look after'.
70 degrees. '.d.·
'
8. From three to fifteen days.
18. Order the nurse to give hot enemas 01."
9. No.
cold applications over the whole abdomen to re10. Liquid without exception. Milk in in- duce temperature.
fluenza 'Where no alimentary tract involvement
19. Relax all from the first cervical to the
.. existe¢; wher-e:it....d!.(LL used..bar!ey water -with__~h~~.d 8th dor.sal. .- I--find-this is--one=:-el'- the
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best things to relieve a general cough, especially in the upper dorsal in pulmonary cases.
20. Manipulation to stimulate the heart;
should always be done after the patient is over
the flu, after subnormal temperature begins.
I had 124 cases from the. time we had to
register the cases with the State Board of
Health. I had 70 before the time of registering, 14 pneumonia, and had no deaths.-Reported May 16, 1919.

By F. A. Parker, D.

a., Champaign,

111.

128 cases, 5 of pneumonia; no deaths.

1. Mostly muscLllar rigidity.
2. Practically the whole spine.
3. By manipulation mostly but used some

bot applications between treatments.
4. Thoro reiaxation, correcting lesions, and
deep, strong pressure over kidneys.
5. Not over 30 minutes; mostly about 20.·
6. Very seldom over once per 24 hours.
Saw some twice per (l,,~ if critical.
7. Did not notice it, for I usually did only
what was necessary and quit.
8. On an average about six days.
9. They did not. They were the only ones
that gave me any trouble.
10. Absolute fast until fever broke in most
all cases. Used fruit juices quite extensively;
no broths at all.
11. Used Antiphlogistine in all pneumonia
cases.
12. Had very little trouble with bowels;
bad patients drink 12 to 15 glasses of water per
day. No cathartics.
13. Treatments and the excessive use of
water kept kidneys and bowels active.
14. Did not sweat them.
15. Yes, with Antiphlogistine.
16. Kept room well ventilated, avoided extremes in temperature.
17. About 70 degrees.
18. Nothing but treatments; no sponging
except for cleansing.
19. Treatment to throat, gentle manipulation. Used lemon and sugar some.

TheWayne-Leonard Osteopathic Sanitarium
ATLANTIC CITY,
DEA R DOCTOR,
We offer your patient room, board,
ward nursing and osteopathic treatment for
from thirty-five to one hundred dollars per
week according to the location and number
of rooms occupied.

20. Absolutely no drugs used.

22. Thirty-three treatments given in one day
was my maximum number.·
Note: I had 128 cases in all; five went into
pneumonia; one of them had had medical treatment previously for one week; another had
very serious ex.posure at a critical time of the
month. Had no trouble with either one of
tbem.. Did not lose a single case of the 128.
Had three cases of pneumonia wished on me
from the medics, but saved those, just the

Send us a postal card and we will supply you free all the booklets you can use'
on your reading table or give to your
patients and their friends.

Special Treating Rooms for
Patients Not Living in
the Sanitarium

same.-Reported May 27, 1919.

By Mary S. Croswell, D.
Farmington, Maine

NEW JERSEY

a.,

50 cases flu. no deaths; seven pneumonia, one death.

Address

1. General muscular contractions; upper
ribs and cervical bony lesions.
2. Cervical, upper dorsal and 10th dorsal
to sacrum.
3. Relaxing and inhibiting treatment, with
packs and baths.
4.. Deep relaxing. Manipulations to neck and
upper dorsal, etc; elevating ribs, stimulating
bowels, etc.
5. 10 minutes to half hour.
6. In flu, once to four times daily; in pneumonia, 3 to 4 times daily.
7. I observed none as indicating being over
treated.
8. Flu from two to ten days. Pneumonias,
ten days to three weeks.
9. Not able to state.
10. Fruit, liquids, while acute.
11. Musterole, Holis ointment, camphorated

Dr. L. H. English
130 S. Maryland Ave.

Atlantic City,

SIDE VIEW
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A. T. Still; Founder of Osteopathy

There Is ~othiDg better for the

A popular book for the home library
of intelligent people. Gives the facts
about the relation of osteopathy to the
basic sciences of life. Shows its harmony
with the laws of nature. Explains why
and how it works with and helps the normal constructive forces of the body, and·
thus promotes life and health.

BATTLE CREEK ,
DEFORMITY APPLIANCE CO.

Manipulation;
spring lumbar for stimulation. Castor oil, if
very toxic, 1 oz., repeated in hour.
[Continued to page 18]

The Most Pro.minent
Osteopaths Write Us
treatment of Sacra-Iliac-Luxation. Strain. Sprain of the Sacrum
than the El-Ar Sacro-Illac belt
and Abdominal Supporter. Patent applied for.
Surely sufferers of Sa.ero-Diac
Troubles cannot afford to miss
this oPpOrtunity.
The El-Ar
Supporter is also used for prolapsed abdomen and floatinc kidneys, or Umbilical-Hernia. For
particulars write to the

011.
12. Soap, salt or soda enema.

N. J.

715 to 729 Po.t Bldg.
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

Sent postage paid on receipt ot price-'-

$2.00.
THE BUNTING PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
CHICAGO
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EDITORIAL
Fairness, Freed01n, Fearlessness
"Hew to the line, let chips fall where they will."

Vol. XXXVII

February, 1920

No.2

ENLIGHTENMENT WILL STOP DRUG
SLAUGHTER OF OUR EPIDEMIC SICK
One flu epidemic has .gone. In its wake are
death, vacant chairs, heartaches and incalculable economic loss to the world. Among the
victims were friends or kindred of all of us.
To one adequately informed there can be no
doubt that a heavy percentage of this sacrifice of life was caused by the poisonous drugs
given to the defenseless sick.
If there is any thing that could break the
heart of the world it ought to be this-that
countless thousands of men, women and children lie in their graves this year who would
not be there except for well intended but illogical, insane, inhuman, indefensible treat·
rnent by poisoning which is in vogue today
under the guidance and sanction of the American Medical Association.
This solemn fact is easily proved by comparing epidemic fatalities under the practices of
the so-called "regular" profession with those
of the osteopathic profession, these being respectively the most representative schools of
polypharmacic and of apharmacic healing. The
statistics quoted are vouched for by the American Medical Association and the American
Osteopathic Association, the latter basing its
percentages on well over 100,000 reported cases.
New York city had a flu mortality of 9.8 per
cent, Chicago 14.5 per cent, Boston 27 per
cent; the general average death rate under
"regular" medical treatment being about 15
per cent.
Osteopathic doctors in 110,122 flu cases lost
but 14 of 1 per cent-only one patient in 400!
Difference in results: the allopathic doctors
lost about 60 cases of flu where osteopathic
doctors lost 1 case!
In New York city 15 per cent of the allopath's flu cases developed pneumonia, in Chicago 28 per cent. Only 5 1/3 per cent of osteopathy's flu patients developed pneumonia.
Difference in results; not one-third of the flu
patients who contracted pneumonia under medical care· would have suffered from pneumonia
if they had been treated by osteopathic doctors!
Deaths from epidemic pneumonia under med·
ical care were 33 per cent of all cases-one in
three. Osteopath lost only 10 per cent of their
cases.
Difference in results: osteopathy would have
saved the lives of about two-thirds of the
pneumonia patients who died under polyphar·
macy at the hands of the "regular" medical
doctors!
Does such a comparis·on of results under
pharmaCic and apharmacic (drug and non·
drug) systems of treatment mean anything to
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the "regular?" Absolutely nothing. Proofs
that he is fundamentally wrong in his therapy
--death statistics which establish that where
he would fain cure he often kills, give him no
pause, cause him no embarrassment. Might
makes right with him, and he relies on the
power of his machine to carry him through.
It was this same "regular" who scorned the
proffer of osteopathic physicians to help treat
American's fighting men during the period of
mobilization and who, in his intolerance and
jealousy, would not let osteopaths serve in the
medical department of the army or navy.. The
nation's effectives had to be treated his way
when sick! When, therefore, he became directly responsible for the deaths of that easily
calculated share of our soldiers and sailors represented by the great difference between his
percentage of epidemic fatalities and those of
osteopaths treating civilians, it did not occur to
him to blush for his incompetency, or his proven lack of patriotism, or his stolid inhumanity.
But the record is there and the nation will one
day make the "regular" plead to this indictment.
(Any person interested in the fuller record of the
comparative fatalities of osteopaths and "regulars" in
the epidemic of 1918-19 can obtain the information in
Physical Culture magazine for November, 1919, or Osteopathic Health for March, 1920, issued by this publishing
house)

hoped-that that example with its happy results to the sick might influence the practice
of "regular" medicine away from the deadly
coal-tar drugs in infectious diseases.. But,
alas! there is no evidence that the "regular"
has profitted by his errors of the past. Ephraim
i~ wedded to his idols and not even the angel
of death crossing his own doorstep can budge
the "regular" from his blind faith in the superstitions of polypharmacy.
Therefore, we are taking an appeal over his
head in this second flu epidemic to the open·
minded common sense of the world outside
the medical profession. We invite the studious
attention of all educators, journalists, leaders
of thought and administrators of public affairs
to "The Revelations of Pharmacosophy" which
begin in this issue. This department of chemical research into drugs will be continued until
analysis of various .groups of baneful drugs,
now commonly given to sick human beings out
of force of habit by the so-called "regular," has
been completed. It is our hope that all who are
alert to the error of this form of practice will
join us in organizing the public mind and
conscience to put it down: Our helpless sick
must be delivered from the insidious drug
slaughter of the sickroom. When the poisons
now fed to our sick are prohibited by law epidemics will be only a fraction as deadly.

It is the same intolerant "regular," again misusing the power and confidence that have come
LESIONS OF ENVIRONMENT
to him by tradition, belonging as he does to
Every practitioner will profit to read an
the oldest organized medical cult in the article "The Patient Himself," dealing philo·
field, who in the present hour is stretching his sophically with that part of the patient "above
prerogatives in the endeavor to exclude osteo- the eye-brows," in the January 10th issue of
pathic physicians and osteopathic patients from the AMA Journal, written by Hugh T. Patrick,
enjoying the advantages of public and private M.D., Chicago. If you don't get this journai
hospitals. Hospitals ordinarily are sUJPPosed borrow this number from a medical confrere.
to belong to humanity whether supported by It would be a very helpful article to read aloud
taxation or endowed by charity or private at any meeting of our practitioners as it premunificence, but the "regular" has developed a sents phases of diagnosis and treatment that
theory that they are his own private property, "too literal" doctors are apt to be unaware of.
to be used by him to resist the liberalizing in- Especially will it be good mental diet for the
fluence of osteopathy, and to stop, if possible, type of osteopath who suffers from the obsesits onward march to ,public favor.
sion that every ill to which man is heir must
It is this same "regular" Who is now· cl'amorbe due primarily to some mechanical or tising to obtain the appointment of a member of sue lesion within the organism itself:
the American Medical Association to a place
This discussion deals with the lesions of en·
in the president's cabinet as absolute dictator vironment-a chapter of pathology which conof public health. He is using the power of his stitutes a sealed book to the doctor who sees
entire profession and machine to force the nothing in his patient but a fine anatomical
nomination of General Leonard Wood, a member machine that is subject to mal-adjustments. Too
of the AMA, upon the republican party and many osteopaths admittedly suffer from this
he is saying boldly in public prints that If Dr. form of lesion myopia. Witness the constant
·Wood should become president it is certain that and repeated calls in meetings and prints to
an allopath will be appointed to his cabinet!
"stick to pure osteopathy," "give us only
From what the public has already suffered genuine lesion osteopathy," those zealous refrom the tyrrany of the allopath when given affirmations of faith in "ten-fingered osteopolitical power, no lover of freedom or op- pathy," etc., all of which mean exclusive in·
ponent of the poisoning system of terminating terest by such individuals or groups in the
sickness will dare support General Wood for dogma of the tissue lesion and their effort to
the presidency, however excellent he would bf1 emphasize it as the universal, omnipresent anti
for the place in his own personal worth, did practically omnipotent factor in pathology, the
he not wear the livery of this grasping tyr- ne plus ultra of diagnosis, and its corollary
ranical, intolerant, unscrupulous organization.
that tissue adjustment is the only thing needful
Another epidemic of flu and pneumonia is in healing.
upon us. Again our people are dying in appallDr. Patrick's excellent paper offers real help
ing numbers. The fortunate fact that the to all osteopaths who are as much interested
scourge is not as severe in its death toll as on in the mal-adjustment of the individual to his
its first visitation does not keep the death-rate environment as in the mal-adjustment of
from being appalling. Will the mistakes of his tissues or faulty metabolism of his cells.
medicine of a year ago be repeated? Are the The real osteopath should be a student of
sick to be ambushed with the same deadly doses man's articulation to nature and to society
of aspirin and its salicylic congeners as before? just as much· as the articulation of his bones
Also the same I}Owerful heart poisons? It or the articulation of his protoplasm, microseems so. There are no evidences in the med- scopically considered, or the metabolism of his
ical journals of the past year that any light chemical elements. Man's articulation to nature
has filtered through. Truly there are none so and to the social scheme of things produces
blind to reason and common sense as these and moulds his psychology, and this realm of
boasting beneficiaries of America's "state med- . his make up is subject to lesions and needs in·
ical system."
telligent diagnosis and adjustment quite as
Osteopathic physicians set a good example much as his anatomy. Let us not overlook our
in the epidemic of 1918-19 by losing only 1 per obligation to the things of the spirit or our opcent of the total combined number of influenza portunity to make environmental adjustments
and pneumonia patients they treated. They between society and such patients as need such
did not use the salicylates and the powerful help, of which there are probably undreamed
heart poisons. It would seem-and we had of numbers.
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The AMA Journal of Jan. 10th has an interesting editorial on "The Production of Pressure Symptoms by Normal Ribs." The medics
have been slow to adopt osteopathic concepts
but they have come to it systematically just
the same.
Were osteopathy to convene in session, disband as a profession and adjourn sine die there
is every evidence that it would live in therapeutic history as to all its essential concepts,
for all of them that are demonstrable are now
being recognized, applied and written into medical liierature with an enthusiasm and ability
Quite disconcerting to osteopaths.. The things
peculiarly osteoDathic in pathology, for the recognition of which our system was founded and
for advocating which our school has been ridiculed and discriminated against, are now embraced as the newest "discoveries" of the pharmaco-therapeutic branch of the healing art.
Already, then, has osteopathy, like homeopathy, so impress,ed itself upon the traditional
school of medicine that it has reformed medical
practice-one of the things that A. T. Still
set out to dOl
'
But let us hope that osteopathy's mission
will not come to an end there, with merely
modifying the existing medical pmctice. Let
us hope >that, unlike homeopathy, it will be
destined to continue its individual existence.
It has very little chance to do this, however,
unless we all exert ourselves to the uttermost
and follow wise counsels and pull in one direction and that the right direction. Let us not
be satisfied merely with modifying medical
practice. Osteopathic therapy is worth peI1Petuating.
Shall we make the personal sacrifices necessary to insure this perpetuation?
It will never result from a disjointed program,
where every fellow does just what he likes to
do best for his own peace of mind and personal
benefit.
Shall we be able to evolve a higher form of
class consciousness than we have yet known?
And make loyalty to professional interest and
advancemen>t take precedence of purely personal
concerns?
Time will tell.

====

NOW THAT THE "REGULARS" HAVE

REOOGNIZED SPINAL LESIONS
-WHAT?

We read an interesting army case of an
anteriorly displaced atlas in the January 10th
AMA J01trnal. It has not been a long time
since medical scoffers at the vertebral displacement theories of Still claimed that an atlas could not be appreciably displaced without killing the person. Time moves on and
with it the ideas of institutions change radically.
There is both strength and weakness for or·
ganized osteopathy in this widespread recognition of the truth of its principles and practices
by the "regulars"-the strength of vindication,
the joy of forcing its enemies to admit that it
was right all the time in its fundamental lesion contention, the pleasure of having made
itR traducers "eat crow", but also the weakness
of seeing the dominant school appropriate and
use these basic tenets without giving any credIt to osteopathy.
We are reforming medicine and surgery very
fast but what will it profit us as a school to
see our competitors calmly accept our fundamentals and fit themselves to do our work?
Well, in one sense, it is a gratification to be
able to contribute something good and useful
to historic medicine and surgery for our debt
is great to both professions for a considerable
share of all that we know--not "all we know,"
as some short-sighted osteopaths sometimes
put it, for that is not true.. We are indebted to
pure science for practically all we know, just
as the allopath is also; but we do not inherit
our pure science through the medical profes-
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sion. The great bulk of "learning" that we inherited from the medical profession proved to
be rank superstition, charlatanry, dogma, abracadabra, cant and other liabilities hard indeed
to get rid of.
Pure science is now rapidly reforming "state
medicine" and surgery both and likewise osteopathy, just as it should do. When the dross
is all burned off both the old polypharmacic and
the new apharmacic schools of healing will allopathy and osteopathy have amalgamated and
become one system? To the student of affairs
these institutional tendencies are a matter of
the highest interest.
Meanwhile keep your eye on the fact that
"state medicine" has now accepted the Still
lesion doctrine and if medical politicians deny
it in legislative hearings you have the material
in hand with which to blow them out of water.
PIfARMAOOSOPHY DEPARTMENT DELAYED
ONE MONTH

Owing to the loss of proof revises in the mails
at the last hours before going to press it became
necessary to omit our splendid department of
Pharmacosophy which had not only been set
but had been made up in this paper. We did
not feel justified 'in running so importtant an
artiCle without the author's final proof revision.
Watch for it next month. It wil( be worth
waiting for.
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THE PENNSYLVANIA SITUATION

An important department covering the Pennsylvania problem was crowded out of this issue, much to our regret, but will not grow stale '
awaiting for its appearance next month.
Next month, if you are a bit sagacious, you
should have no difficulty figuring out the influence of our "Revelations in Pharmacosophy"
to determine the right settlement of this Pennsylvania controversy. Many a problem disappears when merely restated in a new and true
w'ay.

What Is Business?
[From the Illinois Osteopathic Association Bulletin]

OME belie.ve .that business is making money.
'Yell, so It IS; but the money is only inCldental. Business is performing a use in
the world, being of service to the world in
general or to some group of individuals in
particular. If your service is good your business will be successful; people will be willing
to pay you for the service you render them.
A lasting business must be built on honesty
as the corner stone. A bargain that is bad for
the buyer is not a good one for the seller.
The old slogan of "caveat emptor" is dead.
Fairness, courtesy and honesty are better business getters than craft, cunning and cupidity.

S

My Septennial
By 'John Barr, D. O.
I~.

N the parchment of Memory stands
out a figure clear and evidently
marked for success. Barge, as we
called him down at school, was a little
older than the rest of us and even in
those days had the badge of success for
his own.. He had given up salesmanship
to study our profession and we understood
that he had already made good in that
line. At any rate, he seemed to have more
'money than the rest of us and he soon
assumed a natural leaderShip that was
his by right of his ability to take it and
.hold it.
He quickly gained it superficial knowledge of our science and in his freshman
year was prone to lecture us on the practical points that should be emphasized
if one expected a large and successful
practice. I never knew ,anyone who could
make as brilliant a recitation upon the
foundation of a bare hint of the answer
passed to him by the fellow sitting next
to him. Evidently Barge was slated for
one of the topnotchers.
The first year out we heard about how
he had made considerably more than expenses and in the third year came a letter modestly owning up to a little less
than $9,000. Along with this were other
details of the purchase of a home in an
exclusive suburb, the social activities of
his wife, who happened to be a girl we
all knew, and along with the rest he mentioned the name of his new car, a name
he had every right to be proud of.
After that, nothing but silence. Barge
evidently was pretty busy being successful. From time to time stray notes of his
progress oame to' my desk. Odd bits they
were, gleaned from here and there.. He
had been elected to the city council. His
wife's pet dog had taken the blue-ribbon

O

at the local dog show, and so on. Other
bits drifted in, rather negative informants. His name dis;appeared from the
National Association membership and a
little late a State Directory came in with
his name among the non-members.
And I often used to think about Barge,
wondered if the dollars still rolled in and
if he maintained his position in society.
Sometimes I even wondered what was going on in his own mind, whether he was
satisfied with his progress and whether
he ever thought about the rest of us and
our problems.
Most of these wonderings and reveries
remained unanswered until not long ago
a friend of both of us happened by. We
talked of the old times. And what of
Barge, I finally asked him?
"Oh, he's doing fine, seems to have made
a great success of things." I wonder how
he does it, I mused half myself.> Our
mutual friend picked up my thought.
"Barge told me all about that last time
I saw him. It's very simple when you
know how. It seems he just put up a
front and then sold that imposing structure to the public. He says every professional man's assets are nine-tenths
"front" and so he has used his assets
as best he knew how."
That sounds like Barge. In the old
days he could sell anything from a glass
of lemonade in the class circus to a belief in his ability to pass a grade without
a written examination.
So, on that quiet evening of reminiscence most of my wonderings about Barge
were answered. But because Barge seems
quite happy, I hope the time never comes
when he awakens to the fact that back
of that "front" of his, there is the sum
total of, next to nothing.
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Flu-Pneumonia Reports

Chico Hot Springs
Sanitarium and Hospital

Located in the heart of the Rocky Mountains at an
elevation of 5000 feet. Open the year around.
The Mineral Water baths and drinking is second to
none for Rheumatism, Skin Diseases, Gastro-intestinal
and kidney troubles.
Hospital is completely equipped with Laboratories
.
X·Ray and operating facilities.

Special attention to surgical cases.

G. A. Townsend, D.O., M.D.
Surgeon-in-Chief

Emigrant, Montana, Post Office

The Perfect Sight Restorer
~
~

For treatment of the eye. The eye cup fits
over the closed eyelid, and by suction manipula tes all structures of the eye, moulds the
eyeball into its normal shape, establishes
circulation of blood, and normal functioning
of the nerves. Restores vision in far sight}
near s~ght, Astigmatism, causes absorption
of Cataracts, relieves attacks of. vertigo, sick
headache, nervousness and other conditions
which are due to eye strain. The P. S. R.
is made of polished hard rubber, cannot wear
out nor liable to get out of order. Guaranteed to give satisfaction if used according
to .jnstructions,
Write for descriptive literature.

(Continued from page 15)

13. Plenty water, fruit and relaxing packs.
Saline enema.
14. Not as a rule. If at all, early; bath and
work upper cervicals and fourth dorsal.
15. Yes, at times.
16. All air possible.
17. Probably 60 to 65 degrees.
18. Manipulation: Inhibition to subcoccipital area and fourth dorsal. Baths, soda sponges,
cold packs to chest.
19. Kept chest muscles free, also anterior
neck muscles; used vibration over chest wail
to dislodge secretions.
20. Hot drinks, aromatic spirits ammonia,
nothing else.
22. Probably 30 treatments a day was my
maximum capacity.

By

J. Henry Hook, D.O., Grand Junction.
Colo.

135 cases of flu, no deaths; 10 ca.ses of pneumonia,
deaths.

1. All kinds.
2. Everywhere.
3. Gently and gradually.
4. Light spinal, including all areas.
5. About 15 minutes.
6. Most of them twice daily.
7. Sometimes.
8. 3 to 15.
9. I should say not.
10. Fruit juices and broth till temperature
was gone.
n. Both of the above and onion and cornmeal-bran poultices.
12.. (a) Normal salt. (b) Spinal and abdominal. (c) Castor oil.
13. Osteopathic.
14. Yes. First stages in bath tub; then in
bed with hot drinks and bottles.
15. Once or twice.
16. MUCH.
17. Tried to keep it around 68 degrees.
18. When too high, cervical and upper dorsal, together with sponge bath of tepid water
three hours apart.
19. Cervical, upper dorsal, with honey and
lemon.
20. No.
Drugs used but once.
NEVER
AGAIN! Patient died. Stryc. 1/30 gr.
The three cases of pneumonia I had that died
were very bad cases.-Reported June 10, 1919.

PRICE $5.00

PERFECT SIGHT CO.

By W. E. Abegglen, D.O.,
Tekoa, Wash.

Dubuque, Iowa
76

Cases.

no deaths; no hoslJital cases

or trained

nurse assistance; while three local M.n.'s who enjoyed
both advantages lost 26 cases.

1. Mostly muscular.
2. Cervical, upper dorsal and lumbar.
3. By thorough treatment.·
4. The whole of the back and abdomen.
5. 20 to 25 minutes.
6. Some twice daily; some once a day;
and others every other day.
7. Yes.
8. 4 to 12 days.
9. No.
10. Liquid and semi-liquid.
11. Nothing but cold packs..
12. In some cases I had to use all these
methods. Usually thorough manipulation of
the bowels was sufficient.
13. Osteopathic treatments only.
14. No.
15. No.
16. I insisted on a very generous amount of
fresh air.
17. 55 to 60 degrees.
18. Manipulation of upper dorsal; lifted the
upper ribs; worked over the front of chest.
20. Absolutely none.
22. Maximum number of treatments in one
day, 25.
Note: I had a dozen cases this winter. No
deaths.-Reported June, 20, 1919.

By E. T. Schildberg, D.O.,
Winnetka, III.
379 Cases; statistical report incomplete.

1.
2.

Axis and lumbo-sacral.
Muscular rigidity.

3.

4. Thoracic and intercostal. I made certain
I got full relaxation of all intercostal muscles
and motion in all upper dorsal and lumbar.
especially 4th and 5th. Also atlas-axis articulation.
5. 20 minutes of relaxation-motion and the
regulation of future treatment is sufficient.
6: I treated my flu cases but once a day
as I handled 379 cases in all and could not
give more time to anyone case.
7. Yes, always in acute cases. Personally
I think it is very easy to over-treat any case.
acute or chronic, especially acute cases where
seldom is a general treatment indicated. It
tires the patient; and over-stimulation, to my
notion, may be as harmful as the primary congestions. It is also my idea that to treat three
times a day lowers the vitality temporarily.
(unless it be pneumonia) where twice a day

NAEVOLA
Removes Warts
Read what Dr. Harold A. Fenner
has to say about it.
Dr. T. C. Lucas:
I can faithfully recommend the use of N aevola
to anyone who wishes to completely and permanently eradicate warts and moles without notice-

able cica.tricial formation.
Harold A. Fenner, D.O.,
North Platte, Neb.

Don't wait another minute, doctor. The
price is $5.00 a bottle and every bottle is
guaranteed to satisfy customer or money
refunded. Better send your check for
$5.00 today to Dr. T. C. Lucas, 1130 Lady
St., Columbia, S. C.,. and get a bottle of
Naevola.
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STILL.HILDRETH OSTEOPATHIC SANATORIUM
MACON, MISSOURI
A. G. Hildreth. D.O.• Supt.

The pioneer Osteopathic Institution of its kind on earth created
for the sole purpose of treating mental and nervous' diseases, an institution that has already proven the value of osteopathic treatment for
insanity.
. Write for Information
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is sufficient under the proper thorough treatment.
8. Three to five days, average.
9. No, decidedly not.
10. Diet was a most important part of the
treatment: (a) Flu diet-milk, milk toast, and
orange or grape fruit juice. (b) Pneumonia
diet-milk and grape fruit juice. The idea beIng that the latter would stimulate the kidney
activity. (c) Bowel complications-the use of
all acid foods is strictly contraindicated, as I
fOltnd out, even apple sattce exerting a
harmfnl effect, causing gas, and a serni-corna.

80011

(d) Nervous complications-warm milk and
warm water.
11. No.
12. Enemas-olive oil or Mazola oil. I never
use soap, but oftentimes citrate of magnesia,
efpecially in flu, without bowel complications.
13. Treatment of lumbar area-and plenty
~f water and orange and grape juice.
14. Only as an emergency in uremic compllcations.
15. No-absolutely not.
16. I helieve and practiced giving the patient
plenty of fresh air, but in a well heated room.
17. 60 to 70 degrees.
18. Baths--sponge until temperature was reduced.
19. 1st to 5th dorsal, pressure at 1st, if case
I, bad.
20. Black coffee in only 2 cases of pneumonia.

By Drs. J. M. and Lucy Rouse and Drs. J.
A. and Emily Price. Oklahoma City, Okla.
About 1,500 cases with but two deaths.

. In compliance with your request, we herein
submit a hrief on the flu epidemic of 1918-19
111 our city, and a few facts relative to our experience and work. It struck our city the last

Inform
Your Friends and Patients
that the
Standardization of Hospitals
by the A. M. A. means the

Exclusion of the Osteopaths
Your friends and patients are
being solicited to give money
to these institutions that are
shutting you-their Physician
-out.
Ask them to help Osteopathy by
subscriptions t~ C. C. O. Bonds.
Denominations $100-$500-$1000

Mail Subscriptions to

Fred

W. Gage, Treasurer

Chicago College of Osteopathy
5200-5250 Ellis Avenue

CI:lICAGO, ILL.

week in Sept., 1918. 'rhe State Fair was in
full swing at the time, and we think that the
crowding of people and stuffy heated atmospbere was largely responsible for the rapid
spread of the epidemic. It swept the city like
a great conflagration. Hurry calls came from
eyery direction. The city was swamped and
business almost paralyzed in a night. Every
pbysician in the city was taxed to the utmost.
and nurses were impossible to secure.. The epi·
demic raged with fearful fury for about six
weeks, then it somewhat subsided for about three
weeks only to reappear with renewed virulence,
which continued with more or less vigor up to
about the first of May, with a few scattered
cases on to about June the first. Many of our
citizens succumbed to this dreadful plague.
We took care of something like fifteen hundred cases. Many of these were completely
prostrated from the start, while other cases
were more or less mild, but all were bad. We
used strictly osteopathic treatment, which varied according to the conditions found. The toxic
condition, the great pmstration, the fearful
aching soreness, aggravating cough and high
fever were controlled by treatment. Pneumonia
jackets were used as a rule and frequently
hot applications of turpentine, coal oil, camphor
gum and grease. This seemed to give great
relief at times. Used lots of water for drinking and irrigating bowels.
We found no specific bony lesion that we
felt warranted in saddling'the blame on to. In
every case there was great spinal rigidity due
to the irritated contracted condition of the
muscles and soft tissue.
Relaxation and
elimination were the things indicated, and this
we looked after. As a rule treatment lasted
from five to fifteen minutes, and from one to
three daily, as the condition indicated. The
diet was strictly liquid during the fever period
~nd for two or three days after it had subsided
or become normal. We used no adjuncts save
in a few patients objecting seriously to
enemas, then we advised syrup of figs if the
treatments failed to give results desired.
Absolute quiet was demanded in every cas'e.
not only during the acute stage but for several
days after all bad symptoms had subsided.
When our instructions were followed there
were no after complications and our people
were well.
Many of the cases we were called to see were
suffering from some type of bronchial pneumonia. There were extremely bad and mild
forms in this complication.
We lost but two cases and they lived in the
country where it was most impossible to get
to them. Had only one case of meningitis; this
had developed before we were called. This case
made a complete recovery.
The battle here was fierce and we were
taxed to the limit and we feel much like the
boys seem to feel who have returned from the
h€'at of battle in France, that while we gained
a great victory, yet it was too serious to talk
about.-Reported July 3, 1919.

Drs. Gass & Breegh. Beatrice, Neb.
300 cases-statistical report incomplete.

1. Muscular.
2. From head to coccyx.
3. Treatment and. relaxation by .heat.
4. Relaxing and stretching muscles, bending of spine.
5. About 15 minutes.
6. Once to three times a day, depending on
the case.
7.

No.

8. From 3 to 15 days.
'1
9. Can't tell.
10. - Liquid diet.
. ~
11. Dionol on a few.
12. Alkaline enema, 2 quarts twi.*" daily.
Knead' bowels. - Castor oil, one or t _..:ounces,
d.E'p_e_~d!R~~on cg,se.
"_~ ~~=,~_~~
_.~--
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A popular exposition of

Osteopathy proving its
validity from the known facts
of anatomy. physiology

and pathology. and showing
it to be a complete scientific
system 'of therapy applying

well recognized principles
in a new way_
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13. Treatment at 10th, 11th and 12th dorsa!
and lots of hot lemonade and water.
14. Yes, after thorough physic, sweat the patient about three hours, gradually.
15. Yes.
16. Plenty.
17. 70 degrees.
18. Not until it reached 103 degrees. Cold
compresses.
19. Relax tissues of neck and dorsal region.
20. No drugs used for heart. Raised ribs
and worked at sub-cervicle region, etc.

By

The Delaware Springs
Sanitarium
Emphasizes Diagnosis, believing thlit
a condition accurately diagnosed is
half cured.
All modern facilities for diagnosis, as
well as treatment, are found in our
equipment.
Our institution has been inspected
and endorsed by many of the best
men in our profession.

THE DELAWARE SPRINGS SANITARIUM
Delaware, Ohio

OUR NEW CATALOGUE
showing cuts of many styles of tables
stools, vibrators and the BEST FOLDING
TABLE on the market, sent on request.
A postal will do.

Dr. George T. Hayman
Manufacturer

Doylest

)WO,

Pennsylvania

Academy Blanks
and Binders
Supplies for Academy Case Record
work will be furnished at following
prices:
Record Sheets, pl'r hundred
Canvas Ring Binder - Leather String Binder
Indexes
- - • -

- $1.50
• • 2.60
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F. Clark, D.O., Greenville, Texas

1. Old lesions plus severe rigidity.
2. Dorsal and cervical regions.
5. No set time for treatment. Always fit
treatment to patient, and not patient to treatment. Some fatigue from five minutes of treatment, and others feel better after ten to twelve
minutes of treatment.
6. Number of treatments per day depends
on age, nervous condition, possible complications and general strength of patient. Illustration: Man, wife and grandson; ages 80, 75 and
19 respectively. Old people very nervous; after
treatment would sleep two or three hours and
feel very much refreshed, and were treated morning, noon and evening for three days and once
a day for three days. The son once a day in
evening three days, and the fifth day. The old
people treated very light, lying on back.
Springing the dorsal spines and lifting ribs.
Cervical very light, usually took about five
minutes, and if signs of fatigue showed up
stop at once. So I have come to the conclusion to under-treat is laziness, but over-do is
criminal, not only to patient, but to your profession.
9. Drugged patients ordinarily respond very
slowly, due to gastric disturbances and general
nervous condition.
10. The first few days I ordered absolute
rest from all food, as I found that any gastric
disturbance meant a rise and prolongation of
temperature, and after the patient began to
improve, or about the third day, begin feeding
small amounts of liquid or fruit juices, and if
gas showed up, rest from food for a day and
then use foods with alkaline reaction.
11. I used chest protectors in all cases.
Can't say that one was much better than the
other-the main point is to see that the patient was well protected and kept good and
warm, to keep down pulmonary complications,
and shorten duration of flu.
12. Activity of Bowels. Copious amounts of
water plus treatment usually had desired effect, and if not, I used the pure old C. Oil,
while water is fine for the kidneys. I had no
set rules other than rest in bed; no food at
start, followed by light diet, bowels and kidneys kept well flushed.

Chicago, Ill.

By Myrtabel Bland, D.O., Pasadena, Calif.
87 cases, no deaths.

1. Muscular and bony, according to type of
flu, cervical and splanchnic..
2. Abdominal muscles and limbs, atlas, axis,
6th cervical.
3. Relaxation and osteopathic methods
only.
4. General relaxation of all contracted mus·
cles and bony replacement where necessary.
5. About 25 minutes-some longer, some
less..·
6. Average once a day; bad cases twice, a.
m. and p. m.
7. No. I used heavy deep but quiet move·
ments to avoid sudden shock.
8. Regular treatment, 8 to 10 days usually;
2 to 3 weeks under my care and observationj
3 times a week.
9. I had 3 cases of pneumonia that had been
under M. D:s care, 2 had been given up as lost;
these all responded slowly and suffered more.
10. 2 quarts of water daily for first two or
four days. Cream of bran and celery, oni<>n,
raw grated carrot and sauerkraut, pineapple,
gelatin.
11. Antiphlogistine in all pulmonary cases.
In three pneumonia cases I used wormwood
and vinegar poultices for Antiphlogistine packs.
12. Enema, salt and soda, one teaspoon ·of
each to 2 quarts water, two times daily. Osteopathic work over splanchnic and abdominal regions. In contrary cases liccorice powder at
bed time.
13. With kidneys I had very little trouble.
Flaxseed tea where necessary.
14. No, only in two cases where fever persisted.
15. No. Cotton packet for pulmonary compli·
cations. Antiphlogistine packs in bad cases.
Otherwise strong camphorated oil.
Got most
16. All possible ventilation.
cases out on open screen porches (California.)
17. I had no case where artificial heat was

A TIDE-OVER DIET
For sick and convalescent adults.
UMS, and HOSPITALS.

2.75
.75

The above prices include express (harges.
Send remittance with order.

9 S. Clinton Street

J.

Statistical report incomplete.

All of my work was in private homeS, except the girls in one boarding school. Trained
help was out of the question, so I had no experience with sweat baths, and could use only
hot foot baths, etc.
To say that I mastered the flu I can't, but
my idea is that it is a general systemic infection, and each cell of the body is bathed in its
toxins, and more especially the nerve centers
and through it the circulation, elimination,
thermogenitic centers; and general body resis·
tance is so deranged that nature can't manufacture antitoxins fast enough; so here is where
the osteopath comes to nature's rescue and
helps the nervous system to functionate proper·
ly, and normalize all of the body, secretion
and excretion, return of health being the reo
sult.-Reported hme 10, 1919.

Used in HOMES, SANITARI-

DENNOS FOOD
A Safeguard

In

Infant Feeding.

The whole wheat milk modifier.

Dennos Products Co.
39 W. Adams Street

Chicago, Illinois
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The Laughlin Hospital, 'Kirksville, Mo.
Dedicated to Andrew Taylor Still
HIS new modern forty-two room
T hospital
is now ready to receive
patients. The building, which is absolutely fire-proof, was built of the best
material obtainable and contains many
conveniences, such as electric automatic elevator, etc.
There are thirty-five rooms which
contain beds. for patients, and two
operating rooms-one for general surgery and the other for orthopedics.
An able staff has been secured to
support Dr. Laughlin in the following
departments:
1. Osteopathic. 2. Orthopedic. 3.
General Surgical. 4. Obstetrics. 5.
CflJnecology. 6. Nose and Throat. 7.
Proctology and Urology.
8. X-Ray
and Laboratory Diagnosis.

A training school for nurses will also
be maintained. A separate building
for nurses' home has been secured.
For ·further information address Dr.
George M. Laughlin, Kirksville, Mo.

TWO INTERESTING LETTERS
(Name of doctor to physicians on request)
THE DIOML CO)IPAl\"Y.

.

Ill. Sept. 30th, 1919.

If you are so cock sure about the potency of Dionol Treatment, I suggest that you may send me 1'h dozen Dionol preparations
assorted, but let me .tell you that the price will not be sent to you until I have tried it to my entire satisfaction.

(Signed)

M.D.

How Diono! Made Good
. .•..•••••.. Ill. Nov. 18th, 1919.
I have used both Dionol preparations you sent me in varieties of cases with excellent results, and I consider that Dionol
is all that you claim and more. It is remarkable in reducing pain, fever and inflammation in a hurry. I am entirely satisfied with
its use and results, and I will not be without it in the future.
I am enclosing herewith a money order for $10.90 for the last consignment of Dionol with the request to please send onr;
dozen more of Emulsified and half a· dozen Ointment Dionol, through
Druggist, and oblige.
THE DIONOL COMPANY.

(Signed)

M.D.

is the "something different" that secures results, unobtainable by usual methods. DIONOL, is effective
in subduing local inflammation whether the latter exists locally or as a part of some general disease.

DIONOL

The acid test of Promise is Per·formance. Try DIONOL
Send; for literature, Case Reports, etc.

THE DIONOL CO., Dept. 12, 864 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Michigan
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A STANDARD DIET FOR

Infants, Invalids and Convalescents
Th Original
Malted Milk

The Original
Malted Milk

DIGESTIBLE
NUTRITIOUS

CONVENIENT
RELIABLE

Has the quality and flavor imitations lack.
Samples prepaid upon request.

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO.,

Racine, Wis.

SOUTHWESTERN OSTEOPATHIC SANITARIUM
BLACKWELL. OKLA.

The hospita1 stands for only the best in hospital care and treatment.
pathic: Chartered on "non Profit" basis.

Purely Osteo-

The future of osteopathy dernands that the profession shall have creditable instit1Ltions.
Are you doing your part to rnake such instit11.tions 1JOssible?

This hospital is classed A-I by Oklahoma Department of Charities.
Best Course of Study. Registered by State Nursing Board.
Pupils wanted. Expense allowance given.

Training School for Nurses.

SOUTHWESTERN OSTEOPATHIC SANITARIUM

Blackwell, Oklahoma

Dr. Geo. J. Conley, Chief Surgeon; Dr. H. C. Wallace, Surgery, Orthopedics, Diagnosis; Dr. L. S. Larimore, Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat and X-Ray; Dr. C. D. Ball, Obstetrician; Dr. S. T. Anderson, Staff
Physician; Dr. C. G. Tillman, Laboratory and X-Ray Diagnosis; Dr. W. W. Palmer, Staff Physician; Dr.
M. M. Estlack, Staff Physician; Dr. L. V. Cradit, Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat; Dr. Mary Quisenbery.
Staff Physician; Miss Bessie M. Hutchison, R. N., Superintendent of Nurses.

NO ADVANCED PRICES

,

Wel.aleld Brand Washable Coats tor Dentists, Doc·
tors, Druggists. Osteopaths. Jewelers, etc.. made to
order. or ready made. Beventy-ftvedift'erentmater
la1s to choose trom. Write tor styles. materials.
and prices. free UDon reql1est. Parcels Post prepaid
to all parts ot the world.
Smoking Jackets. Dressing Gowns. Bath-Robes.
and Hospital Uniforms a specialty.
WEISSFELD BROS., Mofrs. of Clothing &:: Uniforms ot every description.
35 & 37 White Rt.. New York. N. Y.

Jack Stuart Changes Hotels on

Lake George

Dr. and Mrs. J. Sutherland Stuart (ASO,1900) have
sold Pearl Point House at Lake George, N. Y., which
they have maintained as a summer hotel for fifteen or
more years and it will no longer be used as a hostelry.
Fernwood Inn on the northern outskirts of Lake George
has been purchased by Dr and Mrs. Stuart, remodeleli
and will cater especially to motoring trade. Osteopaths
always welcomed.
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Your Rupture
will be made more
comfortable and \Viii
be afforded a much
better opportunity for mending, if fitted with the modern, automatic aircushioned. no spril!g, no metal, scientific invention - the

Ca S e S

Brooks Rupture
Appliance.

Mr. C. E. Brook

Alwsp sold 00 10 day trial with guaraotee of satisfaction Or
money back in full.
Write for booklet and ask for special
discount if you are in practice. Measurement blaoks and full
information sent anywhere upon reque3t.

Brooks Appliance Co. 12SA Stale Street, Marshall, Mich.

used in the dwelling. Hot bottles and bricks
used where needed.
18. Inhibition of two lower cervical,. 2 upper
dorsal. Epsom salts sponge. Plenty of plain
water to drink.
19.. Flaxseed tea, with lemon and honey.
Freeing up a clavicle and 1st rib; also upper
cc.rvicals.
20. Drugs for heart? No! No! No! I used
Glyco-'fhymolin as a nose and throat wash
every hour, followed by a spray of Pinoleum
oil or Eucalyptus oil. In several cases of low
persistent fever for days (about 100 to 101
degrees) I put them up on their feet on a non·
starchy diet, every case with good results.
'Note:-I fear I have not done well in answers
to your Questionaire. I am not satisfied myself,
as I treated 87 cases and each required some
little variation in treatment so that it is hard
to explain treatments effectively in short space.
I had a baby, 23 months old, young parents.
The child was brought into my office un·
conscious, axillary temperature 106, pulse too
rapid to count, dyspnoia; both arms from elbow
to wrist and both knees were as dark as ink.
I did not think it would live an hour but put
it in a bath and then us~d hot camphorated oil
and rubbed the limbs for 15 minutes every
hour. I gave osteopathic work the entire length
oe spine, raised the ribs, used vinegar and
wormwood packs, followed by Antiphlogistine
on lungs and gave high enemas of warm flax·
seed tea. Kept the bed warm but only used
light wool blanket over child and kept bed in
open sleeping porch, day and night: In three
days temperature was normal' and child tried
til play, but was extremely weak.
At the end
of 3 days I started in on Mellen's food very
much diluted and gradually increased it. She
i" now absolutely perfect; no evil effects.
Every case I treated had a hemorrhage of
some sort. Every woman menstruated, children
had nose bleed and one old man had a bad
hEmorrhage in one eye.
I also had 10 cases of pregnancy from 2 to 8
months and never lost a mother or babe. I had
iI. banker's wife, 8 months pregnant, 40 years
old, 1st child and right side badly atrophied
from infantile paralysis when she was 2 years
old. She was up two weeks before her confinement. Normal (hard) labor, 18 hours, 7~
pound boy, now two months old and weighs
12 pounds and the mother is in A-I shape.
Naturally I feel all that such patients need is
care-good care. By the way, this mother had
a very severe hemorrhage from her rectum,
lost a pint of blood from hemorrhoids, whIch
have since been removed by an osteopathic sur·
geon.-llfay 28, 1919.

By

J.

Merrill Wright, D.O.,
Rockford, Ill.

Statistical report not included.

1. The lesions found were in muscles of the
back of head, neck and all along the spine, with
marked tenderness over the kidneys.
2. These were found in the greater and less
splanchnic nerve centers from the eighth to
tenth and from tenth to twelfth dorsal vertebras., There were also lesions found in upper
cervical and upper dorsal region.
3. These were corrected by gentle relaxation of muscles and mild articulation of the
vertebrae-all along the spine.
4. The first was to relax all contracted
muscles all over the whole body. Second was
til equalize the circulation in general. As the
disease itself produces an overstimulation to
the nervous system, I gave inhibitory treatment to stop' the aching along the spine. Beginning at the upper cervical and working
downward to sacrum. This is given by gentle
pressure on each side of the spinous process
with the tips of the fingers and I find it con troIs
thE' aching in general.
5. Ave age time of treatment was thirty
minutes.
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6. Twice a day, morning and evening.
7. It is very easy to over treat and one
must govern this according to the patient's
vitality aSj there are no two cases just alike.
8. Five days under treatment, twice daily,
and one treatment every other day for a week.
9. As my patients were osteopathic they
had not been drugged. And I regard this as
one reason that no complications set in.
10. While the temperature of the patients
were on no food was given. Plenty of water
and liquids of all kinds that were cooling to the
blood. Place patients on general diet very
gradually afterward. In pulmonary complication the treatment in diet is the same. Nervous
and gastro-intentional complications the same.
11. No Antiphlogistine or Dionol was used.
Camphor oil rub in over the thorax, well in
back and front; oil heated.
12. Bowels kept active by giving enemas of
plain water; blood heat. General rotary treatment over the abdomen and strong heavy treatment to liver and spleen. Saline laxative used.
13. Vichy waters given several times a day.
14. Patients were sweated at the onset of
the disease. Using hot lemonade and hot water
drinks.
15. No..
16. Room well ventilated; window lowered
from the top so. no draft came on the patient.
Window also raised from the bottom three
times a day at which time the patients were
kept well covered.
17. Room temperature on an average was
68 degrees.
18. The patient's temperature was controlled
by holding the suboccipital region and steady
pressure on the inferior cervical ganglion.
Sponge baths, every four hours, using tepid
water.
19. Rotary and inhibitory treatments in the
upper dorsal and lower cervical regions. First
relax muscles from the 7th cervical to 5th dorsal
vertebra. Then inhibit from the inferior cervical
ganglion down to the fifth dorsal nerve center,
and from the fifth dorsal center upward to cervical ganglion, this being the center for controlling cough..
20. No drugs necessary for heart stimulation. The heart was treated after the temperature had subsided and by stimulation first
t~ superficial and then to the deep circulation.
This treatment is given by swing treatment of
the arms and lower extremities. And then
with patient on the right side stimulate the
heart from 1st dorsal to 5th dorsal spinal
nerves with deep relaxing treatment to the muscles from the left side; and then have patient
turn over and treat the right side muscles
the same as the left. Begin at' the fifth dorsal
and treat upward as high as the 1st dorsal.
Treatment being up and outward.

By Alexander F. McWilliams, D.O.,
Boston, Mass.
188 cases, no fatalities and no pneumonias.

About one-half of these cases I saw the first
day of symptoms and they were cured by the
one treatment. The others took two to five
days in bed. I kept patients in bed until night
temperature .was normal. A few set in with
bilious attacks and a few with croup; these few
did not show what I call the distinct flu lesions.
but 1 had to go by that peculiar flu temperature.
r did not follow the M. D's rule in the dis·
cbarging of patients which so many did follow,
(sorry to say) Le. four days after normal temperature. I kept patients in bed until night
temperature was normal. As soon as the night
temperature was normal, or below, I discharged
them. Nothing in results led me to believe
that my judgment was wrong.
Treatment was .given to upper four cervicals
for flu; for cough, to liver centre and 1st right
rib; if other symptoms arose, I treated th~
centre involved.
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Treated a few of the sickest patients twice a
day for from one to three days; the rest once
a day.
The OP lays stress on the danger of overtreating-my procedure was to first place
thermometer in patient's mouth and then to
find out how the disease was progressing by
examining the cervical area before looking at
the thermometer. Incidentally I gave practically all of my cervical treatment with thermometer in patient's mouth as it made me less
liable to exposure and kept the patient from
talking, thus saving time. Cervical treatmeni
about two to five minutes. I would then f€el
the rest of spine, and if liver, kidneys or bowels
needed attention, I gave it; otherwise not. If
treatment is given OIl! the basis of doing what
is needed there is no fear of overtreating.
I think the only time I give a poor treatment (and that is usually over-treatment) is
the few times that I attempt to talk while
treating since one can not talk and treat at the
same ti'rne; while doing one thing one should
stop the other.-Reported J~tne 6, 1919

By Burrell Russell, DO., New Philadelphia, Ohio
96 cases of flu, no deaths; 5 cases of pneumonia, 2
deaths under aggravated conditions.

In reply to your inquiry about records of
flu, I did not keep any case reports except in
a couple of pneumonia cases. The fact is that
during the worst of the epidemic I had charge
of a small mining town near here.. There I
had from five to six, and even as high as ten
in one family, sick. In one house where the
two died seven were all ill at the same time.
Lack of care, cleanliness and proper attention
made the work very unsatisfactory. In this
particular town I got more than I could keep
account of. There were 21 houses in a row and
("I'ery house had its ill persons except one. Another doctor had the other houses that I did
not attend. All told, I had one week of it there
and treated 45 different cases, with two deaths
among those who had pneumonia when I arrived.
No covers on the beds, windows wide open and
snow blowing on bed-this paints a picture that
may give you some idea of what one could do
and could not hope to do under such circumstances with such cases.
I can not write any detailed history of all
these cases but will say that I have had 961
cases to date. Five of pneumonia, two deaths.
All the rest were typical and uneventful. Average duration was from 5 to 6 days. Fever usually 101 to 104. Extreme headache, backache
lind nose bleed..
An interesting family experience.
Mr. Wal. Age 40. Typical.
Mrs. Wal: Confined with a Temp. of 104. Two
honrs labor. No complications. Baby full term.
Baby well, none the worse. Did not affect
mother either way. Made complete recovery
in 10 days.
Son of same mother. Age 12. Crippled and
deformed to an unbelievable degree, developed
pneumonia and then made a compl.ete recovery
in suite of empyema and his former condition.
(Deformit.v of course did not clear up).
Six children in same family made uneventful recoveries.
Kaiser Family, 5 in family.
Father and mother and three children all
stricken. Mother developed pneumonia. Taken
to Emergency Hospital. Case record enclosed.
The rest of family uneventful.
Another Kaiser household.
Nine, sicll:. All recovered. No pneumonia, etc.
There were many single and unimportant cases
whose names I did not even know. I cannot
give you anything of much value as during the
entire time I was so busy that I did not attempt to keep any accurate account.
The treatment that I followed was to keep patient warm above all things. Fresh air but no at-
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tempt to move the outside weather into the
room, as some did. Not much food but liquids
during the entire time. Treatments twice per
day-as often as I could give them. That is
I tried to see them twice per day but some only
got one and some only every other day. Water
aJI the time.
Just one thing I noticed; of the three pneumonia cases that recovered all sweat a good
deal during convalescence and the other two
that died did not sweat. I believe that it was
good for them to sweat. In fact as soon as they
did they started to improve. Of course it was
necessary to see they did not take any mO'l'e
cold,
I can recall these cases from my earlier experience with the epidemic.
1. Mrs. W. age 48. Taken at the onset,
fever broken on 5th day; uneventful.
2. Mr. W. age 35. Taken at the first appearance, aborted. I might add that daughter and
sister both died. I did not have charge of them
in fact did not see them.
'
3. Mr. Hay, age 45. Taken at the beginning, aborted.
4'. Mr. Shaffer, age 30. This case I relieved
another physician. No complication.
5. Mrs. Shaffer, age 30. Typical case, no
complication,
6. Mr. H. age 24. Severe case, followed another physician, later was relieved by same
physician, complications developed pneumonia
I am not informed as to outcome.
'
7. Mr. Maloney, age 45. Confined 5 days
with fever, uneventful.
8. Mrs. Maloney, age 45. Aborted after
first symptoms appeared.
9, Wilmer M. age 10. Severe but recovered
no complications. '
'
. 10. Mary M. age 16. Uneventful.

11. Helen M. age 10. Pneumonia developed.
Various people got discouraged and relieved
me before finishing. I cannot state the outcome
of such cases.-Dec. 30, 1919.

By W. H. Thompson, D.O., Riverside, Cal.
50 cases of influenza, no pneumonias; no deaths.

1. Cervical usually.
2. Muscular.
3,
4. Very active to special lesions; also general treatment.
5. Average time; 20 minutes.
6. One to three times a day.
7. No unfavorable reactions noticed from
too long or too thorough treatment.
8. From 3 to 10 days under treatment.
9. No.
10. Restricted liquid diet in both influenza
and pulmonary complications, In bowel complications no food for a day or two.
11. Camphorated oil, external, on throat. ,
12. Enema and castor oil.
13. Increased water drinking with lemon
juice at times.
14. Yes. As soon as possible and continuously.
15 No cotton jackets used.
16. Moderate ventilation.
17. 70 degrees.
18. No means used to reduce temperature
but manipulation.
'
19. Means·to overcome cough; manipulation
to throat direct and attention to lesions in
cETvical.
20. No drugs used to stimulate heart.
21. Cases of influenza treated-50; no deaths.
Pneumonia, none met with.
22. Twenty.-Reported July 14, 1919.

------

Infection Psychosis Following Influenza
By E. C. Braun, D.O., Coffeyville, Kansas

O

N March 13, 1,919, I was called to see Mrs.
x, age 34 years, about eleven o'clock P.
IVL Found her violently insane with the
delusion that her husband was trying to do
away with her.
HISTORY

Had influenza for about two weeks under
medical treatment, temperature was normal
for three days then the sudden insanity. Was
in this condition for four days and nights with
M.D. in charge. Was giving her hypodermics
to try to quiet her but to no effect. I found her
in bed with feet tied to foot of bled, and tied
about the waist to each corner of head of bed,
SYMPTOMS

Pulse 108; temperature 101; respiration 26'
heart action good. Patient was very emaciated
but had unusual amount of strength.. Face and
eyes badly conjested. Would hit and scratch
anyone coming near her. If she could get a
hold of anything, would throw it. Very nervous
and impossible to keep her still.
FINDINGS

Second and third cervical rotated to right.
Tenderness in upper dorsal but no marked lesions. Liver enlarged; very pinched expression on face. The urine was specific gravity
10.19, scanty, no albumin nor sugar. Had to
have her husband hold her while examination
was made.
TREATMENT AND RESULTS

After relax~ng work to cervical region, corrected the leSIOns, patient was quite violent for
about twenty minutes afterwards, then became
. quiet. Saw patient next morning and found
her rathlnal and she has continued to improve.
She stated that when I corrected cervical lesions
that she began to realize things. She knew
nothing of the four days and nights sh'e passed
through, Within six weeks she had gained
thirty pounds and has had no return of delusions.
'
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Treating Flu Brought SpI'nal Cases
to Office Later
By Dr. R. C. Wallace, Brockport, N. Y.

OW how in the devil is a man going to
tell how he treated the flu? All alike in
some respects, yet all different. Take
questions 1, 2, 3-one found all kinds of lesions,
everywhere, and one corrected them, much thn
same as one would at any time. I recall onr,
case. A woman told me she had a backache
for 20 years. I found the LESION and corrected it. Altho that was a flu case in bed, it
was the means of sending to me several more
cases of back trouble for treatment at the office
later. But I will just say this much. My casps
got osteopathic treatments as frequently, as
much of and wherever they needed it., They
got an enema of warm waller every day, even
if they thought it not necessary. And last hut
not least, if any of them ever had any drugs,
they never told me of it.-May 27th.

N

Medical Frankness about Killing
Cases of Flu
NE day during the big epidemic an osteopath had a patient in one of the larg~"
western hospitals. It was an operative
case, and he was going to assist. He simply introduced h.imself as Doctor. While in the dressing room the question of the flu came up.
Dr. W. said, "I am thoroughly convinced now,
after more than ten years practice, that there
isn't to exceed ten drugs in the whole pharmacopeia that amounted to a snap of my finger".
Dr. B. said, "All the drugs that have any
value whatsoever can be put in a little case
and carried in the outside coat pocket. The

O

country physician, however, has to carry more
than that as the people want to talee something,
so he has to leave something for them to take."
Several other expressed themselves in about
the same manner when Dr. W. put on the capsheaf by saying:
"I am thoroughly convinced that the reason
we lost so many flu patients is because we tried
to do something and had nothing to do it with.
There would have been a great many more,peopIe alive today than there are if we had simply
sat down at home and never answered a single
fiu call. It was a big blunder on our part."
Several other physicians agreed with him.
Surely this is a tremendous indictment against
the medical profession. You see there was absolute frankness for they did not know they
were talking to an osteopath.
HOW DID YOU TREAT YOUR FLU CASES?

Is not the value of this department to you
and to your profession great enough to make
it worth while for you to write The OP similar
analysis of yottr experience? If you had any
real experience with the epidemic cases of
1919-20 we would like you to report it. Even if
yuu sent in your report to us last summer we
would greatly appreciate your doing it over in
conformity with the revised and expanded questions at the head of this department and do it
a little more legibly. Most of our friends replied to the questionaire on the blank that we
mailed out, writing illegibly between the
crowded lines, which was not our intention at
all or more adequate writing space would have
been provided! Editing such reports is really
a terribly long, hard and dolorous job for the
editor-as bad as deciphering Sanskrit baked
bricks in some cases. Many such reports in
hand can not be used at all. Some were not
signed by their authors. Would you, whose
reports have not yet been printed in The OP,
mind doing this job all over afresh' for us,
bringing your statistics up to date, and! giving
the additional data asked for on the present
form at the head of this department? Thank
you! Typewrite your reports wherever possible. Double space your lines whether typed
or written to allow editorial revision.. Write
on one side of the page only. Use plenty of
paper. The most legible, most complete and
most helpful reports to be received will naturally get first attention and first inserti.on in our
columns.-Editor.
rpHIS 1920 FLU-PNEUMONIA VISITATION

Our profession is urged to report promptly
all worth-while experiences with this present
or second epidemic, and in the same "Questionaire" order as appears at the head of this
department. In all reports please be careful
ta designate whether you are analyzing cases
of the 1918-19 or the 1920 epidemic. Do not
group them together. It is important to report and print the present epidemic cases
separately so as to note what differences, if
any, there are in the newer types of cases.

Dr. Bancroft Wishes It S.tated
Permit me to say through The OP that while
I made the comment quoted by Dr. '0. J. Snyder
in approval of his course while straightening out
the tangle with those Pennsylvania irregulars
spveral years ago, I did not write it at this
time-as the quotation now might make it appear-nor make such comment in connection
with the Daily controversy, as might be inferred.
I wrote that endorsement of Dr. Snyder's course
fully a year ago, and have made no comment
on the Daily trouble and am withholding my
opinion for more complete information. Please
state this for me in The OP.-C. M. Bancroft,
D.O., Canandaigua, New York.
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Dr. Bancroft's Diphtheria Patient Denied
Hospital by the M. D.'s
[From The N. Y. SOS Blotter, Feb.

N October 1919, I applied to the Memorial
Hospital of Canandaigua, N. Y., for admi,;sian of a patient having diphtheria. The'
Superintendent of the Hospital was away at
the time and I was referred to the Chief of the
Etaff. After some conversation with him I
said, "Let me get this clear, Doctor, you refuse
admission to this patient because she is under
the care of an osteopath and not because she
lias diphtheria?" and his answer was "Yes."
'I'his despite the fact that a separate building
is maintained for the care of such cases and
it was opened and used the next day for a case
()i diphtheria under the care of another physician.
I understood that the question was to come
before the Executive Board of the Hospital as
to whether any, osteopath should be allowed
to enter a case of any description. At once I
wrote a letter, protesting against such action
!lnUl a bearing had been given the osteopathic
profession. This hearing was granted and the
following letter was submitted in addition to
tbe remarks made by Dr. Ralph H. Williams.
At this time an answer has not been forthcom-

I

ing.

The chief point to consider is this: carr an
institution pose as being public and charitable
2nd tbereby be entitled to exemption from taxalion and still say that any certain school of
licensed physicians shall be shut out without
reason or cause? Does that not take away from
i1.~ public 'Character and rob a certain portion
()[ the public the treatment they may desire','
Does that not nullify a listing as a tax-free inslitution? This is the point which does not
seem to have appealed to others placed in this
position and it is one which should be determined for all time through a test case. Our
attorney believes that we have a clear case
against any hospital deriving free taxation
froll1 its public and charitable position if we
are barred therefrom because of our beliefs and
not following sustained charges of incompe··
lmce, etc. Unless we do take a stand and
fight such things will occur all through the
Slate, if a determined fight is put up it may
be the end of such attempted actions. What
do you think about it?-C. M. Bancroft, D.O.

Just Plea Falls on Deaf Ears, Stony
Heart and Atrophied Conscience
of AMA Highbinders
Canandaigua, N. Y.
November 10, 1919.
'1'0 the

Executive Board of the
F. F. Thompson Memorial Hospital,

Canandaigua, N. Y.
Chairman and Members of the Board:As I understand the communication of your
secretary, I am granted the privilege of appearing before you as President of the New York
Osteopathic Society so that I may advance, on
behalf of my profession in this State, reasons
and arguments against a motion to deny osteopathic physicians the usual privileges of this
bospital.
It is unusual for a body of men to be denied
Ihe right to follow their profession within its
natural precincts unless some untoward incident
has occured, unless something specific is
~lr.
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wrong, . and consequent charges are made.
In this instance I know of no charges having
been preferred and it is rather difficult to advance arguments when the subject is broad and
much must be said in a short space of time.
It will be necessary for me to speak in a general sense and deal with principle rather than
incident.
First; I wish to point out that an osteopath
is required to spend four years in a high school
and four years in a college of osteopathy registered and inspected by the Board of Regent,;
before he is even allowed to take the licensing
examination in this State. He puts in the
same number of class hours, he studies the
same books as does the allopath, and his colleges must reach the same standard as those
for the allopath. You have before you a table
which gives in detail the studies in the allopathic and the osteopathic colleges and the
hours devoted to each subject. Upon graduation the osteopath, the allopath, the homeopath,
and the electic must pass the SAME examination in every subject before the same board and
in the same room before being granted a lic€:nse to practice medicine in this State. A little later I will ask Dr, Williams, the osteopathic
representative on the Board of Medical Examiners, to tell you more about these particular
points. An additional point is, that the highest
court in our State, the Court of Appeals, has
declared that osteopaths are practitioners of
medicine and they are so licensed by the State.
The right to practice any branch of the healing art is based upon education and legal license granted after the enactment of laws by
the Legislators of the State representing the
majority of the people. The Department of
I-~ducation and the Department of Health hut
carry out the laws after their enactment. Having been granted a license to practice by the
State the presumption is that an osteopath is
possessed of the proper degree of learning, care,
and skill required to adequately treat the sick
in his own peculiar way.
I want to emphasize that point particularly
because it is the usual start of misconception,
and it is true that, after a certain length of
time the beliefs of people become so strong that
the idea cannot be entertained that any method
other than their own can be successful. Quite
unconsciously they retire behind a wall of compiacency and satisfaction. A homeopath may
helieve so strongly in homeopathic proceedures
that he cannot see wherein other methods could
succeed, yet other methods do succeed in spite
of his beliefs. The right to practice is based
UTlon educational qualifications and in no way
is such license given because of the theory of
a school or because a practitioner helieves III
lhis or that method.
The right to practice being based upon edu~ntion then the denial of the privileges of an
institution for the care of the sick should be
hased upon:
]: Insufficient preparation, or
2. Clinical results which are harmful to thp.
pntient. or
3. Personal disqualification-where an inrHvidual is, himself, unworthy.
rhe question here is not whether or no the
of<teopathic theory of treatment is true. I believe that it has proven its value during the
thirty years of its existence, that before that

great court, the public, it has justified itself,
and any theory which has stood the test of time
and trial has within it virile germs of truth.
l'he matter of the result of treatment is only
properly brought up at a trial for malpractice
and I am sure that is far from your minds.
If the results of osteopathic proceedures were
detrimental' there would be an unusual number
of death certificates signed by its practitioners,
but such is not the case. Osteopaths observe
the laws of hygiene and sanitation, they ob·
Sl'rve the rulings in regard to contagious and
infectious diseases, they produce clinical cures
and benefits more often than they fail else they
would not be able to earn a livelihood in any
community-the public does not long patronize
a: physician who is a failure in the majority of
his cases.
As an osteopath does observe the usual health
luws and regulations, as he has satisfied the
State that he is properly educated, as his existence and growth today demonstrates that he
is a benefit to the sick, I cannot see why the
right of his admission to practice within a hospital should be questioned at all for a hospital
is for the alleviation of suffering and the curing of disease--not for the protection of any
particular school or schools of practice. This
institution for instance is granted exemption
from some $100,000.00 in taxes because it is
for the benefit and use of the sick of this community-not because the patients in this hospital employ a physician of a particular school.
The state grants us the right to sign birth and
death certificates and there seems no logical
reaSOIl why any institution should not grant us
the right to treat the public between those two
st.ages of life. Certainly it cannot be said that
the State did not expect the osteopath to treat
disease in his own way when this right was
conferred. The right to sign death certificates
surely presupposes an ability to render adequate and competent treatment, otherwise the
whole medical practice act would be a farce.

Special Information
for Osteopaths
Under the laws of some States osteopaths are prohibited from using anything of a drug nature.
Dionol and Emulsified Dionol have no
drug contents whatever and hence do
not come under these restrictions. Their
action is in strict consonance with osteopathic principles, being entirely mechanical, hence no drug re-actions are possible.
Osteopaths, throughout America, are
using large quantities of these preparations, and there has never been a legal
exception taken to their use, excepting
in one case, and when the authorities
learned the above facts the case went
by default and they never even appeared
against the doctor in question.
Dionol treatment is the only remedial
agent that we are aware of that acts
strictly in a mechanical sense and without drug reaction and which may be
safely employed, internally or externally
by drugless physicians generally.-The
Dionol Co., Detroit, Mich.
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The law says an osteopath must not use drugs
yet a license to treat the sick is granted and
it must be assumed that there is then a method of treatment other than the employment of
drugs.
Osteopaths read the same books as do allopaths, all the basic subjects are taught the
same way in the two schools. Osteopathic colleges teach the use of serums and antitoxins,
the use of drugs in cases of poisoning, the use
of antiseptics and germicides, surgery must be
studied thoroughly and an examination in it
passed under the State Medical Examining
!:loard the same as for the allopath, the chief
and only difference is in the treatment of
disease. The allopath emphasizes particularly
chemical stimulation and inhibition within the
body and gets what he believes to be good results by his methods, the osteopath particularly emphasizes mechanical stimulation and inhibition without the body and gets what he believes to be good results by his methods. Are
they not both a benefit to the public? Isn't
the chief and higher function of a true physician the relief of suffering by whatever method
he may deem best? At no time does an osteopath deny a patient the use of drugs .01' any
other form of treatment-how could he? Such
action would be impossible because the individual seeks a physician of his own free will
and stays under his care of his own free will.
If it is the will of a certain portion of the people
of any commuity to employ the physician of
their free choice why should such people be
denied the extra care and asylum afforded by
a hospital because they happen to choose an
osteopath? Why should their right of choice
and preference be fettered, or their chances of
recovery through lack of hospital care be handicapped?
The only tangible objection to the admission
of osteopaths as practitioners in this hospital
which I have heard, and that came to me in a
rather indirect manner, is "you do not use
drugs." Such an objection presupposes the fact
that there is no other way to treat disease than
by the use of drugs and that drug giving is the
only weapon in a physician's armamentarium.
If that is the objection it is one which' is
natural to those who practice drug giving or
drug taking, to those who inherited the belief
in the practice. But to say that clinical results
can be brought about in no other way than by
drugs is to sit as judge and jury with habit,
custom, and inheritance as the only evidence,
while entirely neglecting the obvious and pertinent fact that millions of sick and afflicted
are getting relief and recovering health without
the use of drugs, Had the world always been
satisfied with the things that had been in existence, the things that had gone before, there
would be nothing new in commerce, in art, in
science, or in the treatment of disease.
The osteopath being broadly educated knows
when drugs must be used, when their introduction into the body is imperative, and at
such a time he follows but one course: He
calls upon a drug giving physician to administer his remedies, he calls upon him as a specialist and collaborator-not as a superior.
The treatment of disease today is too broad a
field for anyone man to cover adequately, hence
the specialist. And, the osteopath may, and
does, use the specialist in drug giving just as
he advises or demands the work of "the surgeon, the laboratory man, the diagnostican and
consultant, the X-ray expert, or the nose and
throat specialist. He is in practice for the purpose of benefitting his clientele, not to exploit a
theory at the expense of human life or comfort,
and if that end is being served by another he
is big enough and broad enough to so advise.
How else conJd he maint.ain a st.anding in any
communit.y? Those who use drugs and those
who do n0t. are separat.e and distinct. schools.
An osteopath has no legal right. to employ
drugs except. in an emergency and the Attorney-General of this State has ruled that t.he
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degree M.D. does not confer the right to employ
osteopathic proceedures. One school does not
include the other logically or legally.
I believe that osteopathic physicians should
be extended the usual courtesies and privileges
of this institution on a parity with the allopath, the homeopath, and the eclectic because:
1. They have an education equal to that of
,my other practitioner..
.
2. They are licensed by the State to treat
[he sick, to sign birth and death certificates.

3. They are a benefit to the sick.
4. They deny no one any other form of treatment.
5. They observe the usual laws and regula·
tions.
6. They do not have a high death rate among
their clientele-a high death rate would show
either incompetence or neglect or both.
Respectfully submitted,
O. M. Bancroft, President,
New York Osteopathic Society.

M. D.'s Shut Door of Oshkosh Hospital
on an Osteopathic Patient!
[From the Oskosh Daily Northwestern, Jan. 30th].

HETHER a public hospital has the
right to refuse a patient admission
merely because that patient is being
treated by an osteopathic physician, this refusal being at the behest of practitioners of
the so called regular medical school, is a question raised by Dr. F. N. Oium, an osteopath of
this city, who declares that he was recently reo
fused admission for one of his patients to St.
Mary's hospital.
Relative to the matter Dr.
Oium today stated:

W

PATIENT REFUSED
"On Tuesday night of this week I had as a patient, a well known business man of this city,
who was suffering from a serious bowel infection and as there was no nurse available I telephoned to St. Mary's hospital for a room and
was informe'd that the medical staff had ruled
that no osteopathic physician should be permitted to bring a patient into the hospital for
tr·eatment. If the family would change physicians, a room would be provided at once.

"Can it be possible," Dr.. Oium said, "that a
hlimane organization like the St. Mary's sisters
can submit to such rules by a self appointed
body of physicians who have no authority over
the institution whatever? Will the sisters openly consent to supporting a rule that will prevent a patient from having the necessary care
to help save his life because such patient should
happen to prefer some other system of treatlllent than that prescribed by some member of
the medical staff?
QUESTION FOR PUBLIC

"These are important questions which may
come home at any time to any family and it is
for each and everyone to think over and de·
cide what. should be done. You ·as a taxpayer
are exempting St. Mary's hospital from at least
$15,000 in taxes, but if your life is at stake
you are denied the services of the institution
unless you will submit to the treatment. of a
c€l'tain class of physicians.
.
"Are you going to accept it or are you going
to protest it?"
Dr. Oium added that this ruling appears to
have but recently become- effective, for this
was the first time in eighteen years that a patmt of his ha.d been denied admission to the
hospital. It was his understanding, he also
slated. that the rule is the result of years of
propaganda among medical and surgical men of
the so-called regular school against osteopaths
throughout the country, culminating in the action which has just found local expression in
the case which he cites.
He ex Dressed the belief that the subject is
one witb which the general public should immediately and vigorously concern itself for its
own interest and protection. Besides Dr. Oium
there are two other osteopathic practitioners,
in the city.
STATEMENT AT HOSPITAL

A representative of the sisterhood which
operates St. Mary's hospital, who stated that
she was in authority at the institution, was

asked about the Oium matter this afternoon.
She admitted that the rules of the medical
staff of the hospital were that patients of practi1 ioners outside of the regular medical profession should not be admitted to the hospital
unless the patient were first "turned over to a
medical man" and said it was against the rules
of the hospital to permit persons to practice
at the hospital who were "not regular members
of the medical profession." She declined to
make any further statement in the matter and
referred all inquiry to Dr. F. G. Connell, who,
she stated, is at the head of the medical staff
of the hospital. Inquiry at the office of Dr.
Connell brought the inforlllJation that. he was
not in and efforts to get in touch with him for
a statement on the situation were unsuccessful.
[From the Same Newspaper, Jan. 31stl.

HOSPITAL ENTERS REPLY TO CHARGES
FORMAL STATEMENT IS IS~UED
BY HEAD OF MEDICAL STAFF
IN THE NAME OF THE
MANAGEMENT

The following communication was given to
The Northwestern today by Dr. F. Gregory Connell, head of the medical staff of St. Mary's
hospital.
"Editor Daily Northwestern :-Will you kindly publish the enclosed statement in your paper
giving it the same bold faced type that ,,",as
used in your article of yesterday's mention of
the hospital:
"Hospitals, like other institutions, must have
r'ules and regulations.
"The rule in all Class A hospitals is that
every patient must be under the care of a
competent graduate
in
medicine.-Management St. Mary's and Mercy Hospitals."

"\\Thy Cry 'Peace.' 'Peace!' when there is no
Peace?"
If you did not read the editorial of that title
last month refer back to it and read it.

Dr. Harri!" Loses His Suit to Prevent
Hospital Boycott of O~teopathy
AM obliged to The OP for the suggestion
that the American Osteopathic Association
should send Mr. Perry S. Patterson, their
attorney, to look into and assist in these suits
the D.O.'s are bringing to break up the "hospital
standardization" scheme of the M.D.'s now
sweeping the country, or rather that part of
"standardization" that is going to take surgery
out of the bands of the D.O.'s and keep osteopathic patients out of all public hospitals for
YE~ars to come, if not permanently.
1 sincerely hope that the AOA will see the
ntcessity and opDortunity of this right soon
and help out in these suits, as few individuals
can win against the medical machine and the
host of M.D.'s pitted against them.

I
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As for my suit, it is too late now to tender
any organization assistance; as I have personally spent $1,250, so far-and lost.
1 will not appeal as the expense Is too great,
and this will be the history of other suits carried on by individual osteopaths who are unsupported.
I am preparing to open my own hospital at
great expense as it cannot be avoided.1 did not ask the Texas Osteovathlc Association to heLp me as It seemed to me to be the
function of the AOA to carry the burden of
these suits; the standardization of the hospitals
being national; however, the same system is
being adopted in Canada. I could write you
Indefinitely of details on this subject but my
time is more than taken up now in the returned fiu epidemic work, where osteopathy
has made such signal successes. Yours fraternally-M. B. Harris, D.O., Amarillo, Texas.
January 25th.

Medical Politicians Close Our York
(Pa.) Sanitarium to Mental
Defectives
ENNSYLVANIA Osteopathic Sanitarium
of York, Pa., has been compell,ed by the
State Lunacy Board to discharge its Insane patients because the board refused to give
the institution a license. The State Lunacy
Board which is the tool of the "regular" medIcal profession has had the effrontery to say
that all, M.D. must be put In charge of this
Institution before a license will be Issued!
The sanitarium had fully complied with the
law but the State Lunacy Board violated its
trust to the commonwealth by delaying to issue a license for two years after the institution
was ready to do business and had made the
usual formal application to obtain a license;
so, by this indefensible Injustice, the sanitarium
was compelled togo ahead and perform its
chartered functions to the commonwealth without a license.
Of course this affront to the osteopathic profession by the "regular" medical profession is
intentional; is done as a gross insult. It followed Immediately after the Dailey trial and
is part of the same studied campaign of persecution. It is also a ,part of the nation-wide
"hospital standardization" conspiracy to shut
osteopaths and their patients out of all public
and private hospitals. Not content with their
ambition to possess all hospital accommodation
for their own exclusive use, the "regulars" also
mean to shut up osteopathic hospitals and sanitaria as far as theY' are able.
This medical coup at York is hooked up with
the one at Amarillo, Texas, with the one at
Canandaigia, N. Y., with the one at Oshkosh,
Wis." and with various others of like nature.
We shall hear of others.
"Why should osteopath cry 'peace!' 'peace!'
when there Is no peace" for osteop,athy and
will not be as long as "state medicine" is entrenched in its present fastnesses?
Osteopaths, get together and forget your
childish strife over academic questions as foolIsh as the ancient schoolmens' bickering about
how many angels could dance on the point of
a needle. Whom the gods would destroy they
first make mad. It is sheer madness to be debating whether as osteopath can function as a
general practitioner and surgeon with only his
bare hands for tools when the profession is beIng stood up before the wall: for slaughter.
Grab a gun and fight the medical oppressor for
your profession's life.

P

WHEN typewriting communications
or news matter for "The Osteopathic Physician" please double space it
to make possible editorial revision between lines without recopying.-Edilor.
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DO YOU WANT NATIONAL DEFENSE?

Our comment on the fOTegolng Inquity is,
"Where, oh where is the American Osteopathic
Association in this nation-wide crisis?"
Is our national organization fit and willing
to function as the brain of the profession-to
organize, direct and apply our utmost resources
of defense against this hohenzollern-like medical
conspiracy in restraint of human rights?
Or, will it be necessary for the profession
to organize another agency to save the liberty
and the institutional life of osteopathy, and to
defend our patients against these Inhuman outrages at the hands of "state medicine?"
For several months we have been patiently
urging this ,great impending crisis for the osteopathic school upon the attention of the AOA In
connection with the case of Dr. Harris at
Amarillo, Texas. Dr. Harris Is but an incident;
the court decision Involved may be of monumental consequences. We do not see much
reason to believe that our national organization as yet realizes what we were driving at.
The AOA frankly does not find itself interested
In the court case of any man who has not
been paying dues into its treasury; and we
observe it passing the buck of defending osteopathic rights in a Texas court back to the
Texas Osteopathic Association, yet doing nothing, so far as we learn, to urge the Texas forces
to assume energetic responsibility for the case.
It simply assumed that if the case was 'of such
consequence as we pointed out the Texas profession would succor Dr. Harris. Evidently the
Texas Association has been assuming that if
the case was really of importance the AOA
would be in the saddle. Between both complacencies the medics defeated Dr. Harris.
The case has been lost by us-osteopathy was
defeated, and a court precedent in far off Amarillo may be quoted to cheat practitioners of
their human right from Portland, Maine, to
Portland, Oregon.
For the love of life and osteopathic survival,
men and women of the profession, are we folks
here in The OP office-Arnold and HSB-the
only ones of the profession who worry our
heads ceaselessly over the fateful problem of
checkmating assassins of therapeutic righteousness?
Perhaps some of you think we in The OP
sanctum give most of our time to selling our
pamphlets in competition with the. AOA's activities-as we would have a perfect right to
do, being "merely a private business house;"
but the truth is otherwise. As nearly as we
can figure it out, the Orange office seems to be
trying to discharge our chartered corporate
functions to the profession and we seem to be,
trying to discharge theirs! Believe us, friends,
we would gladly see the AOA official machine
take on a new conception of its dignity, responsibilities and communal obligations to the
profession, and be allowed ourselves to give
more time to our own private business. We
have done our best to help the big association
find itself in this matter.
We are still in hopes that the AOA will
wake up-yes, this very month-and get the
vision necessary to actually aSfmme national
leadership in defense of osteopath legal rights,
The busy chiro-be it obsf'rved by way of
comparison-has no such national association
as ours, and seems to need none: but he has a
a national df'fense bureau which will rush tn
the defensf' Pf anv lonf' chiro in anv state pf
the Union or nrovince of Canada and fight Wit11
all the acumen of a centrally directed able
staff of well Daid attorneys.
Is it not obvious that this is exactly wbat the
osteoDatbic profession needs? And that none
but the blind would have overlooked so great
a need through so many years?
Presumably we already have all the machinery created, fed with ample po.wer, oiled with
plenty of money and ready to operate in osteonathic defense in our national machine-except
that the great cent'i"al coordinating and func-

tion brain of leadership is lacking! It is not,
we believe, that President Conklin could not,
and would not, fuctionate If permitted to, but
that a dead system of precedents will not let
him. There is apparently dead-weight instead
of vision permeating the whole organization.
Individual initiative is repressed by ankylosed
committees of our ossified system of society
machinery. The machine is sick-sick above
its eye-brow·s.
When the AOA added $5 a year to our dues for
nation>al defense we thought it meant we would
have a national defense. Wllen it picked a
national attorney in Mr. Perry S. Patterson
more than a J'ear ago we believed that he was
going to be used as such-as a national attorney, to fight all our great legal battles, and
not merely to advise the trustees when they
could legally expel a member and such ?ther
petty considerations. When the AOA pu! Itself
before the profession at the last meetmg as
the central functioning head of all state societies we sup,posed it would realize that such
a course definitely and irretrievably committed
it to assume and direct national legislative and
judicial defense. This is not a job that ought
to be left by mere accident to private volunteer
initiative-which seems to be the profession's
plight up to this hour.
.
However, this is not saying that private
initiative of the right kind, if nationally supported, could not make a success of it, for we
believe it could and would! Unql1estionably tt
could.

In fact, if the AOA wishes to abdicate in this
peril and give itself to the more ancillary concerns of the Orange office-the gathering in
of more am.ple and still more ample revenues,
etc.-The OP will make bold and say that we
know perfectly well how to direct this fight
and would endeavor to save the day for osteopathy if given the chance. We would be willing to function for the profession as director
of the impending legal battle for defense of our
hospital rights without personal remUineration.
providing the AOA put one-half the money at
our disposal for the payment of counsel which
it has already collected from the profession
for national legal defense plirposes and for nothing else. That sum, we believe, amounts to up-

wa.rds of $17,500 a year for the past two years.
Less than the collection for one year would
win this fight permanently in all probability.
If entrusted with this man's job> we would
simply phone Mr. Patterson within five minutes and say "The case of national osteopathic
defense, sir, is in your hands-get b1iSY /" He
would do the rest. Merely an order is wanted
-and provisions to pay the bill.
And thereafter not another AMA hospital
boycott would be launched against osteopathy
in any city north of the Rio Grande but Mr.
Patterson or his aids would be there to pull
the fangs of the intolerant allopathic monster.
We would not let adverse court decisions be
piling up precedents against osteopathic interests without at least a very stiff legal fight.
It is now or never, osteopaths! Do you want
such defense-or not? You can get it if you
furnish it; but you probably will not receive
it waiting for our present committee-form of
government to supply it-not at least until the
war is over and we have lost by default.
Why not pass the buck to some one willing
and able to assume it?

The Half Was Never Told
Let me say frankly that at first I wondered whether or
not Osteopathic Health was the wonderful business-getter that I read men say that it was. but take it from
me, Osteopathic Health is the biggest patient puller in
existence. I applied the method you suggested to me on
my mailing list of former dental patients. The result
has been way beyond expectations. I am going to invest every dollar I can possibly afford in Osteopathic
Health, from this day' on. Any osteopathic physician
who is hanging back from using this method of publicity is "asleep at the switch."-J. B. Ellis, D.M.D.,
D.O, Boston, Massachusetts.
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DIAGNOSIS VERSUS ERROR

Cholelithiasis or Gallstones
By S. L. Taylor, M. D., D.O., Surgeon-in-Chief, The Taylor Clinic,
Des Moines General HosDital, Des Moines, Iowa
HERE is probably no field of medicine in
By careful observation and detailed compariwhich mistakes are more frequently made son of the symptoms of the two conditions, inin diagnosis than in disease of the gall·· fection of gall-bladder and gall stones, no disbladder. First, because the case history is not tinction can be made. The two conditions are
carefully taken, and second, because the symp- coexistent for the presence of the one leads to
toms are so closely associated with stomach dis- the other and infection probably never clears
turbance.
up so long as the gall-bladder remains in situ.
The case history carelessly taken will nearly This explains why the history of gall stones is
always point to the stomach. The patient corn- recurrent. The infection subsides and lights
plains of heaviness in the stomach after eating, up-subsides and lights up, and this may, as it
slime gas rifting and distention, but no special ofttimes does, go on for years. The patient has
pain. Occasionally this distress becomes so an- billious spells, nausea and vomiting of much
noying that vomiting occurs; this is very rare. bHe; he is sallow, depressed and has "liver
Ofttimes the heart beats and thumps unusually trouble." Fullness after meals is complained
hard and the patient thinks she has heart of, also of distress in the right side and of all
trouble. The doctor so often takes this diagno- kinds of stomach symptoms. There is no wonsis and treats the pateint accordingly. The der that the careless doctor has been puzzled
stomach improves under pills, calomel, salts. and lead into foolish statements that the patient
osteopathy or whatever the treatment happens had both stomach and liver trouble and with
to be. Sooner or later the attack of indigestion tbis hazy, careless, superficial and wholly unand gas returns and the patient has another justifiable diagnosis, he first gave pills for the
long siege of th,e same treatment, again improv- liver and then tablets for the stomach. It would
ing. This process of treatment and "cure" goes b03 interesting to know how many barrels of
on interminably, the doctor all the while fool- medicine have been given in just this way, to
ing himself as well as the patient, and belie v- know how many people have been treated in
iug that he has "cured" the patient of stomach this way and even more interesting to know
trouble several different times.. The "stomaclJ how many doctors are doing this very same
trouble" has now become chronic· and the pa· thing today.
tient and doctor agree that the disease is quite
incurable. All stomach remedies have failed, and
broadly speaking, nothing might have been expected since, in tbe first place, the stomach
disturbance was only sympathetic of gall-bladder
disturbance. This is very directly stating what
occurs in literally thousands of instances..
I have a patient now under my care who has
exactly such a history. She had gas on tbe
stomach, rifted, belched some, and was so much
agitated by the heart condition that she consulted two different heart specialists and they
both told her she had some heart trouble and
treated her for it. She had stomach (?) trouble
so badly for three long years that she at
times almost starved herself to death. She became almost a skeleton. She would not eat for
fear she would have a reoccurrence of her stoml)och trouble, which had often been "cured."
Finally some doctor who had a grain of diag-The Appearance of Gall Stones in a Radiograph of the
nostic ability got hold of her case an:! made
Gall-Bladder Region.
the diagnosis of gallstones, or gall bladder disease, and removed the gallstones. In one week's
It is not of little interest to contrast the
time this patient was allowed to eat. solid food points showing the similarity of the symptoms
and she suffered no stomach symptoms what- in cholecystitis or ordinary infection of the
soever. This case was not mine, nor did I see gall-bladder, and those occurring in cholelithiathe case for a long time after the operation. sis or gallstones. The same bacteria cause both
The history of this case shows t.bat she never conditions among which are the typhoid baccilus
had typical gall-bladder pains but showed only and bacteria causing the acute infectious
1.1) the casual observer that the stomach was
diseases. The pus-producing cocci are also asthe offender.
cribed as predisposing and actual causes of
Real stomach symptoms bave definite ear both affections.
marks which can be recognized by the careful
Cholecystitis is often latent, or if not entirely
observer.
The intelligent searcblng history so, it does not manifest itself distinctly and
will elicit the difference. In many of these solely as a liver disturbance. Patients will ofcases, if the doctor would put one-half bour In ten appear to be and express themselves as "all
getting a careful history and ten minutes In dragged out." They have an exhausted feelmaking bis physical examination, I am sure iug; their work becomes a burden, and they
not so many mistakes would be made in diagno- have to force themselves to their daily tasks.
sis.
They don't know what ails them and the doctor
In tbe light of all tbe facts brought out by ofttimes is just as much in a quandary.
Gallstones are also ofttimes latent. The same
surgery and allied fields of investigation, no
single fact stands out more convincingly than obscure symptoms are manifest and the patient
that gall-stones result from gall-bladder infec- suffers in the same way. I have known pations. Closely akin to the truth of the fore- tients on whom I myself have operated, to have
going statement is the fact that no one has be- had ind·efinite gall-bladder symptoms for fifteen years and they had a great variety of
gun to understand the symptoms of gall stones diagnosis made on their cases, varying from
until he has mastered the subject of gall-blad- heart trouble thru the various gastric neuroses,
der infections. In most cases the two are co- to nervous prostration. Really, how simple
existent and are so closely associated that in minded and childish some practition,ers have
fact the symptom complex is in general the seemed to be when they approached the imsymptoms of gall stones.
portant subject of gall-bladder disease!
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Pain is common to cholecystitis and gallstones. It is true physicians frequently, and I
think generally, endeavor to make a clear-cut
distinction between the 'two, but while the
shrewd diagnostician can do so with a fair
degree of certainty, yet the fact constantly reo
mains that the difference is so small and in·
distinct that no surgeon today will hazard his
reputation by making a positive statement based
on symptoms alone, as to the presence or abo
spnce of gallstones. It has proven too often
true that positive statements have' been wrong.
Pain in gallstone attacks is said to come on
suddenly, be very sharp and cutting, and frequently to cease just as suddenly as it came
on. The same is often true with cholecystitis
'l-yithout stones. Spasmodic pains of any hollow viscera are always sharp, cutting and
colicky. The spasm of the gall-bladder is no
exception to the rule. A gall-bladder badly in·
flamed and probably adherent to the stomach,
omentum or colon will doubtless be thrown into spasms at times. Spasms as a rule ar;)
shott; they come on suddenly and they cease
suddenly, but like so-called typical gallstone
attacks, they may last for hours.
Pain in cholecystitis may come on at any
time; so may gall stone attacks. Both are
more frequent after meals, both may be a dull
ache, almost continuous. The pain in both may
bi) referred to the epigastrium or the shoulder
blade, usually to the right, but may be referred
b the left as well. The pain in both may he
deep and boring, or there may be no pain at
all in either. Stabbing pain in the right hypo·
chondrium may occur in both on deep inspiration, thus by running the gamut of pain in
both cholecystitis and cholelithiasis; it is very
clear that no diagnosis can be based on pain
aione.
This article is to be f'ontinued and we shaH show how
gallstones are diagnosed in the TAYLOR CLINIC.

AOA Reinstates Dr. Edwards
Dr. J. D. Edwards who was suspended by
the AOA trustees for holding paid classes at
the last national convention in opposition to
the wishes of the organization, has been rein·
stated in membership. The following official
notification was sent to him:
Dayton, Ohio
Dr. J. D. Edwards,
January 14, 1920.
St. Louis, Mo..
Dear Doctor Edwards:
The Board of Trustees of the American Oste·
opathic Association, desiring always to deal
generously with .the members of the Association, has voted to raise the suspension which
was enforced in your case at the Chicago conven·
tion. I am instructed by President Conklin to
notify you of your reinstatement in the American Osteopathic Association, effective January
15, 1920.
Fraternally,
W. H. Gravett, Secy. AOA.

YMCA Official Praises Your Light Bearer
R. I. H .. Lidy received the following praise
from T. Carson Hanna, secretary of the
Y. M. C. A., in regard to the value and interest he found in Osteopathic Health: "I want
to .thank you for including me in the mailing
list for the brochures on osteopathy. I read
them even when other reading matter has to
be passed up, finding the scientific matter in
such readable form useful and interesting."
"I believe there is a real contribution to the
public good in giving wide circulation to these
doctrines which are but the application of
generally accepted theories. I always pass on
the little books to others."
.
And still some osteopaths do not use this
magazine or any other literature for spreading
the light of osteopathy among men.. Well, what
is to be said of such osteopaths, anyhow? Are
they not slackers? It looks so from our point
of view.

D
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pass the word along? Please make it a point
to find out if your confreres get OP and if they
don't-well-you know-go after them!-HSB.

.

The "Physical Culture" Article Reprinted
in March "OH"
OU will have a chance to circulate Physical Culture's boost article about "Oste-

Y

opathy's Victory in the Flu-Pneumonia
Epidemic" since it is reprinted by special permission of Mr. Bernarr McFadden, in full in
the March issue of Osteopathic Health. It includes, of course, that editor's "Challenge to
the Medical Profession" Jor keeping osteopaths
out of war medical service----.a challenge that
the "regnlars" will never answer..
Along with this superlatively good article
(which has been called "a $100,000 boost for
osteopathy") there are four more pages of data
telling of the av,ailability of osteopathy to cure
the many lingering after-effects of flu which so
often appear after medical treatment-types of
cases that have helped to keep osteopaths busy
ever since the first visitation of influenza. These
chronic ills include:
Heart weakness
Digestive troubles
Bright's disease
Ntrvousness
Neuritis
Paralysis
"Sleeping Sickness"

Persistent Debility
Tuberculosis
Earache
Deafness
Insomonia
Melancholia
Insanity

There are convincing articles on "Sleeping
Sickness" (which is declared to be the clear
result of strong drugging) and the "Infectious
Neuroses" including insanity.
"The Doctor of Osteopathy" page panel is included. Also the page Ipanel on the "Comparative Courses of Study of Osteopathy and Medicine,"
We offer you this as a lOO-per cent efficient
piece of campaign literature--the strongest,
clearest, most convincing and best piece of
campaign literature over compiled for the osteopathic profession.
If this is true, what is the obligation of the
osteopathic profession to circulate it?
What would you say?
1,000,000 copies?
We think so, too.
Well, if the osteopathic profession wanted to
give that good an account of itself we both
would have to be stirring. Eleven-twelfths Of
any such order would have to come from second
and subsequent editions. We· will be frank
and say we only print 80,000 copies this month;
we do not expect that supply to last the month
out; we expect many thousands of belated
orders to go unsatisfied unless there were such
a big volume of them poured in upon us promp11' that we decided to run a second editiona'nd that would take two week's time to prepare.
Getting paper to print anything over 100,000
copies at this time would be a sheer irnpossibility! So you can figure out that the early birds
get all the worms in this instance, beyond a
doubt.
If you want this great campaign document,
write or wire in your order today. No thousand copy orders will be accepted.
The OP
9 South Clinton St.,
Chicago
NO MORE FREE SAMPLE COPIEse! '

Patrons are notified that owing to the impossibility of being able to. buy enough paper
in the open market ,at any price for printing
tbe full number of copies of Osteopathic Health
sold each J;l1onth, thereby requiring us to .go
on a "paper ration" basis, no rnore free· sarnple
copies 01 this little rnagazine will be distributed.

For twenty years we have' followed the prac-
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What They Think of Chiro-Klepto
Pamphlet
"Chiropractic Kleptomania" is rightly named
and deserves to be placed in the hands of every
reader of English in the U. S.-Eugene Pitts,
D.O., Bloornington, Illinois.

'

"Chiropractic Kleptomania" is very good. I
am going to use hundreds of thern.-Burrell

tice of giving every osteopath in the field a free
annual subscription to Osteopathic Health to Rttssell, D.O., New Philadelphia, Ohio.
"Chiropractic Kleptomania" has some clinical
acquaint all with what a mighty power for
advancing osteopathy this little patient-educator signs of killing off some bunk imposters of osteand therapeutic boundary-rectifier really is. We opathy. Here's hoping for a big funeral.-H.
have distributed over one million free copies of tV. Christensen, D.O., Pender, Nebraska.
OH among osteopaths in this way, at an adIt. certainly hits chiros as I know them.-J.
vertising cost to ourselves of over $20,000. A . D. Miller, Morgantown, West Virginia.
great many osteopaths have accepted this withI have read with interest your "Chiropracout so much as a feeling of thank you, and tic Kleptomania" and there is much about it to
without ever buying one copy of OH for cam- commend. A short statement will sometimes
paign purposes. Cases are not rare where we do the work better than a long one.-M. F. Hulearn of our free sample copy being handed lett, D.O., Colttrnbus, Ohio.
Use this 6-page folder to correct the frauduaround thoughtfully among patients by a thrifty doctor! W,e don't mind. No one can say lent claims of Chiropractors et al. sui· generis
that The OP sanctum has not done its part to in your community. Price, $9.50 by the thouadvertise osteopathy to the world, and we hope sand-priced cheaply so you will buy in that
quantity. Your professional card imprinted on
every copy we send out does somebody good!
With the price of paper as high as it is we the back without extra charge if order it In
could not afford to continue giving sample thousand lots..
copies to the whole profession in this way,
even if we could buy paper in sufficient quantiWe want to tell you a little of our appreciation of
tyat present-wh'ich we can't! We are paying The OP. It is surely great and the Shop Talks are
fourteen cents a pouotd today for paper which
we bought two years ago at 3%, cents, and we

can not satisfy our minimum requirements even
at that price. The paper mills tell us it may
yet go to 20 cents!
Be prepared, friends, for an early and radical
raise of rat.es in supplying OH-say, a jump
of 50 to 75 per cent, which would only restore
parity between it and all else bought with our
present·day depreciated dollar. Also a raise of
The OP subscription either to $3 or $5, we don't
know which, without increasing the size of the
p·a.per.
.
It promises to come to that or else doing
without both these media. If the profession
were not willing to support both Osteopathic
.Health and The Osteopathic Physician adequately in the present squeeze, the logical thing
to do would be to get along without them.
What is your wish, friends and customers?
We want your advice. This is ·a frank feeler.
W,e are beginning to wince under squeezing
and we fear there may be more of it coming.
We wish to be prepared. Write us your ideas
and wishes.
Meanwhile, we will be glad to receive one
dollar orders for the receipt of a single copy
of Osteopathic Health by the year, to enable
you to receive it regularly in lieu of samples.
We will no longer send free OP sample,
either. Single copies, 25 cents to any address.
IS YOUR CONFRERE AN OP SUBSCRIBER?

We would like your help to get any friends
you have in the profession on our OP subscription list who are not there now. Possibly we
may take our own work too seriously but
candidly we feel sorry for any practitioner of
osteopathy who is not getting The OP-we .feel
that it is not a square deal to him-not unless
he is an awful tight one and then it only serves
him right!
Are we right or wrong? Just look at this
current issue, or any issue, for that matter-is
any osteopath justified in doing without it at
any reasonable cost?

Present "outsiders" will be welcome into The
OP family of. readers at the presilnt rate of ,,$.2

while we still have this matter of a raise' in
sJlbscription price u.nder advisemep,t. .Will you

fine. Wish they came every week. This is a great
food. real experience.-DTs. Stewart and Stewart. Clinton. Iowa.

Herewith $2.00 for renewal of subscription. The OP
is O. K. I enjoy it more than any of the other osteopathic literature.
Every osteopathic physician should
take The OP because of the publicity details it gives
that he should know about.-C. G. Noel, D.O., Fortville,
Indiana.
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Dr. Percy Evan Roscoe
Osteopathy and Minor .Surgery
601 Guardian Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
Dr. J. Deason, Osteopathic Physician
Specializing in Ear, Nose and Throat
27 East Monroe St., Chicago
Wm. Otis Galbreath, D. O.
Refraction,
Adenectomy, Tonsilectomy
Ear and Nasal Surgery
321 Land Title Bldg.., Philadelphia
Dr. James D. Edwards
Originator of "Finger Surgery" in Catarrhal
Deafness, Hay Fever, Cataract, Glaucoma,
Optic Nerve Atrophy, Tonsil and Voice
Impairment.
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat Diseases. Referred cases given special attention, and returned to home Osteopath lor foHow up treatments.
St. Louis, Mo.
407-08-09-10 Chemical Bldg.
Hubert F. Leonard, D.O., M. D.
Consultation and Surgery
Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat Surgery a Specialty
703-706 Morgan Bldg., Portland, Oregon
Riley D. Moore, LL.B., Oph. D., D. O.
Osteopathic Physician
1410 H. St.; N. W., Washington, D. C.
Careful attention to referred cases.
Dr. T. J. Ruddy
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Originator (Bowling) of "Finger Method"
for Hay Fever and Catarrhal Deafness, etc.
Chief of E .., E., N. & T. Dept., C. O. P. & S.
Los Angeles, Calif.
302-9 Black Building
Dr. Frank J. Stewart
Diseases of the Skin and also
Genito-urinary and Venereal Diseases
Room 1201, 7 W. Madison St., Chicago
Dr. J. C. Howell
Osteopathy, Orificial and Finger Surgery,
3 N. Orange Ave., Orlando, Florida.
Dr. Preston R. Hubbell
Osteopathic Physician
504 Fine Arts Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Dr. C. C. Reid
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Dr. C. L. Draper
Dr. J. E. Ramsey
Adjoining Suites with tiled and specially equipt "surgery" in common.
501-10 Interstate Trust Bldg., Denver.
Dr. Benoni A. Bullock
Consultation and Surgery
Specialist in Orificial Surgery
Daytona, Florida
Dr. W. F. Rossman
Surgery: Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Referred cases solicited
The Prophylaxis of Industrial

Infection

While "Safety-First" has obviated the occurrence of
many preventable industrial accidents. the incidence of
infection following injuries in shops. mills. factories.
offices and stores is. still one of the greatest problems
with which the physician has to contend.
Industrial
first-aid and surgery make many special demands on the
physician. Of these demands. that for an efficient, nontoxic and cleanly antiseptic is one of the most constant.
The physician using Dioxogen has no trouble in this
direction, for he has learned to appreciate its unique
advantages as a thoroughly reliable antiseptic in the
routine prophylaxis of industrial infection.-A. D. V.
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Geo. A. Also Known "As the Husband of"
Mrs. George A. Still of Kirksville is president of the
Missouri Federation of Women's Clubs for 1920-1921.
rl"his great honor is well deserved by Mrs. Still's activity
in promoting the welfare of the woman's club movement
for many years.
•
January Meeting Chicago Osteopathic
Association
The regular monthly meeting of the Chicago Osteopathic Association was held at Hotel Sherman, January
~lh.
Clinical demonstrations were given by Dr. W.
Stanley Barham on, "Applied Osteopathy." Dr. Barham
has done a great deal of special work in this field and
is Professor ·of Applied Osteopathy at the Chicago College of Osteopathy.
Illinois Osteopathic Association Annual Convention at Champaign in April
The Twenty-first Convention of the Illinois Osteopathic
Association is to be held this year at Champaign. April
26th, 27th and 28th. The several committees are busying themselves in a1l the details necessarily involved in
putting on a convention worthy of a gl'eat state and a
gTeat profession. You are urged to attend.-Leste1' A.
A1cMastel's, Chainnan Publicity Committee, UTbana, Ill.
Dr, H. H. Christensen Taking Special Work
at Taylor Clinic
Dr. H. H. Christensen, of Pender, Nebraska, is at Des
Moines, Iowa, taking special work at the Taylor Clinic.
.ne says: "1 am enjoying the work very much. The
Taylor CUnic is up to date and progressive in every way
and it is certainly doing some wonderful work in diag.
nosis and in osteopathic surgery. The course can be
well recommended to any D.O. who wants to learn something more."
Drs. Baughman Read OP on Way to Florida
Via Big 4, 1/23/20: Here we are Bunting! Wife and
I are on our way to Florida reading that greatest of
osteopathic papers. The OP, from "kiver to kiver."
Long may you live to spread that education so soreh"
needed by humanity.
No one has done more and no
one can do it better than Bunting. More Anon. Expect
to open office in Florida for the winter at West Palm
Beach.-Fraternally yours, D,·. J. S. Baughman, of BUTlington. iowa.
Dr. Howard Forgets a Bill and Offers a Reasonable
Excuse

There are three times in this )o"ear of our Lord 191U
when a man should be excused for overlooking his honest
debts: when he gets married; when he is hunting a
house; and when he dies. I beg to be excused for my
apparent delinquency on the ground that I've rece~tl)·
been married and since then have been house-huntIng.
getting settled in my own home, etc., so kindly accept
the $12.00 enclosed,-M. J. HowaTd, D.O., Ottawa, Canada.
Three Ohio Osteopaths Win Surgeon's License
Dr. V. W, Brynkerhoff, Toledo, Dr. W. W. Hall,
Ravenna, and Dr. R. P. Baker. Delaware. were successful
in the Decenlber examination in major surgery' given by
tbe Ohio Board of Medical Examiners. These men are
the first to receive their licenses as surgeons under the
new Ohio law admitting osteopaths to examination in
major surgery. All of them have been in general practice for several years. Dr. R. P. Baker is a member
of the staff of The Delaware Spring Sanitarium, Delaware, Ohio.
Osteopathic Society of the City of New York,
Meeting
The Osteopathic Society, of the city of New York,
held a meeting Januar)' 17th, at the New York Ost'~o
pathic Clinic.
The program presented was ·very .Instructive as well as interesting. Dr. Raymond W. BaIley
of Philadelphia was the principal speaker. His topic
being "Professional Value of :Clinic:' Two cases of
shell shock were presented by Dr. Ralph ~Crane. A
general discussion of professional al1d other problems
arising at the Clinic followed.
Boston Epsilon Chapter Iota Tau Sigma Meeting
The regular bi-weekly meeting of Epsilon Chapter Iota
Tau Sigma fraternity was held at the fraternity house,
January 14th. Dr. Geo. Reid of Worcester. Massachusetts, was the speaker of the evening. Dr. Reid's subject "The Osteopathic Vision," deserves ~ great deal of
merit and coupled with the enthusiasm and sincerity with
which he delivered his address made this meeting one
of the most interesting and valuable meetings of the
school year.
Following Dr. Reid's talk a social hour
was held and refreshments were served. About thirtyfive members were present.
Dr. Kibby Clements Busy as a Bee In Practice
I am covered up with practice. Am having 50 much
outside work. It is nothing to make from sixty to one
hundred miles drive after night. I have had two confinement cases since 1st of the month. Both were 8
pound and 9'h pound boys, James W. Ward and Robert
Henry AUen. I have six baby cases due between now

and tbe lOth of February. I delivered a fine boy the
9th of this month within twenty-five minutes after my
arrival. I am rushed almost to death, hardly have time
to get my meals. Sleep is out of the question. Have a
splendid practice and it is growing aU the time. Pa·
tients come to see me from all the surrounding towns,
a radious of one hundred miles. Fraternally yours,-··
Kibby J. Clements, D.O., Plainview, Texas. JanuaTY 10th.
Central "Pennsy" Reorganizes
The Central Pennsylvania Osteopathic Society was reorganized on November 6, 1919. Officeds elected were:
President, Dr. E. Clair Jones, Lancaster; Vice-President, Dr. M. W. Brunner, Lebanon; Secretary, Dr.
Emma Purnell, Lancaster; Asst. Secretary, Dr. J. M,
ShcBenberger. York; Treasurer, Dr. S. L. Grossman,
vVilIiamsport; Asst. Treasurer. Dr. L. Guy Baugher,
Harrisburg. Since the organization of the Society it has
met monthly in Harrisburg where real live wire meet.
ings are held and important professional matters are
discussed. At the January meet we were honored with
the presence of Dr. Nettie Turner, President of the
P. O. A., Dr. O. O. Bashline of Philadelphia and Dr.
W. J. Novinger, Trenton, N. J. NeA-t meeting, Tuesday
evening, February 17th, 109 Locust St., Harrisburg.Emma PU1·nell, D.O.
Addresrses Warren, Ohio, Association
Dr. Harry Goehring, director of physical efficiency for
the Pittsburgh Pressed Steel Car Company of Pittsburgh.
Pennsylvania, addressed the Warren Ohio Osteopathic
Association, January 17th, on uKeeping the human
machine in proper repair and adjustment as a per.
quisite to efficiency of operation to a large industrial
plant." Dr. Goehring has charge of several hundred
patients composing the office force of the Pittsburgh
corporation which has employed him at a fancy sum to
keep the workers ill trim. He was to have addressed
the local Rotary Club but was prevented from doing so
by the lateness of the train schedules. The meeting
was attended by Dr. Sowers and Dr. McDonald, of
Sharon; Dr. Weaver, of Niles; Dr. Reid, Dr. Printy,
Dr. Mills. Dr. Loeb and Dr. Glassco, of Warren-Geo. M.
Glassco, D.O., Warren, Ohio.
Dr. Geo. A, Still Repairs a Broken Neck
Dr. Geo. A. Still operated on a school girl, Miss Nellie
Henderson, of Richmond, Mo., January 21st, at ASO
hospital, Kirksville, for bloken neck. Ten weeks before,
while playing in school her head was forced down under
her desk while she was sitting. She was stuck tight,
and in order to get her out her friends forced her head
farther down. She straightened up and her head fen
sidewise on her right shoulder giving two disinct pops and
she fainted. An M.D. called it a bad sprain and supported the head by a sling thrown over the head and
under the axilla.
Five weeks after the accident. Dr. E. Cameron, oste.
opath, took charge of tbe case. He found her head almost resting on her right shoulder. He sent the case
to Kirksville for an X-ray examination. It was found
that the third vertebra in the neck was broken, and the
arch was loose. There were small fragments of the artic·
ular facet, between the second and third.
Dr. Still made a small incision through which he reo
moved the bone fragments and roughened the surfaces
of the bones so they would ankylose. The head was supported by a jury-mast, to prevent the weigh t of the
head irritating the parts. Healing' will soon take place
and the neck is expected to be practically as good as
ever. The young Miss returned home February 2nd.
apparently all right but with her neck still in a cast.
of course.
New Jersey Osteopathic Society for Academic
Freedom
January meeting of the New Jersey Osteopathic Society was held January 10th, at Achtel Steters, Newark.
Dinner at 6 :30. Meeting 7 :45 P. M. Some notes and
views were given on diagnosis and treatment of the
damaged heart by Dr. Lamar K. Tuttle, New York.
Our problems by Dr. O. J. Snyder, Philadelphia, Drs.
Vane Sigler and Walter J. Novinger, Trenton.
Dr. Snyder spoke on the significance and legal aspects
of the recent Daily case in Pbiladelphia and deplored
the misunderstandings and unjust criticisms abroad regarding it. As a result of Dr. Snyder's statement it
developed that there is a great deal involved in the case
for the advancement of osteopathy and that the profession should suspend judgment and criticism until
such time as the whole story is told, when they will be
able to read between the Jiues of the testimony and make
proper interpretations. The meeting was so impressed
by the discussion that a resolution was passed endorsing
the stand taken by Drs. Snyder. Flack, Balbirney and
other witnesses for the defense of Dailey.
At the business meeting it was decided to attempt to
amend the present New Jersey law so that the unjust
and unfair limitations to the practice of osteopathy in
the state should be removed. The profession in the state
is now working hard for the passage of this amendment.
The state clinic, library, scholarship, membership and
educational committees are showing creditable activities
and expect to show excellent results in the near future.
The membership of the society is increasing which in·
dicates a further awakening of the profession to the
fact that the greatest advancement of osteopathy can best
be accomplished by more harmony, closer union and presenting a more united front. Out of the state 0steopaths cordially invited to attend our meetings.-Alberl
J. Molyneux, D.O., Publicity Chairman.
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Atlas Club Holds Memorial Services for
Dr. A. T. Still
Memorial services which were to be held by the Atlas
Club at Kirksville, Missouri, on December 12th were
postponed on account of shortage of fuel. They were
held January 15th at the college.
An exceptionally
fine program was carried out.
Gives New Year's Greetings to Rotal'ians
Dr. John D. Cunningham of Bloomington, III., President of the Bloomington Rotary :Club, delivered the following New Year's message to the members which
was printed in the Bloomington local newspapers:
"A Happy and Prosperous New Year.
"Rotary is a business brotherhood, extending hands of
service around the world. It is an investment of brain
and heart, with no thought of personal return.
"There is no waYl to estimate the value to the world
of a smile, a handclasp, a word of encouragement. a
helpful deed. They bring compound interest. What estimate can be placed on the investment of the brain
and heart of one hundred eight Rotarians?
"The incalculable opportunities of another year are before us. May there be a wholesale clipping of happiness-coupons because of, and by Bloomington Rotary.
"With grateful appreciation of the help and good cheer
which are being extended to me as president by my
fell'Jw-Rotarians, both on and off of committees, I am,
~ohn D. Cunningham, BloO'1nington, Ill.
Southwestern

Sanitarium Adds New Member
to Its Staff
The Southwestern Osteopathic Sanitarium of Blackwell, Oklahoma, has added a new member to its staff
in the Department of Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat work.
Dr. L. S. Larimore. who has been in charge of this
department since the sanitarium opened. has found it
necessary to have assistance and so Dr. L. V. Cradit
has been secured. Dr. 'Cradit practiced in Wilmington,
N. C., prior to entering the army. Most of his army
service was in the nose and throat section of one of
the general hospitals.
Dr. Larimore and Dr. Oradit
are among the few who, having the D. O. degr"" only,
devote all their time to the treatment and surgery of
the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat. They do not feel the
need of the M. D. degree.
Dr. Larimore will now
devote his time mainly to diagnosis and surgery, principally at the sanitarium, while Dr. Cradit will handle
the treatments, refraction, and surgery at their downtown office and at the sanitarium. The calls from the
profession of the South-West for consultation and operative work that cannot be sent to the sanitarium can
now be attended to and the work in this department
be properly taken care of.
All departments of the
Southwestern Osteopathic Sanitarium are flourishing.
Dr. J. H. Cheney Locates after Long Period with
Army in France
Dr. J. H. Cheney, late of the Medical Detachment of
the 3rd. Pioneer Infantry, has returned from duty in
France and has removed from vVinnebago, Minnesota,
to Sioux Falls, South Dakota, 307-308 Minnehaha Bldg.
Speaking of an osteopath's experience in the army he·
states that it was one continuous round of C. C. pills ann
paint 'em with iodine, superintended by a medical sergeant, first class, who. from his extensive experience
in medicine in civil life. gleaned from the occupation of
lliano mover, had the preference over men that were
trained. If the osteopaths want recognition now is the
time to go after it not wait until we are in midst of
another war. .The records of hundreds of D.O.'s who
laid aside their profession and shouldered a gun or
shovel while their no more trained brothers were wearing shoulder bars, are now available. We laid aside
our grievances at the request of Surgeon General Blue so
as not to cause any friction with the foreign medical
departments. Now we have plenty of time for a show
down and the AMA dare not let this bill come before
the house for a vote. It is my opinion that a D.O.
would look just as well in a Sam Browne, smoke just
as many cigarettes, sleep just as long, know just as little
of what he was supposed to know, prescribe just as
much physic and mark as many men "'duty" when they
should be in bed as the average M.D. with whom I came
in contact while in the service.
Dr. Albert Fisher of Syracuse, New York,
Passes Away
Dr. Alhert Fisher, of Syracuse, New York, the first
osteopathic physician to locate in New York State, died
January 9th from heart failure while alone in his autumobile which he was driving thru the streets of his
home city at a very early hour in the morning. The
automobile was found by a patrolman at 2 :45 A.M.
banged against the curb in Cortland Avenue within one
block of Dr. Fisher's home. An investigation showed
the driver toppled over in his seat. The patrolman immediately notified police headquarters. The hody was
taken to the hospital of the Good Shepherd where it
was announced that Dr. Fisher had been dead some time.
An autopsy revealed heart disease as the cause of death.
It appeared that Dr. Fisher was striken almost without
warning altho it was deduced by the coroner that he
had made every effort to reach his home as quickly as
P083ible. The automobile was in high gear whenr found
and it had scraped along the curb for about 200 feet.
Dr. Fisher was regarded· as one of the leading osteopathic physicians in New York State. He was a member
of the State Board of Osteopathic Physicians. He attended the wife of the late President McKinley hefore
her death heing invited by the President to go to the
White House and personally take care of Mrs. McKinley's
ease. He was 51 years of age and is survived by hi.
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wife, formedy Miss Lillian Crandall of Whiteboro, two
sons, and his father, Dr. Albert Fisher, Sr. of Chicago.
One Copy of OH Does Good Work in Maine
I certainly am disappointed not to be able to have
copies of the December 1919 issue of Osteopathic Health.
I have been distributing Osteopathic Health for some
time and consider the December issue one of the most
important ever published. The need for distributing it
in this iocality-where the old-time charm of drugs still
holds sway. and where osteopathy is almost unknown
-is very great. One of the most prominent families
here has had my single copy.
Every member of the
family has read it. The one member who takes treatment told me that her father had been so impressed
with the remarks about aspirin that he had requestecl
his wife never to use it again. Others would be equally
influenced could they read the December issue of Osteopathic Health; but it takes a long time for one copy
to reach 200 homes! I am sending out similar articles
-especially written to meet the crying need here-but
feel that the psycological effect of a publication like
Osteopathic Health would be greater. If you reprint
the issue please let me have at least 200 copies. '''ould
you consider reprinting for such copies as have been
desired by myself and others. considering the great need
of spreading such infolmation? If not. may I have the
privilege of using such parts of the information as I
deem most essential in publicity matter of my own'!
I will give proper credit, of course! I believe in osteopathy and want it to win among these Aroostook
conscrvatives.-Yours for the Science, Jane B. W. Hall,
D.O., CaTibcnt, Maine.
Chicago College and Hospital News
The Woman's Board of the hospital, at their December meeting voted a special gift of $500.00 each to the
hospital and the college, to be spent for whatever purpose the trustees felt was most needed. The Woman's
Board is one of the big factors of the organization
which is making for its success.
The Osteopathic
Woman's Club of Chicago' gave a dinner on December
11th, at Edgewater Beach Hotel, the proceeds of which
is to initiate a scholarship fund to assist needy students
of the college. It was a huge success; those who were
not able to attend sending contributions for the good
cause. Beta Chapter, Theta Psi Fraternity, contributed
to the memory of Dr. Still by forwarding a wreath of
evergreen to be placed on his grave on the second anniversary of his death; Dr. Blanche Still Laughlin, his
daughter, sent the following note of appreciation: "To
the members of Theta Psi Fraternity, Beta Chapter: I
want to thank you for the wreath which I placed upon
the grave of my father, Dr. A. T. Still; Undaunted he
faced the hard and lonely road that led him to his goal;
unwavering h~ heard the epithet of scorn, of cynicism,
of intolerance. Unfaltering he followed thru. And his
heart was not embittered by opposition, nor was it
hardened by pride in the great hour of success. Nay,
rather, !)e said, 'I love to love and to be loved,' Again
I thank you,"
Members of the Iota Tau Sigma Fraternity gave a subscription dance on December 11th at
Harper Hall. There was a large attendance, all of the
organizations of the school and their friends being well
represented. Dr. Harrison H. Fryette and Dr. Myrtle
W. Fryette, of Chicago, left January 1st for two
months in California. Dr. H. R. Holmes is to have
Dr. Fryette's class in Technique during his absence.
Dr. Chester H. Morris, also of the college faculty is
spending the holidays in California, where Mrs. Morris
and the children are wintering. The Nurse's Home was
a scene of a pretty Christmas party given them by
members of the Ladies Auxiliary, December 23rd.
Massachusetts Society Holds Annual Meeting
The eighteenth annual convention of the Massachusetts Osteopathic Society will go down in history as one
of the best, if not the best, ever recorded. It was held
at the Hotel Lenox, Boston, January 3, 1920. Dr. Geo.
W. Goode, president, presided. The program was very
practical all the way through and was especially conspicuous because of the absence of text book discussions
and papers. The star attraction was Dr. Carl P. McConnell who discussed and demonstrated, "Applied Osteopathy."
The most spectacular feature of the whole
program and the one that brought down the greatest
applause was: "A Demonstration of Simplified and Efficient Technic," by two members of the Senior Class of
the Massachusetts College of Osteopathy, C. H. Downing and Winslow M. Kingman, under the supervision of
Dr. J. Oliver Sartwell and Dr. W. Arthur Smith. The
work of these two seniors was a revelation to all present
and was received with great enthusiasm. It was convincing evidence of the superior course now being given
at the Massachusetts College of Osteopathy. Other societies would do well to feature their program with these
student technicians under the supervision of Dr. Sartwell and Dr. Smith. In the election of Dr. Geo. W.
Goode as President of the Society for a third term, an
old precedent has been broken. Other officers for the
coming year are: Dr. Perrin T. Wilson, :Cambridge,
Vice-President; Dr. Frances Graves, Boston, Secretary:
and Dr. Charles G. Hatch, Lawrence, Treasurer. The
entire program was excellent hut I will abstain from
further comment to give you a list of the topics and
speakers:
"Some Reasons for Typhoid Fever in the
A. E. F.," Dr. Perrin T. Wilson, Cambridge; Discussion.
Dr. Peter J. Wright, Dr. Muriel E. Lewis; "Pyorrhea,"
Dr. S. L. Gants, Providence, Rhode Island; "Acidosis and
the Vitamines," Dr. Earl Scamman. Boston; Discussion,
Dr. Aubrey W. Hart, Dr. Bertha E. :Carter; "Applied
Osteopathy," Dr. Carl P. McConnell, Chicago, Illinois;
Discussion, Dr. Howard T. Crawford, Dr. Mary Emery·;
"Pediatrics," Dr. Lucy H. Abbott, Waltham; "Mass Diag-

Chiropractic Kleptomania
We announce publication this
month of a 6-page folder under
the above title that gives chiropratic its correct historic setting
and proves it to be a barefaced
steal from osteopathy. It's a Bunt·
ing product--up to the usual Bunting art and logic standards. If you
have wanted for a long time to see
some one do this subject justice you
will be gratified by this powerful
historic document.
It is not a dull story, either, but
reads as interestingly as romance.
Really, the gall of the chiro in
faking osteopathy as he has done
and trying to falsify history to
cover the tracks of his theft is so
brazenly monumental as to reach
to the limbo of paranoia.
This 6-page plinted folder does
the subject exact justice, even as
you would have it done, and by hitting the high spots only, covers
practically the whole situation,
and does it better, too, than any
statement hitherto issued by our
profession.
This folder is designed to go out
in your ordinary commercial size
(No.6) envelope, either alone or as
a "letter enclosure" and to be
mailed inside your field magazines
as a slip enclosure.
We have made the price so low
that you will use a thousand of
them at a time. Price $9.50 per
thousand, and no extra charge for
im,pTinting your professional caTd
on the bottom of the sixth page,

in thousand lot orders, if you want
This is providing we have
your electro used in imprinting
OH. If not-oh, well, for orders of
1,000 folders we will make your
electro free as a special offer during the next 30 days, and then,
maybe, we can use your electro
sometime in printing "Osteopathic
Health" orders for YOU-Why not'
it done..

If you are interested, write us so
and we will gladly submit a copy
of this folder, "Chiropractic Kleptomania."
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nosis," Dr. Waldo Horton. Boston; .Disc'!".ssions. Dr.
Robert H. Nichols, Dr. George E. Smith; The Osteopathic Student's Point of View," Miss Eva W. Magoon,
Chicago College of Osteopathy; ':relvi? Conditi~ns:: Dr.
Ruth E. Humphries, Waltham; Bedsl~e PractlCe Dr.
Mark Shrum, Lynn; "Public Health, "Dr. Helen G.
Sheehan, Boston; "Applied Osteopathy,. Dr. C,,:~l P.
McConnell Chicago, Illinois; "Border Lme Cases, Dr.
L. Curtis' Turner, Boston; "Diet," pr. J;Ienr y W. Clement Providence, Rhode Island; DlSCUSSlOD, Dr. Anna
G. Tinkham; "Simplified and Efficient Technique," (By
the Technique Dept. of the M. C. 0.) Dr. J. Ohver
Sartwell and Dr. W. Arl.j1ur Smith and Dr. C. H.
Downing and Dr. Winslow M. Kingham, of Semor Class;
"Legislative Needs" Dr. Matthew T.. Mayes, Sprmgfield;
"What is the Relationship of Diseases of the Eye, Ear,
Nose and Throat to the General Health 1" Dr. Herbert
H. Pentz, Boston. Fifteen new members were elected
to the society. It was voted that the Massachusetts Osteopathic Society become an auxiliary of the AOA. It
was also voted that the date of the meeting be changed
to the first Saturday in December in the future.--Georye
W~ Reid, D.O., WOTcester, Massachusetts.

Dr. E. O. Peterson of La Porte, Ind., is taking a
special post graduate course at the ASO..
. k
Dr. W. M. Koons, of Herrington, Kan .• IS at Kl~ ·S·
ville for a special course in anaesthetics at ASO hospital.
Dr. S. B. Kiblinger, of Joplin, Missouri, has been a~
pointed medical examiner for the Brotherhood of Amencan Yeoman of Joplin.
Dr. Georgre A. Rubin of Rockford, Illinois, has been
spending a few weeks in California and has now returned to Rockford to resume his practice.
Dr. T. B. Bondus has opened a new office in the
Kesner Building, Chicago, Illinois. He announces that
his practice will be devoted to Urology and. Syphllolog"
and that his treatments are in accordance With the osteopathic School of Practice. .
Dr. L. B. Harned, recent graduate of the Chicago
College of Osteopathy, Chicago, is taking charge. o~ the
practice of Dr. F. E. Dayton, of Escanaba, MlChlgan,
while Dr. Dayton is away attending special post-graduate
course with Dr. C. C. Reid, at Denver, :Colorado. Dr.
Harned has seven months' experience at the Great Lakes
station during the influenza fight last year.

Dr. J. R. Gorsline, at LaPlata, Missouri.
Dr. J. H. Spencer, at 'Chelsea, Vermont.
Dr. F. V. DeVinney. at Downing, Missouri.
Dr. J. L. Margreiter at Flat River, Missouri.
Dr. O. R. Crain, from Bloomfield, Iowa, to Leon,
Iowa.
Dr. Adella Moyer, from Payette, Idaho, to Ontario,
Oregon.
Dr. J. L. Schwartz, from Valley Junction, Iowa, to
Cascade, Iowa.
Dr. Mary Quisenbery, from Lyons, Kansas to Blackwell, Oklahoma.
Dr. James L. Keen, from Brunswick, Mo., to Grand
Junction, Colo.
Dr. Howard C. Atwood, at 210 Loring building, Riverside, California.
Dr. B. P. Mansfield, and Dr. Henry C. Shreck, at
DeKalb, Illinois.
Dr. J. Meek Wolfe, from Roanoke, Virgina. to Big
Timber, Virg-inia.
Dr. W. E. Scott, from Greenville, South Carolina, to
Rogers, Arkansas.
Dr. C. D. Sawtelle, from Billings, Montana, to Spokane, Washington.
Dr. Hoyt Taylor, from Mt. Pleasant, Michigan, to
Kirksville. Missouri.
Dr. A. V. Kalt, at Chamber of Commerce building,
Pasarlena, California.
Dr. W. L. Shepherdson, at 257 McCoy-Tanner building, Sikeston, Missouri.
Dr. J. H. McDowell, from 102 3rd street, to 123 2nd
street, Troy, New York.
Dr. Mabel G. Newburn, at Loyal My~tic Legion building, Hastings, Nebraska.
.)
Dr. Christopher A. Campbell, from Reidley, California,
to Forest Grove, Oregon.
.
Dr. Joseph A. Pocock, at 1339 King street, West,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Dr. C. A. Porter, from Waterville, Washington, to
Port Angeles, Washington.
Dr. Herbert Lipman, from Mexico, Missouri, to Inez
Hotel, Kansas City, Missouri.
.
Dr. Leah Purkitt, from Downing, Missouri, to R. T.
J. building, Sedalia, Missouri.
Dr. W. F. Wright, from Mason building, to Bradbury
building, Los Angeles, <:alifornia.
Dr. Benoni A. Bullock, from 211 Steyens building, to
Gal'diner block, Daytona, Florida.
Dr. Nellia M·. Cramer, formerly in' Alaska, at 2207
Fulton street, Berkeley, California.
Dr. F. A. Bereman, from Effingham, Kansas, to 1101/2 W. Central, Eldorado, Kansas.
Dr. Arthur L. Hughes, from Trust building, to 67
Park Place, Bloomfield, New Jersey.
Dr. M. A. Boddy, from StOckton, Illinois, to 5240
Brooklyn avenue, Seattle, Washington.
Dr. Dale H. Craig from 514 Empire Bldg., to 710
Interstate--·Press- Bldg., Denver, Colorado:c
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Dr. Gertrude Gaylord from 11122 So. Michigan Ave.,
to 11415 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Dr. ~~t~e B. Mosley, from Harrisonville, Missouri, to
2019 DIVlSlQn street, FOl't Madison, Iowa.
Dr. Lydia C. Hutt, from Hyde Park building, to 129
Wuthman buIlding, Kansas 'City, Missouri.
. Dr. Hildegard King, and Dr. Errol R. King, at 204-6
Pennsylvania building, Riverside, California.
Dr. A. M. E. Leffingwell, from Muscatine, Iowa, to
625 West 21st street, Los Angeles, California.
Dr. Jennie Lucena Spalding, from 408 Legal~ building,
to 320 Haywood building, Asheville, NOI'th Carolina.
Dr. O. P. Alhquist and Dr. H. H. Campbell, from 604
Congress street to 9a Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine.
Dr. Albel't Victor Kalt, from Los Angeles, California
to Chamber of Commerce building, Pasadena, California.
Dr. F. H. Healy and Dr. Stella, from 308 Eugene Field
Apa~·tments, (0 408 Victoria building, St. Louis, Mis.
souri.
Dr. Lena :Creswell, formerl? American Bank building,
now First NatIOnal Bank bUllding, (change in name of
building.)
Dr. Mildred L. Maybee, from North Conway, New
Hampsh,re. to Hotel Marie Antoinette, New York City,
New York.
. Dr. Ja'mes H. Moore and Dr. Margaret L. Moore, from
Festus, Missouri, to Seattle, Washington, with offices
1013-14 Sea Board building.
Dr. Cora Belle Weed, temporarily at Hotel Wentworth, 5.9 Wes~ 46th street, New York City, pending
!,repara~lQns of her new quarters at Hotel Schuyler,
07 W. 40th street.

Serious Ills That Follow
Upon the Flu.

The leading article is a reprint, by permission, of
Dr. Bunting's article that appeared in Physical
Cult",.. and which attracted such wide attention
thru out the country. Supplementary articles of
high importance and interest deal with the after
effects of flu and what osteopathy is able to do
in such conditions. An exceedingly valuable and
timely issue; obtained with attractive art cover
design.

How"Bad" Mechanism
In Our "Joint.s"
Makes Sickness
This new edition of this famous brochure is carefully revised, set in a new
type and bound in cover of attractive
color effect. This brochure persuades
attention, and in succinct, easy language explains "osteopathic lesions;"
what they are and why they cause
disease; how osteopathy removes them
and enables the patient to get wel!.
Only a few thousand copies left; price
while they last $4.50 per hundred.

Dr. Wellington C. Fossler, and Miss Frances Mae
Fogel, both of Sterling, Illinois, at Sterling, November
27th.
Dr. Juli~n C. Foster, of Butler, Pennsylvania, and
MIS~ Harnet Martha Jolliffe, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvama, December 24th, at Pittsburgh.

To. Dr. and Mrs. R. S. Crum, of Tiffin, Ohio, a son,
December 5th, 1919.
To Dr. and Mrs. George T. Still of Allentown, Pennsylvania, on January 4th, a son.
To Dr. and Mrs. N. H. Rankin, of Cleveland, Ten.
ne.ssee. December 21st, a son, John Carter.
'fo Dr. and Mrs. Chas. Povlovich of Hale, Missouri, a
son; Charles Albert, December' 18th, 1919.
'10 Dr. ~nd Mrs. Walter F. Rossman of Grove City,
~~t~~SYIVanla. a daughter, Ruth Irene Rossman, January
To Dr. and Mrs. J. Paul Price of Hannibal Missouri,
at the Woman's Hospital in Kirksville, a son, November
25th, 1919.
To Dr. and Mrs. William W. Efford, of Chicago, a
son, Victor Robert, January 8th, weight nine and one.
half pounds and all well.

Advertisements in this column 7c per word. address
free. Terms strictly cash in advance.
Wanted-a man to take charge of my practice tbru
June and July. Reply c/o 194, The Osteopathic Physi.
ciano
Wanted: Opportunity to work as part~er, assistant,
take charge, of practice. Army serVIce.
Address,
Numbcr 177, c/o OP, 9 So. Clinton St., Chicago, Ill.

01'

For Sale-Twenty shares of Dennos Food stock im·
mediately. How much am I offered 1 The high man
takes it. Address No. 195, c/o The OP, 9 South :'Jlinton
St., Chicago, Ills.
FOR SALE-Kruse Sulphur Vapor Bath Cabinet,
complete, first class condition; Sterling Violet Ray out·
fit; Cedar Rapids stretching machine for spinal traction,
g09d as new. Dr. J. W. Pay, Milbank, South Dakota.
FOR SALE-Old established practice in good Kansa,
town. Am moving to a college city for the benefit of
educational work for my son. Would like to turn over
practice by March 1st.-Address No. 193, c/o The OP,
9 So. Clinton St., Chicago.

THE OP CO" Chicago

'Woman Osteopath Wanted:_We have a desirable posi·
tion with large' opportunities.. for varied experience for
a woman osteopath with personality, tact, and osteopathic
ability. Must be able to recognize the value of such ad·
juncts as hydrotherapy, medical gymnastics, etc. Mu~
be a woman not above middle age, with "staying"
qualities. Position is permanent and affords attractivt
remuneration. Give full particulars about yourself, and
·your experience when' writing. Address' No. 196, c/o
,The OP, 9 South Clinton St., Chicago.

